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ABSTRACT

HIGH RESOLUTION FINGERPRINT ADDITIONAL FEATURES ANALYSIS

By

Qijun Zhao

Fingerprint recognition as one of the most-widely used biometric technologies has been extensively

studied in the past half of a century. Although it can achieve very high accuracy given fingerprint

images of good quality and covering sufficiently large fingerprint areas, its accuracy is still far from

being satisfactory when only low quality or small partial fingerprint images are available. For the

purpose of further enhancing the fingerprint recognition accuracy, this thesis explores the fingerprint

additional features (including pores, dots, and incipient ridges) that can be reliably detected on high

resolution fingerprint images. As an important application of fingerprint additional features, a pore-

based fingerprint alignment method has been developed for high resolution partial fingerprints. The

method utilizes the pores and their surrounding valley structures which are abundant and discriminative

on partial fingerprints. Consequently, it achieves much higher alignment accuracy than both minutia-

based and orientation field based methods. To more accurately extract additional features from

fingerprint images, models of their intensity appearance have been established and novel extraction

methods based on the models have been proposed. The proposed models can more accurately describe

the additional features by using orientation and scale parameters. The extraction methods apply the

established models to fingerprint images for detecting the additional features on them, and employ the

automatic scale selection technique to better cope with the varying sizes of the features. For matching

the fingerprint additional features, some coarse-to-fine approaches have been designed. They first
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establish initial correspondences between the features based on their local descriptors and then further

check the correspondences to remove false ones by using certain transformation estimation and

refinement techniques. The methods can directly align and match additional features on fingerprints,

thereby obviating the dependency on other features like minutiae and enabling more effective fusion

between these features. To better understand the fusion between fingerprint features, an extensive study

has been conducted on fingerprint additional features and minutiae. In addition to different parallel

fusion and score normalization methods, hierarchical fusion has been also analyzed by considering

different fusion orders and manners. Based on the experiments, a more effective fusion scheme has

been presented, and some enlightening conclusions have been arrived at regarding the fingerprint

features fusion. Based on the above algorithms proposed in this thesis, a high resolution fingerprint

recognition system has been finally developed by using a custom-built optical high resolution

fingerprint sensor. As another approach to handling poor quality fingerprint images, a diffusion-based

fingerprint image enhancement method has been also proposed for fingerprint image pre-processing.

The method can well regularize fingerprint ridge orientation field which is a basis of most fingerprint

image analysis methods. Compared with the traditional Gabor-based and other diffusion-based

fingerprint image enhancement methods, it can more consistently enhance fingerprint images and better

preserve the ridge structures around singular points.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Biometrics

Personal authentication has been for a long time an important issue in law enforcement, business,

and people’s daily life. Its objective is to determine or confirm the identity of individuals such that

the right person is found out from a number of suspects, and the requested services or facilities are

accessed by a legitimate user, etc. Besides its applications in forensics, it has been nowadays

widely used in various civilian applications including but not limited to attendance control and

secure access to buildings, computer systems, laptops, cellular phones and ATMs. According to the

application context, personal authentication has two different modes: verification and

identification. In the verification mode, one-to-one comparison will be done to examine whether a

person is the one s/he claims; whereas in the identification mode, one-to-many comparison will be

conducted to recognize who the person is.

Traditionally, personal authentication is fulfilled based on what the person has (e.g. keys and

ID cards) or what the person knows (e.g. passwords). These approaches however have at least the

following two drawbacks. 1) Both the tokens the user has and the knowledge the user knows can

be lost or forgotten or stolen. 2) They have the problem of repudiation, i.e. the perpetrator can deny

the commission by pleading that his/her ID card or password was stolen. Biometrics [1-3], as a

newly emerged personal authentication approach, can solve the above problems. It recognizes a

person based on certain physiological or behavioral characteristics associated with him/her.

Fingerprint, palm-print, face, and iris are some typical physiological characteristics, and gait and
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signature are two example behavioral traits. Because the biometric traits are inherent in people, one

is not bothered by forgetting or losing them or having them stolen and consequently he/she can not

deny his/her ever use of his/her biometric traits.

Table 1.1: Total global biometric market revenue by technology, 2005-2012. (Adapted from BCC
Research: http://www.bccresearch.com/report/IFT042B.html)

The last decades have witnessed a growing interest on biometrics and a rapid increase in

market demand for biometric systems. According to the report of BCC Research [4] as shown in

Table 1.1, the global market for biometrics increased from $1.95 billion in 2006 to an estimated

$7.1 billion by the end of 2012, and the main user segment of biometric technology will include

government departments, law enforcement, military and transport and aviation markets. Among all

the different biometric traits, fingerprint biometrics was the most widely used one and will

continue to be the main revenue contributor until 2012 and even beyond this time frame. In this

thesis, we will focus on the fingerprint biometrics and investigate several additional fingerprint

features and the combination of them with minutiae, the most widely used features on fingerprints,

for the purpose of enhancing the performance of automatic fingerprint recognition systems

(AFRS). Next, we will give a brief review of fingerprint biometrics.

2005 ($ million) 2006 ($ million) 2007 ($ million) 2012 ($ million)
Fingerprint 739.5 955.5 1,269.0 2,698.0

Face 236.4 327.6 459.0 1,334.8
Hand Geometry 118.9 165.8 243.0 752.6

Others 355.3 501.2 729.0 2314.6

Total 1,450.0 1,950.0 2,700.0 7,100.0
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Fig. 1.1: Fingerprints refer to the ridge and valley patterns on the tip of fingers.

1.2 Fingerprints

Fingerprints refer to the ridge and valley patterns on the tip of fingers (see Fig. 1.1) [5]. They are

fully formed at about seven months of fetus development and do not change throughout the life of

an individual except due to accidents such as bruises and cuts on the fingertips. Although the

overall fingerprint structure is determined by gene, some factors during the skin differentiation

process, such as the flow of the amniotic fluids around the fetus and its position in the uterus,

produce some minor deformations that lead to some irregularities in the fingerprint ridges. These

factors compose the microenvironment in which the fingerprints are formed. The finer details of

the fingerprints are determined by this microenvironment that is unique and also varies across

hands and fingers. Thus it is widely believed that fingerprints are unique across individuals and

across fingers of the same individuals [6]. Some researchers theoretically studied the uniqueness or

individuality of fingerprints and proposed some bounds on the probability of two identical

fingerprints [7-9]. Their research results prove the strong unicity of fingerprints and demonstrate
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that it would be virtually impossible for two fingerprints (even two fingerprints of identical twins)

to be exactly alike. Thanks to their permanence and uniqueness as well as their good universality

and acceptability, fingerprints were utilized by people for identifying persons long ago [5-6, 10-11].

In recent years, the emergence of small and comfortable fingerprint sensors and the development

of advanced automatic fingerprint recognition algorithms further broaden the applications of

fingerprint biometrics from forensic fields to civilian fields.

1.2.1 Fingerprint Recognition

Fingerprint recognition is to compare two fingerprints to judge whether they are from a same

finger or not. In the early years of fingerprint biometrics, the comparison of fingerprints was done

manually by human fingerprint experts [5]. However, such manual comparison of fingerprints is

very time-consuming and as the number of fingerprints in the database increases, it will become

prohibitive to manually compare a query fingerprint with all the fingerprint templates in the

database. In order to improve the efficiency of fingerprint recognition, lots of researchers have

endeavored to develop automatic fingerprint recognition systems (AFRS) since the 1960s [6, 11-

14]. The original idea of automatic fingerprint recognition methods was simply based on the

observations of how human fingerprint experts perform fingerprint recognition [6]. So far, many

different methods have been proposed in the literature for various problems involved in AFRS and

some of them have already been widely used in civilian applications [15-24, 139].

Fig. 1.2 shows the architecture of a general automatic fingerprint recognition system.

Generally, an automatic fingerprint recognition system has two modules: enrollment and

authentication modules. In the enrollment module, a user has his/her fingerprint features registered

in the template database for later accessing the system. Because the quality of a fingerprint image
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is affected by a variety of factors such as the acquisition method and the skin condition of the

finger and the features on poor quality fingerprint images are unreliable and can often bias the

fingerprint recognition results, the fingerprint images and the features on them should pass the

quality checking before they are successfully registered as templates into the database [23]. Usually,

some preprocessing and enhancement steps are taken prior to the feature extraction so that some

noise can be removed and the features can be better extracted [16].

Preprocessing and

Enhancement

Feature

Extraction

Quality

Checking

Template

Database

Preprocessing and

Enhancement

Feature

Extraction

Feature

Matching

Enrollment Module

Authentication Module

Fingerprint

Image

Acquisition

Fig. 1.2: Architecture of a general automatic fingerprint recognition system.

In the authentication module, one user inputs his/her fingerprint image as a query to the system.

Features are extracted from the query fingerprint image as in the enrollment module, and then

compared with those stored in the template database. If it is a verification application, only the

feature templates of the claimed user are compared. If the match score is above a pre-specified

threshold, the user is a genuine user and otherwise an imposter user. If it is an identification

application, all the stored feature templates are considered and compared with the features on the

input query fingerprint image. If the obtained highest match score is not above a pre-specified

threshold, the user is claimed to be an imposter (non-registered) user; otherwise, the user is the one

corresponding to the highest match score.
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Fig. 1.3: Example level-1 fingerprint features, i.e. fingerprint classes and singular points. The
classes of the fingerprints from (a) to (f) are respectively arch, tented arch, left loop, right loop,
twin loop, and whorl. The cores and deltas on them are marked by circles and triangles.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

1.2.2 Features on Fingerprints

In order for good fingerprint recognition accuracy, it is very important to base the recognition on

discriminant features on fingerprints. As kind of oriented patterns composed by alternating ridges

and valleys, fingerprints have their features mainly defined by ridges either globally or locally.

Roughly, the features on fingerprints can be divided into three levels [6, 38]. Features on the first

level are defined by fingerprint ridge flow and general morphological information, e.g., singular

points (cores and deltas) and fingerprint classes (arch, tented arch, whorl, left loop, right loop, and

twin loop). Fig. 1.3 illustrates these features. The level-1 features are not very distinctive.

Therefore, they are often used for fingerprint classification rather than fingerprint recognition.
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Level-2 features refer to individual fingerprint ridge paths and fingerprint ridge events, e.g.,

minutiae, dots, and incipient ridges. Minutiae, also known as Galton points, describe various ridge

path deviations where single or multiple ridges form abrupt stops, splits, spurs, enclosures, etc.

Two basic types of minutiae are ridge endings and ridge bifurcations, and they are characterized by

their locations, directions, and types. They are very distinctive and also very stable, and have thus

become the basis of most existing AFRS. Fig. 1.4 shows some example level-2 features. Level-3

features are defined as fingerprint ridge dimensional attributes, such as pores and ridge edge shapes

as shown in Fig. 1.5. Level-3 features are also quite discriminant, but it requires high resolution (≥

1,000dpi) fingerprint images to reliably extract them. Because most existing AFRS are equipped

with fingerprint sensors of around 500dpi, level-3 features are often ignored by them.

Fig. 1.4: Example level-2 fingerprint features, i.e. minutiae (ridge endings and bifurcations), dots,
and incipient ridges.

Minutiae:
Ridge bifurcation

Minutiae:
Ridge ending

Incipient ridge

Dot
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Fig. 1.5: Example level-3 fingerprint features, i.e. pores (closed and open), ridge edge indentations
and protrusions.

Ridge edge
indentation

Pore (closed)

Pore (open)

Ridge edge
protrusion

1.2.3 Fingerprint Additional Features

Although existing minutia-based AFRS can get good recognition accuracy, the limitation of using

only minutiae features is becoming more and more obvious and stringent as the population using

the AFRS explodes and the preference for small fingerprint sensors increases. This is because the

number of usable minutiae on a small fingerprint segment would be often insufficient and the

limited number of reliable minutiae on the fingerprint images will then seriously degrade the

reliability of AFRS in recognizing individuals among a large population of users. In order to come

over the above limitation of using only minutiae in fingerprint recognition, more and more

attention has been recently paid to other features on fingerprints, for instance, ridges surrounding

the minutiae. While many researchers focus on designing more elaborate descriptors for minutiae

by sampling neighboring ridges or by exploring the inter-minutiae structures [25-29], some other

researchers consider new fingerprint features as supplementary features to minutiae [30-33].

Examples include pores, ridge contours, dots, and incipient ridges, etc. These features have been

for a long time utilized by forensic workers in comparing fingerprints [5]. Their effectiveness in
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enhancing the performance of AFRS has also been proved by recent studies [34-37]. Being aware

of the usefulness and significance of these non-minutiae features for fingerprint recognition,

experts from the Scientific Working Group on Friction Ridge Analysis, Study, and Technology

(SWGFAST) have recently set up the Committee to Define an Extended Fingerprint Feature Set

(CDEFFS) for the purpose of identifying, defining and providing guidance on additional

fingerprint features beyond the traditional minutiae features currently defined in the ANSI/NIST-

ITL-2000 standard [38].

In the latest standard drafted by the CDEFFS [38], a set of fingerprint additional features are

specified with their attributes, including dots (DOT), incipient ridges (INR), creases and linear

discontinuities (CLD), ridge edge features (REF), and pores (POR). In this thesis, we will focus on

pores, dots, and incipient ridges. Toward a better understanding of these additional features, we

quote below the definitions by CDEFFS.

Pores, as kind of level-3 features, are located on fingerprint ridges. Although many different

attributes can be found for pores, e.g. shapes and sizes of pores [39], the locations of pores are

believed to be the most reliable attributes considering the varying skin conditions and deformations

that occur to fingerprints during image capture [5]. Therefore, in the standard by CDEFFS, each

pore is marked by its center point and represented by the location of its center.

A dot is a single or partial ridge unit that is shorter than local ridge width. It is marked by its

center point. Elongated dots may optionally have their length marked along the longest dimension.

Thus, a dot is characterized by the location of its center and another optional attribute defined as

the length of the dot along its longest dimension.

An incipient ridge is a thin ridge, substantially thinner than local ridge width, and is marked
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with its two endpoints along its longest dimension. If the incipient is a series of clearly separate

(thin) dots, they should be marked as separate incipient ridges, and if an unbroken incipient ridge

curves, it should be marked as a series of adjoining line segments. The attributes of an incipient

ridge consist of the locations of its two endpoints.

From the above discussion, we can see that the fingerprint additional features include a variety

of level-2 and level-3 features. Among these features, some requires high resolution fingerprint

images for reliable detection of them, e.g. pores. Even for the other additional features like dots and

incipient ridges, using high resolution fingerprint images will also greatly facilitate the extraction

of them. Fig. 1.6 shows two fingerprint images captured from a same finger at 500dpi and 1200dpi

respectively. From these two fingerprint images, we can clearly see that compared with low

resolution fingerprint images, high resolution fingerprint images not only have better image quality

in general, but also provide much clearer additional features. In the next section, the state-of-the-art

study on high resolution fingerprint recognition will be briefly reviewed.

Fig. 1.6: Two fingerprint images captured from a same finger at different resolutions (left: 500dpi;
right: 1200dpi).

1.2.4 High Resolution Fingerprint Recognition

With the advent of high resolution imaging technology, it is now possible to conveniently collect
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high resolution fingerprint images, and an increasing effort has been made to develop devices and

algorithms for high resolution fingerprint recognition. The first modern high resolution AFRS was

developed by Stosz and Alyea in 1994 [30]. They used a custom-built fingerprint scanner to capture

fingerprint images under a maximal resolution of 2,400dpi. In their AFRS, they combined pores

and minutiae to recognize fingerprints and obtained a great improvement on the recognition

accuracy compared with the AFRS based on merely minutiae. The distinctiveness of pores was

later theoretically analyzed by Roddy and Stosz for predicting the performance of their developed

pore-based automated fingerprint matching routine [34]. Krzyszczuk and his colleagues [35-36]

experimentally investigated the contribution of level-3 features (i.e. pores) to fingerprint

recognition and concluded that the use of level-3 features can offer at least a comparable

recognition potential from a small area fingerprint fragment as the level-2 features (i.e. minutiae)

offer for fragments of larger area, and the contribution of level-3 features becomes more significant

as the area of fingerprint fragments decreases. Parsons et al. [37] examined the evidence from the

pores in fingerprints by some rotationally invariant statistics of pore configurations, and proved

again the effectiveness of using pores for fingerprint recognition. Chen and Jain [9] extended the

traditional fingerprint individual model by incorporating the pores into the model and reported a

very small theoretical probability of random correspondence (PRC) which is more consistent with

that based on empirical matching. This demonstrates the effectiveness and feasibility of using pores

for fingerprint recognition.

The latest prototype system using high resolution fingerprint images was developed by Jain et

al. [31-32] The system captures 1,000dpi fingerprint images by using a commercial high resolution

fingerprint scanner, and recognizes fingerprints based on the fingerprint features from level-1 to
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level-3 (i.e. ridge orientation field, minutiae, pores, and ridge contours). By combining the features

in either a parallel or a hierarchical way, the high resolution fingerprint recognition system can

achieve an equal error rate (EER) that is about 20% lower than that of a system using solely

minutiae.

Recently, the International Biometric Group (IBG) has also conducted a study on the using of

level-3 features extracted from high resolution fingerprint images [40]. They implemented the

algorithms proposed by Jain et al. [32] with some minor adaptation and carried out a series of

experiments on a set of 2,000dpi fingerprint images collected in their project. In the study, they

considered minutiae, pores, ridge contours, and edgeoscopic features, and investigated the

recognition performance of both individual features and combined features. As claimed in their

conclusion, fusing level-2 and level-3 fingerprint features provides considerable potential for

increased fingerprint recognition accuracy.

Some other additional features, i.e. dots and incipient ridges, have also been studied by Chen

and Jain [33] at both 1,000dpi and 500dpi under the context of partial fingerprint recognition. They

used the NIST special database 30 [41] which contains a set of dual resolution ten-prints (500dpi

and 1,000dpi) to evaluate the performance of their proposed automatic methods for extracting and

matching dots and incipient ridges. In the experiments, significantly higher recognition accuracy

was observed on both 1,000dpi and 500dpi fingerprint images when dots and incipient ridges were

utilized together with minutiae.

Although litter research has been done so far on high resolution fingerprint recognition,

previous studies as discussed above have already proven the advantages of using high resolution

fingerprint images thanks to both the relatively high quality of the images and the new distinctive
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features (e.g. pores, dots, and incipient ridges) available on the images. The high image quality

facilitates the extraction of various features from the fingerprint images. The new features

extracted from the high resolution fingerprint images, as important supplements to the traditional

minutiae features, help to enable high-confidence and more accurate matching, especially when

small fingerprint fragments with insufficient minutiae are used for recognition [36]. Therefore,

owing to the increasing desire of more accurate fingerprint recognition systems with smaller

fingerprint sensors, high resolution fingerprint recognition has been attracting more and more

attention from both researchers and engineers in the fingerprint recognition and biometrics

community.

1.3 Problems with Fingerprint Recognition

After a fast development in the past tens of years, automatic fingerprint recognition technology has

been nowadays widely used in both law enforcement and civilian applications. However, there are

still some problems not well solved in the literature.

Fig. 1.7: Two example fingerprint images of relatively poor quality (left: 500dpi; right: 1200dpi).

1.3.1 Fingerprint Image Enhancement

It is very common in fingerprint recognition to handle poor quality fingerprint images even when
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high resolution fingerprint image acquisition devices are used. The ridge structures on such poor

quality fingerprint images as shown in Fig. 1.7 are usually degraded, leading to difficulty in

accurate ridge and minutiae extraction. Therefore, enhancing the fingerprint images is an important

step in AFRS. Currently, the most widely used approach is to use Gabor filter bank to enhance

fingerprint images which requires carefully tuning the orientation and frequency parameters of the

Gabor filters [16]. However, this approach has the following drawbacks. 1) The ridge edges are

displaced by enhancement because the Gabor filters have an effect of Gaussian-smoothing. 2) The

ridge structures surrounding the singular points can not be accurately preserved because the

orientation and frequency in the singular region are hard to be accurately determined.

Fig. 1.8: Two example fingerprint images captured from a same finger at two different times.

1.3.2 Partial Fingerprint Image Alignment

Certain deformation is naturally occurring in fingerprint image capture [24-25]. Fig. 1.8 shows two

fingerprint images collected from a same finger at two different times, between which obvious

translation and rotation can be observed. In order to match the features on two fingerprint images,

such deformation between them has to be removed first. This process is called alignment, which is

significant to accurate fingerprint recognition. Existing methods align two fingerprint images based

either on the correlation between some features (e.g. pixel intensity and ridge orientation field) [24,
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30, 35-36, 42-45] or on the correspondence between some features (e.g. minutiae) [15, 18, 28, 31-

33, 46]. The pixel intensity correlation based method is time-consuming, sensitive to noise, and has

limited accuracy due to the quantization of transformation parameters. Ridge orientation field has

been also exploited for fingerprint image alignment, but it is not very discriminative especially

when only a small portion of the fingerprint ridge orientation field is available on small fingerprint

fragments. Moreover, the method also has to search for the alignment transformation in a quantized

transformation space. As a result, it has limited accuracy and is more proper for only coarse

alignment [43-44]. The minutia-based alignment methods are currently the most widely used ones.

However, their performance on partial fingerprint images is still not satisfactory due to the limited

number of minutiae available on the small fingerprint fragments. Thus, it is necessary to explore

some new features and new methods for aligning partial fingerprint images.

1.3.3 Fingerprint Additional Features Extraction, Matching, and

Fusion

Exploring the additional features on fingerprints is an important trend of developing new-

generation AFRS. Although many researchers have made efforts to design methods for extracting

and matching fingerprint additional features and fusing them with traditional features like minutiae,

the research on automatic methods for fingerprint additional features is still too little compared

with the extensive research on minutiae. With regard to fingerprint additional features extraction, so

far no systematic study on the extraction accuracy has been reported in the literature. The state-of-

the-art methods [31-32] for matching fingerprint additional features are limited by the dependency

on the minutiae features. As for fusing fingerprint additional features and other features like

minutiae, in what order and in what manner they should be fused are still open problems. Besides,
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the lack of well-established benchmarks also inhibits the development of methods for fingerprint

additional features.

1.4 Benchmarks of High Resolution Fingerprint Images

There has been so far only one database with high resolution fingerprint images available in the

public domain with a required small payment. This database, namely NIST Special Database 30

[41], consists of dual resolution (500dpi and 1,000dpi) images from 36 ten-print paired cards with

both rolled and plain fingerprint images. It is however not a database initially designed for study on

high resolution fingerprint recognition or on fingerprint additional features. Consequently, it does

not provide ground truth additional features on the fingerprint images. This makes it inconvenient

to evaluate algorithms for high resolution fingerprint recognition or fingerprint additional features.

For this sake, we set up two high resolution (1,200dpi) fingerprint image databases by using our

custom-built fingerprint image acquisition device to collect fingerprint images from volunteers,

most of whom are students and staff in our institute and aged 20-50.

Fig. 1.9: Example fingerprint images in the two databases (left: DBI; right: DBII).

The first database (DBI) consists of two parts, the training and test sets. In the training set,

there are 210 partial fingerprint images from 35 fingers; whereas in the test set, there are 1,480
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partial fingerprint images from 148 fingers (including the fingers in the training set). These

fingerprint images were collected in two sessions that were separated by about two weeks. As for

the training set, three images were captured from each finger in each session; and for the test set,

five images were captured from each finger in each of the two sessions. The spatial size of the

images in DBI is 320 pixels in width and 240 pixels in height. The fingerprint images in the second

database (DBII) were also collected from the 148 fingers but with a larger spatial size of 640 by

480 pixels. The collection was done in two sessions (about two weeks apart) with five images

captured from each finger in each session. Totally, DBII has 1480 fingerprint images. Fig. 1.9

shows two example fingerprint images in the two databases. In this thesis, DBI serves as a high

resolution partial fingerprint image database. In order for better evaluating the algorithms of

fingerprint additional features, some of the fingerprint images in DBI have had the pores, dots, and

incipient ridges on them manually marked as ground truth.

1.5 Thesis Contributions and Outline

As a response to the problems listed in the previous section, this thesis presents a number of novel

methods for partial fingerprint alignment, and extraction, matching and fusion of fingerprint

additional features, and fingerprint image enhancement. In the subsequent chapters, these methods

will be described in detail.

In the second chapter, for the purpose of aligning partial fingerprint images, high resolution

imaging technology is adopted to capture the partial fingerprint images. From the obtained high

resolution partial fingerprint images, pores are extracted and used to estimate the alignment

transformation between fingerprint images. The proposed pore-based high resolution partial

fingerprint image alignment method overwhelms both minutia-based and orientation field based
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methods thanks to the large quantity and the strong distinctiveness of pores available on the small

fingerprint fragments.

The third chapter systematically studies the extraction of fingerprint additional features,

including pores, dots, and incipient ridges. Based on the investigation into the intensity profiles of

these features on fingerprint images, models are defined for them and extraction methods are then

developed based on the models. The proposed models are more accurate than existing ones and the

associated extraction methods can thus extract the fingerprint additional features more accurately.

Furthermore, the proposed extraction methods can better deal with the varying sizes of the features

by incorporating the automatic scale selection technology [48].

The fourth chapter presents novel methods for matching fingerprint additional features.

Different from existing methods that base fingerprint additional features matching on the

traditional features like minutiae, the proposed methods directly establish the correspondences

between the fingerprint additional features on different images based on local descriptors of them

and by using some transformation estimation and refinement techniques. Because of the

independency between the matching of different features, the proposed methods deliver a better

performance in the fusion of these different features.

The fifth chapter analyzes the fusion of fingerprint additional features and minutiae. A variety

of fusion methods, including parallel and hierarchical methods, are investigated and compared. In

the hierarchical fusion methods, different orders and manners of using the features are considered.

In the experiments, a more effective hierarchical fusion scheme is devised, and some enlightening

findings are presented.

In the sixth chapter, based on the above developed algorithms, a high resolution fingerprint
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recognition system is implemented. Some issues regarding the hardware (i.e. fingerprint image

acquisition device) and software design are discussed there.

In the seventh chapter, a novel diffusion-based fingerprint image enhancement method is

proposed. Intrigued by Weickert’s anisotropic diffusion model [47], the method conducts diffusion

exactly along the ridge orientation and adjusts the diffusivity based on the ridge curvature and

singularity on the fingerprint. It can thus avoid displacing the ridge edges, consistently enhance the

ridge structures in regions of different curvatures, and accurately preserve the ridge structures in

the regions surrounding singular points.

Finally, the eighth chapter concludes the thesis with some discussion on the future work.
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Chapter 2

High Resolution Partial Fingerprint
Alignment

This chapter discusses the alignment of high resolution partial fingerprints, which is a crucial step

in partial fingerprint recognition. The previously developed fingerprint alignment methods,

including minutia-based and non-minutia feature based ones, are unsuitable for partial fingerprints

because small fingerprint fragments often do not have enough features required by these methods.

In this chapter, we propose a new approach to aligning high resolution partial fingerprints based on

pores, a type of fingerprint additional features that are abundant on even small fingerprint areas.

Pores are first extracted from the fingerprint images by using a difference of Gaussian filtering

approach. After pore detection, a novel Pore-Valley Descriptor (PVD) is proposed to characterize

pores based on their locations and orientations, as well as the ridge orientation fields and valley

structures around them. A PVD-based coarse-to-fine pore matching algorithm is then developed to

locate pore correspondences. Once the corresponding pores are determined, the alignment

transformation between two partial fingerprints can be estimated. The proposed method is

compared with representative minutia based and orientation field based methods using the

established high resolution partial fingerprint dataset and two fingerprint matchers. The

experimental results show that the PVD-based method can more accurately locate corresponding

feature points, estimate the alignment transformations, and hence significantly improve the

accuracy of high resolution partial fingerprint recognition.

2.1 Introduction
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Automatic fingerprint recognition systems (AFRS) have been nowadays widely used in personal

identification applications such as access control [6, 11]. Roughly speaking, there are three types

of fingerprint matching methods: minutia-based, correlation-based, and image-based [6, 66]. In

minutia-based approaches, minutiae (i.e. endings and bifurcations of fingerprint ridges) are

extracted and matched to measure the similarity between fingerprints [15, 26, 28, 67-68]. These

minutia-based methods are now the most widely used ones [6, 11]. Different from the minutia-

based approaches, both correlation-based and image-based methods compare fingerprints in a

holistic way. The correlation-based methods spatially correlate two fingerprint images to compute

the similarity between them [42], while the image-based methods first generate a feature vector

from each fingerprint image and then compute their similarity based on the feature vectors [18, 22,

66, 69-70]. No matter what kind of fingerprint matchers are used, the fingerprint images usually

have to be aligned when matching them. Later in this section, we will discuss more about the

fingerprint alignment methods.

Fig. 2.1: An example high resolution partial fingerprint. It has only five minutiae as marked in
(a), but hundreds of pores as marked in (b).

(a) (b)

1
2

3

4

5

In order to further improve the accuracy of AFRS, people are now exploring more features in

addition to minutiae on fingerprints. The recently developed high resolution fingerprint scanners
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make it possible to reliably extract level-3 features such as pores. Pores have been used as useful

supplementary features for a long time in forensic applications [38-39]. Researchers have also

studied the benefit of including pores in AFRS and validated the feasibility of pore based AFRS

[30-32, 34-36, 71]. Using pores in AFRS has two advantages. First, pores are more difficult to be

damaged or mimicked than minutiae [71]. Second, pores are abundant on fingerprints. Even a

small fingerprint fragment could have a number of pores (refer to Fig. 2.1). Therefore, pores are

particularly useful in high resolution partial fingerprint recognition where the number of minutiae

is very limited. In this chapter, we focus on the alignment of high resolution partial fingerprints

and investigate the methods for high resolution fingerprint image processing.

2.1.1 High Resolution Partial Fingerprint

In a live-scan AFRS, a user puts his/her finger against the prism and the contact fingerprint region

will be captured in the resulting image. A small contact region between the finger and the prism

will lead to a small partial fingerprint image. On such small fingerprint region, there could be very

limited minutiae available for recognition. A natural way to solve the partial fingerprint recognition

problem is to make full use of other fine fingerprint features abundant on the small fingerprint

fragments. Sweat pores are such kind of features and high resolution fingerprint imaging makes it

possible to reliably extract the sweat pores on fingerprints [38].

Most existing high resolution fingerprint recognition methods use full-size fingerprint images

which capture large fingerprint areas. However, to capture the full fingerprints, high resolution

fingerprint images should have much bigger sizes than conventional low resolution fingerprint

images. As a result, much more computational resources are required to process the images.

Considering the increasing demand of AFRS on mobile devices and other small portable devices,
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small fingerprint scanners and limited computational resources are very common [27].

Consequently, the algorithms for aligning and matching partial fingerprint images are becoming

important. Therefore, this chapter, different from previous study of high resolution fingerprint

recognition, uses high resolution partial fingerprint images to study the partial fingerprint image

alignment problem and a feasible algorithm will be proposed.

Although some methods have been proposed to construct full fingerprint templates from a

number of partial fingerprint images [72], it is expensive or even impossible to collect sufficient

fingerprint fragments to construct a reliable full fingerprint template. Moreover, some errors (e.g.

spurious features) could be introduced in the construction process. Thus, it is meaningful and very

useful if algorithms can be developed for aligning and matching partial fingerprints to partial

fingerprints.

Some researchers have studied the problem of matching a partial fingerprint to full template

fingerprints. In [27], Jea and Govindaraju proposed a minutia-based approach to matching

incomplete or partial fingerprints with full fingerprint templates. Their approach uses brute-force

matching when the input fingerprints are small and few minutiae are presented, and uses secondary

feature matching otherwise. Since this approach is based on minutiae, it is very likely to produce

false matches when there are very few minutiae, and it is not applicable when there are no minutiae

on the fingerprint fragments. Kryszczuk et al. [35-36] proposed to utilize pore locations to match

fingerprint fragments. Using high resolution fingerprint images (approx. 2000dpi in [35-36]), they

studied how pores might be used in matching partial fingerprints and showed that the smaller the

fingerprint fragments, the greater the benefits of using pores. In their method, Kryszczuk et al.

aligned fingerprints by searching for the transformation parameters which maximize the correlation
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between the input fingerprint fragment and the candidate part on the full fingerprint template. Very

recently, Chen and Jain [33] employed minutiae, dots, and incipient ridges, to align and match

partial fingerprints with full template fingerprints.

One drawback of most of the above approaches in aligning fragmental fingerprints is that they

are mainly based on the features which are probably very few (e.g. minutiae) or even do not exist

(e.g. dots and incipient ridges) on small fingerprint fragments (refer to Fig. 2.1). When the

template fingerprints are also small fingerprint fragments, it will become difficult to get correct

results due to the lack of features. In [35-36], Kryszczuk et al. proposed a correlation-based blind

searching approach to fragmental fingerprint alignment. As we will show later, however, this

method has limited accuracy because it has to discretize the transformation parameter space.

2.1.2 Fingerprint Alignment

Fingerprint alignment or registration is a crucial step in fingerprint recognition. Its goal is to

retrieve the transformation parameters between fingerprint images and then align them for

matching. Some non-rigid deformation or distortion could occur in fingerprint image acquisition. It

is very costly to model and remedy such distortions in fingerprint registration, and they can be

compensated to some extent in subsequent fingerprint matching. Thus, the majority of existing

fingerprint alignment methods considers only translation and rotation, although some deformable

models [21, 73] have been proposed. According to the features used, existing fingerprint alignment

methods can be divided into two categories, minutia based and non-minutia feature based methods.

Minutia based methods are now the most widely used ones [15, 25-26, 28, 46, 66-68, 74-76]. Non-

minutia feature based methods [18, 24, 42-45, 77] include those using image intensity values,

orientation fields, cores, etc. One problem in applying these methods to partial fingerprints is that
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the features required by them could be very few on the fragments. Consequently, they will either

lead to incorrect results or be not applicable.

There are roughly two kinds of methods for estimating alignment transformations. The first

kind of methods quantizes the transformation parameters into finite sets of discrete values and

searches for the best solution in the quantized parameter space [24, 35-36, 42-46, 75]. The

alignment accuracy of these methods is thus limited due to the quantization. The second kind of

methods first detects corresponding feature points (or reference points) on fingerprints and then

estimates the alignment transformation based on the detected corresponding points [15, 18, 25-26,

28, 67-68, 74, 76-77]. Most of such methods make use of minutiae as the feature points. As

discussed before, however, it is problematic to align partial fingerprints based on minutiae because

of the lack of such features on the fingerprint fragments.

2.1.3 Partial Fingerprint Alignment based on Pores

Following the second kind of alignment methods, we need to find some reference points other than

minutiae on fingerprints for the purpose of aligning partial fingerprints. One possible solution is to

use sufficiently densely sampled points on ridges as such reference points. However, it is hard, or

even impossible, to ensure that identical points are sampled on different fingerprint images, and a

too dense sampling of points will make the matching computationally prohibitive. On the contrary,

sweat pores (as well as minutiae) are unique biological characteristics and are persistent on a finger

throughout the life. Compared with minutiae, they are much more abundant on small partial

fingerprints. Therefore, the pores can serve as reliable reference points in aligning partial

fingerprint images. Although pore shapes and sizes are also important and biophysically distinctive

features [39], they can not be reliably captured on fingerprint images because they are greatly
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affected by the pressure of the fingertip against the scanner. On the other hand, the pore statuses

can change between open and close from time to time. Therefore, in general only the locations of

pores are used in recognizing the pores and the fingerprints [38].

Considering the plenty of pores on partial fingerprints, in this chapter we introduce, to the best

of our knowledge, for the first time an approach to aligning partial fingerprints based on the pores

reliably extracted from high resolution partial fingerprint images. This approach, by making use of

the pores on fingerprints as reference feature points, can effectively align partial fingerprints and

estimate the transformation between them even when there is a small overlap and large translation

and rotation. We first propose an efficient method to extract pores, and then present a descriptor of

pores, namely the Pore-Valley Descriptor (PVD), to determine the correspondences between them.

The PVD describes a pore using its location and orientation, the ridge orientation inconsistency in

its neighborhood, and the structure of valleys surrounding it. The partial fingerprints are first

matched based on their PVDs, and the obtained pore correspondences are further refined using the

global geometrical relationship between the pores. The transformation parameters are then

calculated from the best matched pores. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed PVD-

based alignment method can effectively detect corresponding pores and then accurately estimate

the transformation between partial fingerprints. It is also shown that the proposed alignment

method can significantly improve the recognition accuracy of partial fingerprint recognition.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents methods for extracting

pores and valleys and defines the Pore-Valley Descriptors (PVD). Section 2.3 presents the PVD-

based fingerprint alignment method in detail. Section 2.4 performs extensive experiments to verify

the effectiveness of the proposed method. Section 2.5 concludes the chapter.
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2.2 Feature Extraction

The fingerprint features, including pores, ridges and valleys, will be used in the proposed method.

The extraction of ridge orientations and frequencies and ridge maps has been well studied in the

literature [6, 11]. In this chapter, we use the classical methods proposed by Jain et al. [15-16] to

extract ridge orientations, frequencies and ridge maps. Because ridges and valleys are

complementary on fingerprints, it is a simple matter to get skeleton valley maps by thinning the

valleys on the complement of ridge maps. To extract pores, we divide the fingerprint into blocks

and use Gaussian matched filters to extract them block by block. The scales of Gaussian filters are

adaptively determined according to the ridge frequencies on the blocks. After extracting orientation

fields, valleys, and pores, we can then generate the Pore-Valley descriptor for each pore. Next we

describe the feature extraction methods in detail.

2.2.1 Ridge and Valley Extraction

The considered partial fingerprint image has a higher resolution (approx. 1200dpi in this chapter)

than the conventional fingerprints (about 500 dpi) so that level-3 features such as pores can be

reliably extracted from them. To extract ridges and valleys, it is not necessary to directly work on

images of such a high resolution. In order to save computational cost, we smooth the image and

down-sample it to half of its original resolution, and use the method in [16] to calculate the ridge

orientations and frequencies. Based on local ridge orientations and frequencies, a bank of Gabor

filters are used to enhance the ridges on the fingerprint. The enhanced fingerprint image is then

binarized to obtain the binary ridge map.

On fingerprints, valleys and ridges are complementary to each other. Therefore, we can easily
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get the binary valley map as the complement of the binary ridge map. In order to exclude the effect

of background on complement calculation, the fingerprint region mask [16] is employed to filter

out the background if any. The binary valley map is then thinned to make all valleys be single-pixel

lines. On the resulting skeleton valley map, there could be some false and broken valleys due to

scars and noise. Thus we post-process it by connecting valley endings if they are very close and

have opposite directions, and by removing valley segments between valley endings and/or valley

bifurcations if they are very short or their orientations differ much from the local ridge orientations.

Finally, we up-sample the obtained ridge orientation and frequency images, binary ridge map and

skeleton valley map to the original resolution. Fig. 2.2b shows the skeleton valley map extracted

from the original fingerprint fragment in Fig. 2.2a.

Fig. 2.2: Example of feature extraction. (a) Original fingerprint image; (b) extracted skeleton
valley map; Gaussian filtering output (c) at a small scale and (d) at a large scale; (e) difference
between (c) and (d); (f) extracted pores after post-processing (pores are marked by red circles).

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
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2.2.2 Pore Extraction

Referring to Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2a, on the fingerprint images captured using an optical contact

fingerprint sensor, ridges (valleys) appear as dark (bright) lines, whereas pores are bright blobs on

ridges, either isolated (i.e. closed pores) or connected with valleys (i.e. open pores). In general

pores are circle-like structures and their spatial distributions are similar to 2-D Gaussian functions.

Meanwhile, the cross-sections of valleys are 1-D Gaussian-like functions with different scales. To

be specific, valleys usually have bigger scales than pores. Based on this observation, we use two 2-

D Gaussian filters, one with a small scale and the other with a large scale, to enhance the image.

The difference between their outputs can then give an initial pore extraction result. This procedure

is basically the DoG (difference of Gaussian) filtering, which is a classic blob detection approach.

The difficulty here is how to estimate the scales of the Gaussian filters.

Considering that the scale of either pores or valleys is usually not uniform across a fingerprint

image and different fingerprints could have different ridge/valley frequencies, we partition the

fingerprint into a number of blocks and estimate adaptively the scales of Gaussian filters for each

block. Take a block image as an example. Suppose the mean ridge period over this block isBI

. It is a good measure of the scale in its corresponding fingerprint block. Thus, we set thep

standard deviations of the two Gaussian filters to and respectively ( are1k p 2k p 1 20 k k< <

two constants). The outputs of them are

where ‘*’ denotes convolution and is used to normalize the Gaussian filter to be zero-mean.Gm

1 21 2* ,  *k p B k p BF G I F G I= = (2.1)

2 2

221( , ) , , 3
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σ σ
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= − ≤
(2.2)
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Note that the settings of k1 and k2 should take into consideration the ridge and valley widths and the

size of pores. In our experiments, we empirically chose the values for them based on the fingerprint

database we used. The filtering outputs F1 and F2 are further normalized to [0, 1] and binarized,

resulting in and . The small scale Gaussian filter will enhance both pores and1B 2B
1k pG

valleys, whereas the large scale filter will enhance valleys only. Therefore, subtracting
2k pG 2B

from , we obtain the initial result of pore extraction: .1B 1 2BP B B= −

To remove possible spurious pores from the initial pore extraction result , we apply theBP

following constraints to post-process the result. 1) Pores should reside on ridges only. To

implement this constraint, we use the binary ridge map as a mask to filter the extracted pores. 2)

Pores are circle-like features. We require that for a true pore, the eccentricity of its region should be

less than a threshold. From Figs. 2.2e and 2.2f, it can be seen that this operation can successfully

remove the spurious pores caused by valley contours, i.e. those line-shaped features in Fig. 2.2e. 3)

Pores should be within a range of valid sizes. We measure the size of a pore by counting the pixels

inside its region. In our experiments, we set the size between 3 and 30. 4) The mean intensity of a

true pore region should be large enough and its variance should be small. Otherwise, the detected

pores are viewed as false ones caused by noise. Finally, we get the extracted pore image. Figs. 2.2c-

2.2f illustrate the pore extraction process of the fingerprint in Fig. 2.2a. It is worth mentioning that

some other methods based on similar assumption (i.e. pores are circle-like features) have also been

proposed in the literature [31-32, 78]. Compared with those methods, the pore extraction method

proposed here takes into consideration the varying pore scales and thus has better pore extraction

accuracy according to our experiments. Since it is out of the scope of this chapter, we do not make

further discussion on this topic here, but postpone it to later chapters.
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2.2.3 Pore-Valley Descriptors

In order to use pores to align fingerprints, a descriptor is needed to describe the pore features so that

the correspondences between pores can be accurately determined. A good descriptor should be

invariant to the deformations of rotation and translation, which are very common when capturing

fingerprints. Most previous studies on pore based fingerprint recognition [30-32, 35-36] describe a

pore simply by its location because they compare the pores on two fingerprints with the alignment

between the two fingerprints known or estimated beforehand. However, if the alignment is not

given, it is not sufficient to tell one individual pore from others by using only the location feature.

Thus, it is necessary to employ some other information which can be useful in distinguishing pores.

According to recent work on minutia-based fingerprint recognition methods, the ridge and valley

structures and the ridge orientation field surrounding minutiae are also very important in minutia

matching [28, 67]. Thus in this section we describe pores by using the neighboring valley structures

and ridge orientation field. We call the resulting descriptor the Pore-Valley Descriptor (PVD).

The basic attribute of a pore is its location , which is defined as the column and row( , )X Y

coordinates of the center of its mass. In this paper, for the purpose of alignment, we introduce the

orientation feature for a pore. It is defined as the ridge orientation at . Referring to Fig.θ ( , )X Y

2.3, in order to sample the valley structures in the pore’s neighborhood, we establish a local polar

coordinate system by setting the pore’s location as origin and the pore’s orientation as the polar axis

pointing to the right/bottom side. The polar angle is set as the counterclockwise angle from the

polar axis. A circular neighborhood, denoted by , is then chosen. It is centered at the originpN

with radius being , where is the maximum ridge period on the fingerprint andmaxn nR k p= maxp

is a parameter to control the neighborhood size. Some radial lines are drawn starting fromnk
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with a degree step until , where is the total number of1 0ϕ °= sθ m smϕ θ= ⋅ 360 / sm θ⎢ ⎥= ⎣ ⎦

radial lines.

Fig. 2.3: Illustration of a Pore-Valley Descriptor with and .4nk = 22.5sθ =

0

90

L1,2
L1,1

L9,5

n9=5

L9,1

n1=2

For each line, we find where it intersects with valleys in the neighborhood. These intersections

together with the pore give rise to a number of line segments. We number these segments from

inside to outside and calculate their lengths. As shown in Fig. 2.3, a degree of 22.5 is taken as the

step and hence 16 lines are employed. Taking the 0 degree and 180 degree lines as examples, the

former has two segments and the latter has five segments. The ridge orientation field in the pore’s

neighborhood is another important feature. We define the ridge orientation inconsistency (OIC) in

as follows to exploit this information:pN

where is the ridge orientation field, denotes the number of pixels in ,OF | |pN pN

and . With thecos ( , )
cos(2 ( , )) / | |

p
pi j N

m OF i j N
∈

= ⋅∑ sin ( , )
sin(2 ( , )) / | |

p
pi j N

m OF i j N
∈

= ⋅∑

above mentioned features, we define the PVD as the following feature vector :Θ

2 2
cos sin

( , )

1( ) {[cos(2 ( , )) ] [sin(2 ( , )) ] }
| |

p

p
i j Np

OIC N OF i j m OF i j m
N ∈

= ⋅ − + ⋅ −∑ (2.3)
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where is the number of line segments along the line, and is the length of thekn thk ,k nL thn

segment ( ) along the line.1 kn n≤ ≤ thk

The OIC component and the sampled valley structure features in the proposed PVD are

invariant to rotation and translation because they are calculated in circular neighborhood of the

pore which is intrinsically rotation-invariant and they are defined with respect to the local

coordinate system of the pore. The OIC component is a coarse feature which captures the overall

ridge flow pattern information in the neighborhood of a pore on a very coarse level. It will be used

as an initial step to roughly match the pores. The sampled valley structure features are fine features.

They will be used as the second step to accurately match pores. The pore locations and orientations

will be used to double check pore correspondences. Finally, the transformation between

fingerprints will be estimated based on the locations and orientations of their corresponding pores.

In the next section, we will present the proposed PVD-based alignment algorithm.

2.3 PVD-based Partial Fingerprint Alignment

This chapter aims to align partial fingerprints by using pores. To this end, we need to first identify

pore correspondences on fingerprints. However, even a small fingerprint fragment can carry many

pores (hundreds in the 6.24×4.68mm2 fragments used in our experiments), making it very time

consuming to match pores in pairs directly using their surrounding valley structures (i.e. the

segment lengths recorded in the PVD). Therefore, a coarse-to-fine matching strategy is necessary.

The OIC components in the PVD can serve for the coarse matching. Given two pores, we first

1 2[ , , , ( ), , , , ]p mX Y OIC N S S SθΘ = … (2.4)

,1 ,2 ,[ , , , , ], 1, 2, ,
kk k k k k nS n L L L k m= =… … (2.5)
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compare their OIC features. If the absolute difference between their OIC features is larger than a

given threshold , they will not be matched; otherwise, proceed to the next fine matching step.oicT

Coarse matching will eliminate a large number of false matches. In the subsequent fine

matching, we compare the valley structures in the two pores’ neighborhoods. According to the

definition of PVD, each pore is associated with several groups of line segments which capture the

information of its surrounding valleys. We compare these segments group by group. When

comparing the segments in the group, where there are and segments in the twothk 1
kn 2

kn

pores’ descriptors, we first find the common segments in the group, i.e. the first 1 2min{ , }k k kn n n=

segments. The dissimilarity between the two pores is then defined as

The first term in the formula calculates the mean absolute difference between all common

segments in each group, and the second term is to penalize the missing segments. The smaller the

dissimilarity is, the more similar the two pores are. After comparing all possible pairs of pores

which pass coarse matching, each pair of pores is assigned with a dissimilarity calculated by Eq.

(2.6). They are then sorted ascendingly according to the dissimilarities, producing the initial

correspondences between the pores.

The top K initial pore correspondences (i.e. those with the smallest degree of dissimilarity) are

further double checked to get the final pairs of corresponding pores for alignment transformation

estimation. The purpose of double checking is to calculate the supports for all pore

correspondences based on the global geometrical relationship between the pores. At the beginning

of double checking, the supports to all pore correspondences are initialized to zero. Fig. 2.4

.
1 2 1 2 2

, ,
1 2

1 1

| | ( )( )
knm

k n k n k k

k n k k k

L L n n
n n n= =

− −
+

⋅∑ ∑ (2.6)
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illustrates the relevant measures we use.

Fig. 2.4: Illustration of the relevant measures used in pore correspondence double checking.
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Assume and are two pairs of corresponding pores among the top ones.1 1
1 2{ , }P P 2 2

1 2{ , }P P

To check them, we compare 1) the distances, denoted by and , between the pores on the1d 2d

two fingerprints; and 2) the angles, denoted by and , between their1 1
1 2{ , }α α 2 2

1 2{ , }α α

orientations and the lines connecting them. If both the distance differences and the angle

differences are below the given thresholds and , i.e.dT Tα

the supports for these two correspondences are increased by 1; otherwise, the support for the

correspondence with higher dissimilarity is decreased by 1, whereas the support for the other one

stays the same. After checking all the top correspondences two by two, those with a non-K

negative support are taken as the final pore correspondences. If none of the correspondences has

non-negative support, the two fingerprints cannot be aligned.

If some corresponding pores are found, we can then estimate the transformation between the

two fingerprints. Here, we consider rotation and translation (since all the fingerprints are captured

by the same type of scanner, we assume that the scaling factor is one) as follows

, , ,1 2 dd d T− ≤ 1 1
1 2 Tαα α− ≤ 2 2

1 2 Tαα α− ≤ (2.7)
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where are the coordinates of a pore on the second fingerprint and are its2 2( , )X Y 2 2( , )X Y

transformed coordinates in the first fingerprint’s coordinate system, is the
cos sin
sin cos

R
β β
β β

−⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

rotation matrix and is the translation vector. Our goal is to estimate the transformation
X

t
Y

Δ⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥Δ⎣ ⎦

parameters , where is the rotation angle and and are the column and( , , )X Yβ Δ Δ β XΔ YΔ

row translations respectively.

If there is only one pair of corresponding pores found on the two fingerprints, we directly

estimate the transformation parameters by the locations and orientations of the two pores,

and , as follows:1 1 1( , , )X Y θ 2 2 2( , , )X Y θ

where and .1 1 2β θ θ= − 2 1 1sgn( ) ( )β β β π= ⋅ −

If there are more than one pairs of corresponding pores, we employ the method similar to [31]

to estimate the rotation and translation parameters based on the locations of the corresponding

pores. Let and be pairs of1 1{( , ) | 1, 2,..., }i iX Y i C= 2 2{( , ) | 1, 2,..., }i iX Y i C= C

corresponding pores. We determine and by minimizingR t

,2 22

2 22

cos sin
sin cos

X XXX
R t

Y YYY
β β
β β

⎡ ⎤ − Δ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
= + = +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥Δ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

(2.8)
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2

if ( ) ( )
else
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where ‘ ’ is the L2-Norm. Following the proof in [79], it is easy to show thati

where , , . Let
1

( ) /C i
j ji

X X C
=

= ∑ 1
( ) /C i

j ji
Y Y C

=
= ∑ 1, 2j =

and its singular value decomposition be , then and ,B UDV= TR VU= 21arcsin( )Rβ =

where is the entry at the second row and first column of .21R R

2.4 Experiments

With our established high resolution partial fingerprint image database DBI (please refer to section

1.4), we evaluate the proposed fingerprint alignment method in comparison with a minutia-based

method and an orientation field-based method. Next in subsection 2.4.1 we first make some

discussion on the partial fingerprint images in DBI; in subsection 2.4.2 we investigate the two

parameters involved in the method; subsection 2.4.3 compares the proposed method with the

minutia based method in corresponding feature point detection; subsection 2.4.4 compares the

proposed method with the orientation field based method in alignment transformation estimation;

in subsection 2.4.5 we compare the three methods in terms of fingerprint recognition accuracy;

finally, in subsection 2.4.6 we analyze the computational complexity of the method.

2.4.1 The High Resolution Fingerprint Image Database

As shown in section 1.4, the resolution of the fingerprint images in DBI is approximately 1,200dpi

and their spatial size is 320 pixels in width and 240 pixels in height. Therefore, they cover an area

,1 2
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of about 6.8mm by 5.1mm on fingertips. When capturing the fingerprint images, we simply asked

the participants to naturally put their fingers against the prism of the scanner without any

exaggeration of fingerprint deformation. As a result, typical transformations between different

impressions of the same finger in the dataset include translations with tens of pixels and rotations

by around eight degrees. The maximal translations and rotations are respectively about 200 pixels

and 20 degrees. Hence, the minimal overlap between a finger’s different impressions is about one

fourth of the fingerprint image area. In subsequent experiments, we will give representative

examples of these cases.

2.4.2 The Neighborhood Size and Sampling Rate of Directions

The proposed alignment method uses the valley structures in the neighborhood of pores. The valley

structures are sampled along a number of different directions, determined by the degree step .sθ

Here we refer to as the sampling rate of directions. Obviously, the neighborhood size andsθ

sampling rate are two critical parameters in the proposed alignment method. We set the

neighborhood size as times the maximum ridge period. Intuitively, a small or largenk nk sθ

will cost less computational resource but will make the resulting PVDs less discriminative, whereas

a large or small will lead to more noise-sensitive and costly PVDs. We evaluated thenk sθ

effect of and on the accuracy of corresponding feature point detection using 50 pairs ofnk sθ

fingerprints which were randomly chosen from the training set. Each pair is from the same finger

but taken at different sessions. These fingerprints show different quality. Some example images are

shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Fig. 2.5: Example fingerprint images used in the experiments. Their quality indexes are (a) 0.8777,
(b) 0.7543, (c) 0.6086, and (d) 0.5531 according to the frequency domain quality index defined in

[23].

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

We used two measures to evaluate the accuracy: the percentage of correct top one pore

correspondence (M1) and the average percentage of correct correspondences among the top five

pore correspondences (M2). Let N be the total number of pairs of fingerprint images, and NT1 the

number of pairs of fingerprints on which the top one pore correspondence is correct. We also

counted the number of correct pore correspondences among the top five correspondences on each

pair of fingerprints. Denote by the number of correct pore correspondences among the top5
i
TN

five correspondences on the ith pair of fingerprints. Then the two measures M1 and M2 are defined

as

,11 /TM N N= (2.15)
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Table 2.1: Accuracy (%) of corresponding pore detection on 50 pairs of fingerprints under different

settings of andnk sθ

We investigated several combinations of different values for and , i.e.nk sθ

and . Table 2.1 lists the results on the{3,3.5,4,4.5,5}nk ∈ {15 ,18 , 20 , 22.5 ,30 , 45 }sθ ∈

50 pairs of fingerprints. From the results, we can see that the best accuracy is obtained at a

sampling rate of or , and no significant difference is observed between these20sθ = 22.5sθ =

two different sampling rates. With respect to the neighborhood size, it appears that is a4nk =

good choice. Furthermore, it was observed that neither too small nor too large neighborhoods can

produce the best accuracy. This may be because a small neighborhood will decrease the difference

between different pores (i.e. inter-class variation) and a large neighborhood will increase the

difference between the samples of the same pore (i.e. intra-class variation), both of which will

however degrade the accuracy of matching pores. In our following experiments, considering both

the accuracy and the computational cost, we set and . Note that the settings of4nk = 22.5sθ =

these two parameters should be dependent on the resolution of fingerprint images and the

population from which the fingerprint images are captured. If a different fingerprint image dataset

is used, the above training process has to be done again by using a subset of the fingerprint images

.5
1

12 / 5
N

i
T

i
M N

N =

= ∑ (2.16)

M1/M2 (%)
θs

15° 18° 20° 22.5° 30° 45°

kn

3 32/45.2 44/51.6 50/57.5 50/58.2 46/52.5 40/49.1
3.5 52/60.1 62/75.2 74/80.2 78/82.5 70/69.6 58/62.5
4 66/74.6 80/80.5 96/95.1 98/94.7 94/88.5 80/78.2

4.5 76/80.2 84/86 88/90.5 86/89.1 80/78.1 72/70.6
5 54/49 62/56.7 66/60.5 60/61.7 54/59.2 52/52.1
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in that dataset.

Fig. 2.6: Examples of corresponding feature point detection results using minutia based (left
column) and PVD based (right column) methods.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

2.4.3 Corresponding Feature Point Detection

Detecting feature point correspondences is an important step in the proposed alignment method as

well as in many state-of-the-art minutia-based methods. The optimal alignment transformation is

estimated based on the detected corresponding feature points (i.e. pores or minutiae). Considering

the significance of corresponding feature point detection, we carried out experiments to compare

the proposed method with a representative minutia-based method [76] in terms of corresponding
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feature point detection accuracy. In the experiments, we used 200 pairs of partial fingerprints

randomly chosen from the training set for evaluation. In each pair, the two fingerprints are from the

same finger but were captured at different sessions.

Fig. 2.6 shows some example pairs of fingerprint fragments with the detected corresponding

minutiae (left column) or pores (right column). When there are more than five pairs of

corresponding minutiae or pores, we show only the first five pairs. In Figs. 2.6a and 2.6b, both

methods can correctly find the top five feature point correspondences. However, when the

fingerprint quality changes between sessions, for example because of perspiration, the minutiae

based method will tend to detect false minutiae and hence false minutia correspondences. In Fig.

2.6c, broken valleys occur on the second fingerprint. As a result, the detected two minutia

correspondences are incorrect. Instead, the proposed PVD-based method is more robust and can

correctly detect the corresponding pores as shown in Fig. 2.6d.

The fingerprint fragments in Fig. 2.6e have large deformation and small overlap. Consequently,

few (fewer than ten) minutiae can be found in their overlapping region. In this case, the minutia-

based method fails again because there lack sufficient minutiae. Actually, even when two partial

fingerprints overlap much, there could still be very few minutiae available on them because of the

small fingerprint areas. As can be seen in Fig. 2.6g, some false correspondences are detected on the

two fragments due to insufficient minutiae. In contrast, as shown in Figs. 2.6f and 2.6h, the results

by the proposed PVD-based method on these partial fingerprints are much better.

Fig. 2.7 gives an example pair of fingerprint images on which the proposed method fails. As

can be seen in Fig. 2.7a, two pairs of corresponding pores were found, which were however not

correct. Fig. 2.7b and Fig. 2.7c show the valley maps of these two fingerprint images calculated by
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the method we used in our experiments. Unfortunately, there are many false valleys extracted by

the method. As a result, the PVDs of the pores on these fingerprint images are not accurate too.

This finally leads to the errors in matching pores. Therefore, an accurate feature extraction method

is very important for the performance of the proposed alignment method. In Chapter 7, we will

present another enhancement method which is based on diffusion instead of Gabor filters and can

better preserve the ridge and valley structures on fingerprint images.

Table 2.2: Accuracy of corresponding feature point detection by the two methods

M1 M2
Minutia based method [76] 40% 35.1%

PVD based method 98% 95.5%

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 2.7: An example pair of fingerprint images on which the proposed method failed. (a) shows
the corresponding pores found by the proposed method. (b) and (c) are the calculated valley
maps of the two fingerprint images.
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We calculated the two measures, M1 and M2, for the two methods on all the 200 pairs of partial

fingerprints. The results are listed in Table 2.2. It can be seen that the minutia-based method works

poorly whereas the proposed PVD-based method can detect the corresponding feature points with a

very high accuracy, achieving significant improvements over the minutia-based method. This

demonstrates that the PVD-based alignment method can cope with various fingerprint fragments

more accurately than the minutia based method, largely thanks to the abundance and distinctiveness

of pores on fingerprints. Since the alignment transformation estimation is based on the detected

corresponding feature points, it is obvious that the PVD-based method will also estimate the

alignment transformation more accurately than the minutia-based method. Next, we compare the

PVD-based method with an orientation field-based method in terms of alignment transformation

estimation accuracy.

2.4.4 Alignment Transformation Estimation

After obtaining the pore correspondences on two fingerprints, we can then estimate the alignment

transformation between them based on the corresponding pores. To quantitatively evaluate the

performance of the proposed method in alignment transformation estimation, we need some ground

truth fingerprint fragment pairs. To this end, we randomly chose ten pairs of fingerprints from the

test set (each pair was captured from the same finger but in two different sessions), and manually

computed their transformations as the ground truth. Because we consider only translation and

rotation here, we need at least two pairs of corresponding feature points on a pair of fingerprints to

calculate the transformation between them. Therefore, we first manually marked two pairs of

corresponding feature points on each of the ten pairs of fingerprints. Based on the coordinates of

the two pairs of corresponding feature points, we then directly computed the transformation
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between the pair of fingerprints by solving a set of equations. The obtained ground truth on the ten

pairs of fingerprints is given in Table 2.3. The first three pairs of fingerprints are shown in Fig. 2.8.

From Table 2.3, we can see that these chosen fingerprint pairs display translations from less than 10

pixels to about 180 pixels and rotations from less than five degrees to more than 10 degrees. In our

experiments, we have observed that typical transformations in the dataset are translations by tens of

pixels and rotations by around eight degrees. In this part, we compared our proposed method with

the steepest descent orientation field (OF) based alignment method [44] in terms of alignment

transformation estimation accuracy using the chosen fingerprint pairs.

Table 2.3: Alignment transformation ground truth and estimation results by the two methods

Index of
fingerprint pair

Ground truth OF based method [44] PVD based method
YΔ XΔ β YΔ XΔ β YΔ XΔ β

01 -56 23 11.01 -11 3 -2.00 -61 33 13.27
02 90 33 -15.95 43 51 -1.00 93 26 -16.89
03 100 -181 -2.87 -8 72 -31.02 91 -176 2.93
04 -11 -8 -3.16 -1 1 0.00 -11 -6 -1.98
05 90 8 4.19 100 0 1.00 89 6 3.88
06 69 -74 -5.44 23 -21 0.00 72 -78 -9.33
07 78 -137 -3.45 45 -24 0.00 76 -142 -6.40
08 -87 2 0.96 -74 1 -1.00 -93 7 2.23
09 -73 39 -4.40 -69 47 -3.00 -79 50 -0.60
10 19 -4 -11.25 -4 -2 -1.00 12 -1 -8.61
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Fig. 2.8: Three of the ten chosen pairs of fingerprint fragments. (a) and (b), (c) and (d), (e) and (f)
are the first three pairs of fingerprints listed in Table 2.3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2.9: Alignment results of PVD based method (a, c, e) and OF based method (b, d, f) on the
fingerprint pairs shown in Figs. 2.8a, b, Figs. 2.8c, d, and Figs. 2.8e, f.
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Table 2.3 lists the estimation results by the OF based method (the step sizes of translation and

rotation are set as one pixel and one degree respectively) and the proposed method on the chosen

fingerprint pairs. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the aligned fingerprint images by overlaying the first image

with the transformed second image in the pair shown in Fig. 2.8. Obviously, the PVD-based method

estimates the transformation parameters much more accurately and it does not have the

initialization and quantization problems, which will affect greatly the performance of OF based

method. Moreover, there is no guarantee that the OF based method will always converge to the

global optimal solution. In fact, it can be easily trapped at local minima, for example the third pair

of fingerprints which has small overlap (refer to the last column in Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9). In Table

2.4, we list the average absolute errors of the two methods over the chosen ten fingerprint pairs.

These results clearly demonstrate that the PVD-based method can recover the transformation

between partial fingerprints more accurately.

Table 2.4: Average absolute errors (AAE) by the two methods

Fig. 2.10: The simple partial fingerprint recognition system used in the experiments. FI and FT
denote the input and template fingerprints respectively.

FT

Registered Fingerprint Database

FT

FI
Feature Extraction Alignment Matcher

2.4.5 Partial Fingerprint Recognition

We have also evaluated the proposed alignment method in partial fingerprint recognition by setting

AAE( )YΔ AAE( )XΔ AAE( )β
OF based method [44] 33.9 48.5 8.5

PVD based method 4.2 5.4 2.5
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up a simple partial fingerprint recognition system as shown in Fig. 2.10. In this system, the

alignment transformation is first estimated between an input fingerprint image and a template

fingerprint image by using one of the three methods: minutia-based method, orientation field based

method, and the proposed PVD based method. As for the matcher, we employed two different

approaches. The first one is a minutia and pore based matcher (called MINU-PORE matcher). It

matches the minutiae and pores on the fingerprints, and then fuses the match scores of minutiae and

pores to give a similarity score between the fingerprints. The second approach is an image-based

matcher called GLBP matcher based on Gabor and Local Binary Patterns (LBP), recently proposed

by Nanni and Lumini [66]. Please note that the purpose of the experiments here is to compare the

contributions of the three different alignment methods to a fingerprint matcher. Therefore, we did

not do any optimization on the matchers but considered only the relative improvement between the

three alignment methods.

The MINU-PORE matcher we implemented works as follows. The minutiae and pores on the

input fingerprint image are transformed into the coordinate system of the template fingerprint

according to the estimated transformation. Minutiae and pores on the two fingerprint images are

then matched separately. Two minutiae are thought to be matched if the difference between their

locations and the difference between their directions are both below the given thresholds (15 pixels

for location differences and 30 degrees for direction differences in our experiments). As for two

pores, if the difference between their locations is below a given threshold (15 pixels in our

experiments), they are matched. The minutia matching score is defined as the ratio between the

number of matched minutiae to the total number of minutiae, and the pore matching score is

defined similarly. The final matching score is obtained by fusing the minutia and pore matching
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scores using the summation rule.

Fig. 2.11: The ROC curves of the MINU-PORE matcher by using the three alignment methods.

By using the MINU-PORE matcher on the test set, we conducted the following matches. 1)

Genuine matches: each of the fingerprint images in the second session was matched with all the

fingerprint images of the same finger in the first session, resulting in 3,700 genuine match scores. 2)

Imposter matches: the first fingerprint image of each finger in the second session was matched with

the first fingerprint images of all the other fingers in the first session, resulting in 21,756 imposter

match scores. Based on the obtained match scores, we calculated the equal error rate (EER) of each

of the three alignment methods: 29.5% by the PVD based alignment method, 38.66% by the

Minutia based alignment method, and 41.03% by the OF based alignment method. The receiver

operating characteristic (ROC) curves of the three methods are plotted in Fig. 2.11. It can be clearly

seen that the proposed PVD based alignment method makes much improvement in EER,

specifically 23.69% over the minutia based method and 28.1% over the OF based method.
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Fig. 2.12: The ROC curves of the GLBP matcher by using the three alignment methods.

As for the GLBP matcher, we first transform the input fingerprint image into the coordinate

system of the template fingerprint image according to the estimated alignment transformation, then

extract the Gabor-LBP feature vectors from the transformed input fingerprint image and the

template fingerprint image (we directly took the configuration parameters from [66]), and finally

calculate the Euclidean distance between the Gabor-LBP feature vectors of the input fingerprint

image and the template fingerprint image. By using the GLBP matcher, we carried out the same

matching scheme as in the MINU-PORE matcher. As a result, the PVD-based alignment method

leads to the EER of 34.85%, the minutia based alignment method 39.98%, and the OF based

alignment method 45.11%. Fig. 2.12 shows the corresponding ROC curves. Compared with the

other two methods, the proposed PVD based alignment method achieves 12.83% and 22.74%

improvement in EER respectively. In all the experiments, it is observed that matching errors are

largely caused by inaccurate alignments. This validates that the proposed alignment method is more

suitable for partial fingerprints and can significantly improve the accuracy of partial fingerprint
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recognition. Although the EER obtained here is relatively high, this is because the recognition of

partial fingerprint images is itself very challenging due to the limited features.

2.4.6 Computational Complexity Analysis

The proposed PVD based alignment method has the following main steps for each pair of

fingerprint images to be aligned: (A) ridge orientation and frequency estimation; (B) ridge and

valley extraction; (C) pore extraction; (D) PVD generation; (E) PVD comparison; (F) pore

correspondence refinement; and (G) transformation estimation. The first two steps (A) and (B) are

common to most automatic fingerprint recognition systems. The last step (G) involves a singular

value decomposition of a 2╳2 matrix, which can be implemented very efficiently. We have

implemented the method by using Matlab and executed it on a PC with a 2.13GHz Intel(R)

Core(TM) 2 6400 CPU and RAM of 2GB. It takes about 0.02ms to estimate the transformation

from a set of corresponding feature points. The step F, pore correspondence refinement, needs to

calculate some Euclidean distances and angles, which can also be done in about 0.02ms. The step C,

pore extraction, is a little bit more time-consuming. The pore extraction method we used in this

paper is a filtering based approach, which extracts pores by some linear filter operations. In our

experiments, it takes about two seconds to extract the pores from a fingerprint image.

The most time-consuming steps are PVD generation (Step D) and comparison (Step E).

Although it does not take much time to generate the PVD for one pore (about 0.02s) or to compare

the PVD of two pores (about 0.02ms), processing the whole set of pores on fingerprints takes more

time because of the large quantity of pores. With regard to the fingerprint images used in our

experiments, there are averagely around 500 pores on a fingerprint fragment. Therefore, it takes in

average about 10s and 5s respectively to generate the PVD for the pores on a fingerprint fragment
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and to compare the PVD on two fingerprint fragments. Considering that we did not optimize the

code and that the Matlab code itself has low efficiency, we expect that the computational cost can

be much reduced after optimization and the speed can be significantly improved by using languages

like C/C++. Compared with the proposed method, the minutia based method is more efficient,

taking usually less than one second for either extracting or matching the minutiae (but using C/C++

implementation). As for the OF based method, the time needed to align two fingerprints depends on

a number of factors, such as the amount of transformation between the fingerprints, the initial

estimation of the transformation, and the step sizes used in the search process. Therefore, it is

difficult to draw a conclusion on its efficiency. In our experiments, the OF based method can

sometimes converge in less than one second, but sometimes converge after more than one minute.

Generally speaking, the proposed method achieves much higher alignment accuracy than the other

two approaches with an acceptable computational cost.

2.5 Summary

A new approach was proposed in this chapter to aligning partial high resolution fingerprints using

pores. After pore detection, a novel descriptor, namely Pore-Valley Descriptor (PVD), was defined

to describe pores based on their local characteristics. Then a coarse-to-fine pore matching method

was used to find the pore correspondences based on PVD. With the detected corresponding pores,

we estimated the alignment transformation between the fingerprint fragments. To evaluate the

performance of the proposed PVD based high resolution partial fingerprint alignment method, we

established a set of partial fingerprint images and used them to compare the proposed method with

state-of-the-art minutia-based and orientation field-based fingerprint alignment methods. The

experimental results demonstrated that the PVD-based method can more accurately detect the

corresponding feature points and hence estimate better the alignment transformation. It was also

shown in our experiments that the accuracy of partial fingerprint recognition can be significantly
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improved by using the PVD based alignment method.

One important issue in high resolution fingerprint recognition is the stability of pores. Despite

that not all pores will appear in the fingerprint images of the same person but captured at different

times, we experimentally found that usually there will be enough corresponding pores that can be

detected on the fingerprint images from the same person. It is interesting and very important to

further investigate the statistical characteristics of pores on fingerprint images.

Although the PVD based alignment method proposed in this chapter is designed for high

resolution partial fingerprint recognition, it is not limited to partial fingerprints. It can also be

applied to full fingerprint images. One problem is the expensive computational cost caused by the

large amount of pore features. One solution could be to perform coarse registration first by using

OF based schemes and then apply the PVD based method for a fine estimation of the alignment

transformation. It also deserves to do more investigation of the discriminative power of pores.
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Chapter 3

Fingerprint Additional Features Modeling and
Extraction

In the last chapter, we have exploited the pore features for partial fingerprint alignment and

obtained promising results. But we did not make too much discussion there about the extraction of

pores. Instead, we simply took the assumption that “pores are circle-like features” as in previous

studies. However, later in this chapter, it will be shown that this assumption is not accurate. As an

important step of incorporating the additional features into AFRS, the automatic extraction of

additional features including pores, dots, and incipient ridges will be studied in this chapter. We

first re-state the feature definitions, introduce some notations and an ideal fingerprint model, and

briefly review previous work on the automatic extraction of pores, dots, and incipient ridges in

section 3.1. Then a novel dynamic anisotropic pore model and an adaptive pore extraction

algorithm based on it are proposed to more accurately describe pores by using orientation and scale

parameters in section 3.2, where experimental results are also shown. In section 3.3, a revised pore

model is proposed which can better cope with the varying sizes of pores by employing the

automatic scale selection technique. Moreover, a similar model is established for dots and incipient

ridges. Then the automatic extraction algorithm is revised to exploit the new models and further

extended to extracting both pores and dots and incipient ridges. Some more experimental results

are also presented there for evaluating the accuracy of the proposed adaptive fingerprint additional

feature extraction algorithm. Finally, section 3.4 concludes this chapter.

3.1 Introduction
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3.1.1 Definitions

We first make a quick review on the definitions of the pore, dot, and incipient ridge features on

fingerprints. According to the latest report of CDEFFS [38], a dot is a single or partial ridge unit

that is shorter than local ridge width and it is characterized by the location of its center (its length is

an optional attribute). An incipient is a thin ridge, substantially thinner than local ridge width, and

has four attributes corresponding to the locations of its two endings along its longest dimension.

Each pore on the fingerprint is marked by its center point and the coordinates of its center point are

recorded to represent the pore. Fig. 3.1 shows examples of these features.

Fig. 3.1: Example pores, dots, and incipient ridges. A closed pore, two open pores, some dots,
and some incipient ridges are marked on (a), (b), (c), and (d) respectively.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

3.1.2 Notations and Ideal Fingerprint Model

In this subsection, we introduce some notations and an ideal fingerprint model for the convenience

of later discussion. Let denote the spatial domain on which the fingerprint image is definedΩ
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and I(x, y) be the intensity at the image pixel (x, y). Let RDG and VLY represent respectively the

ridge map and valley map of the fingerprint, i.e.

Fig. 3.2: A simplified ideal fingerprint model with pores, dots, and incipient ridges.

rw
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According to the fingerprint model proposed in [80], along the ridge orientation, the intensity

of pixels on a ridge or a valley varies little. Here, we extend the model by introducing pores, dots,

and incipient ridges into it. From previous discussion, we already see that pores lie on fingerprint

ridges and have similar intensity with neighboring valleys, whereas dots and incipient ridges lie on

valleys and have similar intensity with neighboring ridges. Based on this, we ideally simplify a

fingerprint with pores, dots, and incipient ridges as a binary image shown in Fig. 3.2, where V and

U point respectively to the ridge (tangential) orientation and ridge normal orientation, (X, Y)

denotes the image coordinate system, is the ridge orientation with respect to the X axis, wrθ

represents the width of ridge (or valley), wd and wi are the widths of dots, and incipient ridges along

the ridge normal orientation, and lp is the length of pores along the ridge tangential orientation.

3.1.3 Previous Work

,
1, ( , )  and ( , ) is a ridge pixel      

( , )
0, ( , )  and ( , ) is not a ridge pixel

x y x y
RDG x y

x y x y
∈Ω⎧

= ⎨ ∈Ω⎩
(3.1)

.
1, ( , )  and ( , ) is a valley pixel     

( , )
0, ( , )  and ( , ) is not a valley pixel

x y x y
VLY x y

x y x y
∈Ω⎧

= ⎨ ∈Ω⎩
(3.2)
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Existing pore extraction methods can be classified into two categories, skeleton-tracking- based

methods and filtering-based methods. All earlier studies [30, 34-36] used skeleton-tracking-based

methods. They first binarized and skeletonized the fingerprint image and then tracked the

fingerprint skeletons. A pore was detected when certain criteria were met during the tracking. As

pointed out in [31-32], however, skeletonization is computationally expensive and very sensitive to

noise and it works well only on very high resolution fingerprint images of high quality. For

example, the fingerprint images used in [30, 34-36] are all at least 2,000dpi. Recently proposed

approaches are filtering-based methods that detect pores by using pore models to filter fingerprint

images. Fig. 3.3 shows three typical isotropic pore models: Ray’s model [78], Jain’s model [31-32],

and the DoG (difference of Gaussian) model [37].

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.3: Three existing pore models. (a) Ray’s, (b) Jain’s, and (c) Parsons’ pore models are all
isotropic models.

Ray et al. [78] proposed an approach to extracting pores from 500dpi fingerprint images based

on the pore model in Fig. 3.3a, which is a modified 2-dimensional Gaussian function:

They first calculated an error map for the fingerprint image, with each entry in this map being the

sum of the squared errors between the pore model and the local area surrounding the pixel. The

error map is then binarized such that only areas of high pore probability (i.e. low error) are retained.

In these areas, the pores are detected as the local minima in a neighborhood. In(2 ) (2 )m mr r×

, .
2 2

( , ) 1 i jM i j e− += − ,r i j r− ≤ ≤ (3.3)
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[78], the authors used unitary parameters and to detect pores. However, the pore scales andr mr

ridge/valley widths could vary greatly from one fingerprint to another fingerprint or from one

region to another region in the same fingerprint (referring to Fig. 3.1 for examples). Moreover, the

pore model in Eq. (3.3) is isotropic, yet as we can see from Fig. 3.1 that the appearance of open

pores on real fingerprint images is not isotropic.

More recently, Jain et al. [31-32] proposed to use the Mexican hat wavelet transform to extract

pores based on the observation that pore regions typically have a high negative frequency response

as intensity values change abruptly from bright to dark at the pores. The Mexican hat wavelet

actually serves as the pore model:

The scale s in the above pore model is experimentally set for specific datasets. Fig. 3.3b shows the

Mexican hat wavelet. Obviously, it is also isotropic. This pore model is also limited in that it cannot

adapt itself to different fingerprints or different regions on a fingerprint.

Another pore extraction method was proposed by Parsons et al. [37]. Its basic idea is to use a

band-pass filter to detect circle-like features. In other words, the method assumes that pores appear

as circular objects on fingerprint images. Specifically, the pore is modeled as follows:

It can be seen that Eq. (3.5) is actually the DoG filter. Fig. 3.3c shows this pore model. In [37],

however, the authors did not consider the variation of pore scales in fingerprint images but simply

used a unitary scale in their model. The method presented in the last chapter can be taken as a

natural extension of this method in the sense that the method is also based on a DoG model but uses

scales adaptively determined by local fingerprint ridge frequencies. We therefore refer to the pore

.2

1( , , ) ( , ) ( , )
R

x a y bw s a b f x y dxdy
s ss

φ − −
= ∫ ∫ (3.4)

, .2 2 2 21( , ) exp{ 0.5( )} exp{ 0.25( )}
2

l i j i j i j= − + − − + / 2 , / 2n i j n− ≤ ≤ (3.5)
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extraction method in the last chapter as the adaptive DoG based method. One limitation of the two

DoG based methods is that their pore models are isotropic which is however not accurate as

discussed before.

With respect to the automatic extraction of dots and incipient ridges, so far only one method

has been published in the literature [33]. The method is based on the assumption that dots and

incipient ridges show slightly higher local symmetry than normal ridges, because they are isolated

(short or thin ridge formations between normal ridges). It thus employs wavelets based on complex

valued Log Gabor functions to measure the local phase symmetry of each pixel on the fingerprint

image. In the method, a weighted average of the filter responses over multiple scales is masked by

the fingerprint valley map to remove false detections because dots and incipient ridges should

reside on valleys only. The masked filter responses are finally binarized by using an empirically

determined threshold and the centroids of connected components are recorded as locations of dots

and incipient ridges. In the paper, the authors demonstrated that AFRS can benefit from dots and

incipient ridges for recognizing partial fingerprints. However, the dot and incipient ridge extraction

method they proposed is sensitive to noise (because the difference between the symmetry of true

dots and incipient ridges and that of other structures could be too slight) and thus often detects

many false dots and incipient ridges without careful post-processing. We will get back to this topic

later when discussing the experimental results.

3.2 Dynamic Anisotropic Pore Model and Adaptive Pore

Extraction

3.2.1 Dynamic Anisotropic Pore Model
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On fingerprint images, pores may appear in two different statuses: closed and open (see Fig. 3.1). A

closed pore is not perspiring and appears as an isolated bright blob on the ridge, whereas an open

pore is perspiring and appears as a bright blob connected with its neighboring valleys. Taking the

intensity of pixels on the fingerprint image as a function of the locations of the pixels, we can then

display the pores as surfaces in a three dimensional space, in which we can clearly observe their

intensity appearance. Figs. 3.4a-c show the intensity appearance of the three pores marked on the

images in Figs. 3.1a-b with the X and Y axes denoting the spatial coordinates of pixels and the Z

axis denoting the intensity of pixels. From Figs. 3.4a-c, we can find that only the closed pores have

isotropic appearance, but the appearance of open pores is obviously anisotropic. Recall the existing

pore models (see Fig. 3.3) discussed in section 3.1.3. One can see that all of them are isotropic.

Therefore, we can conclude that the existing pore models are not accurate enough in modeling

the pores. Another interesting aspect about pores we can observe from Figs. 3.1a-b is that their

sizes might vary from one to another. Consequently, it is highly possible for the existing filtering-

based pore extraction methods to miss some pores due to the unitary scale they used to detect pores.

In order for better pore detection accuracy, it would be helpful to take into consideration the

varying scale of pores.

Although the pores’ appearance can change between isotropic and anisotropic shapes, some

common property can still be observed on them. Let us draw a line passing the center of a pore and

along the ridge orientation (i.e. ridge tangential orientation) at the pore. By carefully investigating

the intensity profile along this line across the pore as shown in Figs. 3.4d-f, we can see that it has a

Gaussian-like shape no matter the pore is closed or open. More importantly, the supports to the

Gaussian profiles of different pores might differ from each other. This confirms that different pores

could have different lengths along the ridge orientation.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.4: The intensity appearance and profiles of the three typical pores marked on the
fingerprint images shown in Figs. 3.1a-b. (a), (b), and (c) show their intensity appearance.
(d), (e), and (f) are the corresponding intensity profiles across the pores along the ridge
orientation as denoted by the dashed lines in (a), (b), and (c).

(e)(d) (f)

Based on the above observations, in order to more accurately represent the pores, we intuitively

propose a novel pore model which has two parameters to adjust scale and orientation. When

applying this model, these two parameters have to be adaptively determined according to local

ridge orientation and frequency. Hence, we name the model as the dynamic anisotropic pore model

(DAPM), which is defined as follows:

Eq. (3.6) is the reference model (i.e. the zero-degree model) and Eq. (3.7) is the rotated model.

Here, σ is the scale parameter which is used to control the pore size. It can be determined by the

local ridge frequency. θ is the orientation parameter which is used to control the direction of the

,

2
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pore model. It can be estimated by the local ridge orientation. Fig. 3.5 shows some example

instances of the proposed DAPM. With the proposed DAPM, in next subsection we present an

adaptive pore extraction method.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.5: Example instances of the dynamic anisotropic pore model. (a) , (b) ,0θ = 45θ =
and (c) .90θ =
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3.2.2 The Adaptive Pore Extraction Algorithm

Pore extraction is essentially a problem of object detection. Generally, given a model of an object,

we can detect the object by using the model as a matched filter. When convoluting an image with a

matched filter describing the desired object, strong responses will be obtained at the locations of the

object on the image. The techniques of matched filters have been successfully used in many

applications, for example, vessel detection on retinal images [81]. In this subsection, we will first

estimate the parameters in the DAPM to instantiate the pore model, and then discuss the important

implementation issues in using the instantiated pore models to extract pores. Finally, the adaptive

pore extraction algorithm will be presented.

3.2.2.1 DAPM Parameter Estimation

The matched filters for pore extraction can be generated by instantiating the pore models. In order

to instantiate the DAPM in Eqs. (3.6-3.7), it is necessary to initialize two parameters, orientation θ

and scale σ. As for the orientation parameter θ, an intuitive way is to set it as the local fingerprint
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ridge orientation. To estimate the ridge orientation field on the fingerprint, we first smooth the

fingerprint image by using a smoothing kernel and then calculate the gradients along the x and y

directions by using some derivative operator (e.g. the Sobel operator). Let Gx(i,j) and Gy(i,j) be the

gradients at the pixel (i,j), and the squared gradients be Gxx(i,j)= Gx(i,j)×Gx(i,j), Gxy(i,j)= Gx(i,j)×

Gy(i,j), and Gyy(i,j)= Gy(i,j)×Gy(i,j). The squared gradients are then smoothed by using a Gaussian

kernel, resulting in , , and . The ridge orientation at (i,j) is estimated byxxG xyG yyG

which is in the range of [0, π]. For more details on fingerprint ridge orientation field estimation,

please refer to [64].

With regard to the scale parameter σ, if we can estimate the range of pore scales, we can then

use a bank of multi-scale matched filters to detect the pores; however, this is very time-consuming.

Therefore, we estimate and use the maximum valid pore scale when designing the matched filters

in this paper. As shown before, the pores are located on ridges. Consequently, the pore scales should

be restricted by the ridge widths. This motivates us to associate the maximum pore scale with the

local fingerprint ridge period by a ratio, i.e. , where is the local ridge period (or the/ kσ τ= τ

reciprocal of local ridge frequency) and is a positive constant. In this paper, we empirically setk

. The local ridge frequency is estimated in a local window by using the projection-based12k =

method in [16].

3.2.2.2 Implementation Issues

With the estimated parameters θ and σ, an adaptive pore model can be instantiated for each pixel

and then we can apply it as a matched filter to extracting pores from the fingerprint image.

,
( , ) ( , )1( , ) arctan( )

2 2 2 ( , )
xx yy

xy

G i j G i j
O i j

G i j
π −

= + i
i

(3.8)
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However, there will be two problems if directly applying the matched filters in a pixel-wise way.

Next, we discuss these issues in detail and present the solutions to practical implementation.

The first problem is the computational cost. Obviously, it will be very expensive to calculate

the DAPM in a pixel-wise way. Noting that in a local region on the fingerprint, the ridges run

nearly parallel with each other, and the intervals between them vary slightly, we could therefore

calculate a common DAPM in a local region to detect pores. The second problem is that on some

parts of a fingerprint image it is difficult to get an accurate estimate of the local ridge orientation

and frequency, which is needed in order to initialize an accurate instance of DAPM. For example,

on the image shown in Fig. 3.6a, the region highlighted by the red circle is mashed and no

dominant orientation can be obtained. The sharp change of ridge orientation at the singular points

of a fingerprint will also raise difficulties in estimating the ridge orientation and frequency

surrounding the singular points.

Fig. 3.6: Illustration of fingerprint image partition. (a) A fingerprint image. The ridge
orientation and frequency cannot be accurately estimated on the region marked by the red
circle. (b) The partition result. The dominant ridge orientations of the well-defined blocks
are shown by the green lines.

(a) (b)

To deal with these issues, we propose a block-wise approach to implementing the matched

filters for pore extraction. This approach defines three kinds of blocks on fingerprint images: well-
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defined blocks, ill-posed blocks, and background blocks. Well-defined and ill-posed blocks are

both foreground fingerprint regions. On a well-defined block, it is able to directly estimate a

dominant ridge orientation and a ridge frequency. On an ill-posed block, there is not a dominant

ridge orientation but the ridge frequency can be estimated by interpolation of the frequencies on its

neighboring blocks.

The block partition and classification is performed in a hierarchical way. First, a large block

size is applied to the image. For each block B, the following structure tensor is calculated

where denotes the number of pixels in the block, is the gradient vectorBN ( , )i i TB B
x yiB ∂ ∂
∂ ∂∇ =

at pixel , and ‘T’ represents the transpose operator. The structure tensor J contains information ofi

ridge orientation in the block and the eigenvalues of J can be used to measure the consistency of

ridge orientation. Specifically, we use the orientation certainty ( ) defined as follows [23]:OC

where and are the two eigenvalues of 2×2 structure tensor J and we assume .1λ 2λ 1 2λ λ≥

This quantity of OC can indicate how strongly the energy is concentrated along the ridge

orientation. If there is a dominant ridge orientation, then and will be close to 1.1 2λ λ OC

Otherwise, and will not differ much and consequently will be close to 0.1λ 2λ OC

We also calculate a measurement related to the intensity contrast ( ) of the block as follows:IC

where denotes the standard deviation. The purpose of this is to exclude the background fromstd

the foreground fingerprint. The two measurements, and , are evaluated with pre-OC IC

specified thresholds. If both of them are above the thresholds, the block is recorded as a well-

,11 12

21 22

1 T
i i

i BB

j j
J B B

j jN ∈

⎡ ⎤
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defined block and will not be further partitioned. Otherwise, the block larger than the minimum

size is evenly partitioned into four equal sub-blocks, each of which is further examined. Suppose a

block has reached the minimum size, this block will be marked as a well-defined block if its OC

and IC measures are above the thresholds; it is marked as an ill-posed block if its OC measure is

less than the threshold but the IC measure is above the threshold; otherwise, it is marked as a

background block. Fig. 3.6b shows the partition result of the image in Fig. 3.6a. The dominant

ridge orientations of the well-defined blocks are shown by the green lines.

After partitioning the fingerprint image into the three kinds of blocks, the pores can be

extracted from each of the foreground (well-defined or ill-posed) blocks. For a well-defined block,

the dominant ridge orientation and the mean ridge frequency on it can be calculated directly, and

hence the DAPM can be consequently instantiated. For an ill-posed block, there is no dominant

ridge orientation but the mean ridge frequency can be calculated by interpolating the mean ridge

frequencies of its neighboring blocks. Hence, as a compromise, we apply to the ill-posed blocks the

adaptive DoG based pore models defined in the last chapter. Next we discuss on how to calculate

the dominant ridge orientation of a well-defined block and the mean ridge frequency on a

foreground block.

The dominant orientation of a well-defined block is defined as the average orientation of the

ridge orientation field on the block. To average the orientation field of block B, denoted by ,OFB

we first multiply the orientation angle at each pixel by 2, and then calculate its cosine and sine

values. Finally, the dominant orientation of the block is calculated as

where denotes the average of the elements in .( )aver F F

,
(sin(2 ))1 arctan( )

2 (cos(2 ))
OF

DO
OF

aver BB
aver B

=
i
i

(3.12)
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For each well-defined block, the average ridge frequency on the block is calculated by using

the method in [16]. The ridge frequencies on the ill-posed blocks are estimated by interpolating

their surrounding blocks whose ridge frequencies have already been calculated. Specifically, after

the ridge frequencies on well-defined blocks have been calculated, we iteratively check the

fingerprint image until all the ridge frequencies of the foreground blocks have been calculated. If

the ridge frequency of a foreground block has not been calculated, we take the mean of the ridge

frequencies of its neighboring blocks as its ridge frequency. Finally, all foreground fingerprint

blocks, no matter with or without dominant orientation, are assigned with ridge frequencies.

Fig. 3.7: The main steps of the proposed pore extraction method.

3.2.2.3 The Adaptive Pore Extraction Algorithm

We now summarize the complete adaptive fingerprint pore extraction algorithm. As shown in Fig.

3.7, the proposed adaptive pore extraction algorithm consists of five main steps. Take the

fingerprint fragment in Fig. 3.8a, which is a part of Fig. 3.6a, as an example. The first step is to

partition the fingerprint image into a number of blocks, each being a well-defined block, an ill-
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posed block or a background block (see Fig. 3.8b). In the second step, the ridge orientation field of

the fingerprint image is calculated. Meanwhile, the mean ridge frequencies on all foreground blocks

are estimated, which form the ridge frequency map of the fingerprint image (see Fig. 3.8c). It then

proceeds to the third step, in which the binary ridge map of the fingerprint image is calculated as

follows. Based on the estimated ridge orientation field and ridge frequency map, the fingerprint

image is first enhanced by using a bank of Gabor filters [16] to enhance the bright valleys and

suppress dark ridges. In order to extract the ridges from the fingerprint image, we binarize the

enhanced image and calculate its complement, where the ridge pixels have value ‘1’. With this

complement image, we can readily obtain the binary ridge map by setting the corresponding ridge

pixels in the foreground fingerprint blocks to ‘1’ and the other pixels to ‘0’. This binary ridge map

(see Fig. 3.8d) will be used in the post-processing step to remove spurious pores because pores can

only locate on ridges.

It is worth mentioning that the first three steps can be performed on a down-sampled small

image of the original high resolution fingerprint image because they do not depend on the Level 3

features. In our experiments, we down-sampled the images to half of their original resolution and

then carried out steps A, B, and C. Afterwards, the obtained image partition result, ridge orientation

field, ridge frequency map, and the ridge map were all up-sampled to the original resolution. They

will be used in the subsequent pore detection and post-processing. Working on the down-sampled

images can reduce a lot the computational cost. The pore detection and post-processing are

performed on the original fingerprint images because the Level 3 pore features can hardly be

reliably extracted in the down-sampled low resolution fingerprint images.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.8: Example results of the proposed adaptive pore extraction algorithm. (a) is a
fingerprint fragment; (b) shows the blocks on it (the value in red is the orientation certainty
and the value in green is the intensity contrast); (c) displays the estimated dominant ridge
orientations and periods (the green lines denote the orientations on well-defined blocks, and if
there is no orientation shown on a block, the block is an ill-posed block); (d) is the ridge map;
(e) is the initial pore map; and (f) shows the final detected pores (marked by circles).

(e)(d) (f)

In the pore detection step, the foreground fingerprint blocks are processed one by one to detect

pores on them. A local instantiation of the DAPM is established for each well-defined block based

on the local ridge orientation and frequency on that block, and a local instantiation of the adaptive

DoG based pore model is established for each ill-posed block based on the local ridge frequency on

the block. Applying the adaptively instantiated pore model to the block as a matched filter will

enhance the pores while suppressing valleys and noise. A threshold is then applied to the filtering

response to segment out the candidate pores on the block. After processing all the blocks, we obtain

a binary image where the candidate pores have the value ‘1’ and other pixels have value ‘0’. This
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binary image gives the initial pore extraction result (pore map). Fig. 3.8e shows an example. We

can see that there could have some spurious and false pores in this map.

The last step is to remove the spurious and false pores from the initial pore extraction result. In

previous work, most methods remove false pores by applying the restraint that pores should reside

only on ridges [31-32, 78] and that the size of pores should be within a valid range [31-32]. Some

researchers also propose to refine the pore extraction result based on the intensity contrast [37]. In

[37], a PCA method is applied to a set of extracted putative pores to estimate a model for the gray

level distribution over pores. This model is then used to exclude falsely detected pores based on a

method of minimizing squared error. This method is however greatly affected by the chosen

putative pores.

In this subsection, we take the following steps to post-process the extracted candidate pores.

First, we use the binary ridge map as a mask to filter the pore map. In this step, the pixels which are

not on ridges are removed. Second, we sort the remaining candidate pore pixels according to their

gray level values descendingly and then discard the last 5% pixels because they are more probably

caused by noise. Third, we identify all the connected components on the pore map, and each

component is taken as a candidate pore. We check the size of each component, i.e. the number of

pixels it has. If the size is out of the pre-specified range of valid pore size (from 3 to 30 in our

experiments), the candidate pore is removed from the pore map. The final pore map is obtained

after the above refinement. We record the extracted pores by recording the coordinates of their mass

centers. See Fig. 3.8f for an example. More examples of different fingerprint fragments are given in

Fig. 3.9.
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Fig. 3.9: Some example pore extraction results obtained by using the proposed adaptive pore
extraction algorithm.

3.2.3 Performance Evaluation

Using our established databases (referring to section 1.4), we have conducted extensive

experiments to evaluate the proposed adaptive pore extraction method in comparison with three

state-of-the-art methods (Jain’s method [31-32], Ray’s method [78], and the adaptive DoG based

method). First, we compared the proposed method with its counterparts in terms of pore detection

accuracy using a set of fingerprint images chosen from DBI. Second, using the fingerprint image

database DBII and a minutia-pore-based fingerprint matcher, we evaluated the fingerprint

recognition performance by using the pores extracted by the proposed method and the other three

methods. In the following, we present the experimental results in detail.

Fig. 3.10: Example fingerprint images used in the experiments. The image in (a) is in the group
of good quality fingerprint images whereas the one in (b) is in the group of relatively poor
quality fingerprint images.

(a) (b)
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3.2.3.1 Pore Detection Accuracy

We first assess the pore detection accuracy of the proposed method. For this purpose, we chose a

set of 24 fingerprint images from DBI according to their image quality evaluated by using the

frequency domain quality index proposed in [23]. Half of these images are of relatively poor

quality (e.g. due to scars) whereas the other half are of good quality. Fig. 3.10 shows two example

fingerprint images. We manually marked the pores on these fingerprint images as the ground truth

for our experiments. We then used our proposed method, Jain’s method, Ray’s method, and the

adaptive DoG based method to extract pores on them. Fig. 3.11 shows the pore extraction results of

the four methods on the fingerprint image in Fig. 3.10b. On this fingerprint fragment, the ridges on

the left hand side are thinner than those on the right hand side, and both open and closed pores can

be observed. From Fig. 3.11a and Fig. 3.11b, we can see that due to the unitary scale they use,

Ray’s method and Jain’s method cannot work consistently well on the left and the right parts of the

fingerprint image because of the varying ridge widths and pore sizes. In addition, all the three

comparison methods miss many open pores because their isotropic pore models cannot accurately

handle open pores. In contrast, the proposed method successfully detects most of the pores on both

the left and the right parts of the fingerprint image no matter they are open or closed. This

demonstrates that the proposed DAPM model can better adapt to varying ridge widths and pore

sizes, and can better cope with both closed and open pores.
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Fig. 3.11: Example pore extraction results of (a) Ray’s method, (b) Jain’s method, (c) the
adaptive DoG based method, and (d) the proposed method. The pores are manually marked
by bright dots and the detected pores are marked by red circles.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Table 3.1: The average pore detection accuracy (%) and the standard deviation of the four methods

on the sets of good quality fingerprint images, poor quality fingerprint images, and all the 24

fingerprint images

In addition to the visual evaluation of the pore detection results, we calculated the average

detection accuracy on the 24 fingerprint images by using two metrics: RT (true detection rate) and

RF (false detection rate). RT is defined as the ratio of the number of detected true pores to the

Image
quality Ray’s method Jain’s method Adaptive DoG

based method
The proposed

method

Good
RT 58.1 (14.7) 77.0 (7.8) 82.4 (7.2) 85.4 (3.6)
RF 32.0 (13.3) 24.5 (7.2) 22.1 (8.6) 17.5 (5.4)

Poor
RT 63.1 (8.0) 74.9 (7.3) 79.1 (5.5) 84.2 (5.4)
RF 28.9 (8.2) 21.5 (9.2) 22.3 (9.8) 17.7 (7.4)

All
RT 60.6 (11.9) 75.9 (7.5) 80.8 (6.5) 84.8 (4.5)
RF 30.5 (10.9) 23.0 (8.2) 22.2 (9.0) 17.6 (6.3)
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number of all true pores, while RF is defined as the ratio of the number of falsely detected pores to

the total number of detected pores. A good pore extraction algorithm should have a high RT and a

low RF simultaneously. Table 3.1 lists the average detection accuracy and the standard deviation of

detection accuracy of the four methods. According to the average detection accuracy listed in Table

3.1, the proposed method achieves not only the highest true detection rate but also the lowest false

detection rate on both the sets of good quality and poor quality fingerprint images. With regard to

the standard deviation, as shown in Table 3.1, the proposed method again achieves the smallest

deviation over the whole image set for both true detection rate and false detection rate. As for the

other three methods, none beats its counterparts in all cases. From these results, we can see that the

proposed method can detect pores on fingerprint images more accurately and more robustly.

Fig. 3.12: Block diagram of the AFRS used in the large-size fingerprint recognition experiment.

Pore Match
Score

Minutia
Match Score

Pairs of Matched
Minutiae

Minutia Extraction

Pore Extraction

Minutia Matching

ICP-based Pore
Matching

Score
Fusion

3.2.3.2 Pore-based Fingerprint Recognition

The experiments in this sub-section were to evaluate the contribution of the extracted pores to

fingerprint recognition. Using the large-size fingerprint image database DBII, we compared the

four pore extraction methods by using an AFRS similar to that in [31], which is appropriate for

large-size fingerprint images. Fig. 3.12 shows the block diagram of the AFRS. We used the

methods in [28] for minutia extraction and matching modules, and implemented the pore matching
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module by using the ICP (iterative closest point) based method as in [31-32]. This is because on

fingerprint images covering large fingerprint area, there are sufficient minutiae to provide reliable

minutia match results. We can thus compare the pores locally in the neighborhoods of matched

minutiae. In this way, the pores can be matched much more efficiently. Specifically, after matching

the minutiae on two fingerprints, the pores lying in the neighborhoods of each pair of matched

minutiae are matched by using the ICP algorithm [31-32], resulting in N match scores (N is the

number of pairs of matched minutiae), which are defined as the summation of two terms: the mean

distance between all matched pores and the percentage of unmatched pores. The pore match score

between the two fingerprints is finally defined as the average of the first three smallest match

scores. The pore match score and the minutia match score are finally fused by using a simple

weighted summation scheme to give the final match score between two fingerprint images (before

fusion, both match scores are normalized to the range between 0 and 1) as follows

where ω is the weight of minutiae with respect to pores.

By using the above AFRS, we matched pair-wise all the fingerprint images in DBII (avoiding

symmetric matches), generating 6,660 genuine match scores and 1,087,800 imposter match scores.

Fig. 3.13 presents the EERs obtained by the four methods on DBII. Because the fingerprint images

in DBII are full-size fingerprint images and have more minutiae, it can be seen that the EER of

using only minutiae is 0.61%. When only using pores, the EER of Ray’s method is 9.45%, Jain’s

method 8.82%, the adaptive DoG based method 10.85%, and the proposed method 7.81%. The best

results of these methods after fusion with minutia match scores are 0.59% (ω=0.9), 0.6% (ω=0.9),

0.56%(ω=0.8), and 0.53% (ω=0.7). Fig. 3.14 shows their corresponding ROC curves when the best

,minu pore(1 )MS MS MSω ω= ⋅ + − ⋅ (3.13)
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results are obtained. The proposed method improves on the best EERs of Ray’s method, Jain’s

method, and the adaptive DoG based method by 10.17%, 11.67%, and 5.36% respectively.

Fig. 3.13: The EERs of the four methods on DBII when different weights are used. (b) is the
zoom-in of (a) when the weight is from 0.6 to 1.

(a)

(b)
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Fig. 3.14: The ROC curves of the four methods on DBII when the best results are obtained.

3.3 Improved Models and Algorithm for Additional Features

Extraction

The last chapter presents a novel pore model which can more accurately describe pores by using

orientation and scale parameters. The adaptive pore extraction algorithm based on this model has

obtained very promising results. In the implementation of the model, we associated the scale

parameter with the local ridge period by an empirically determined constant. However, it is not an

easy job, if possible, to choose that constant which universally fits every fingerprint. Therefore, it is

necessary to employ some more advanced technique to better solve the scale problem involved in

the fingerprint additional feature extraction, which is the goal of this section. Towards the end, we

revise the pore model for the purpose of applying the automatic scale selection technique and also

define a similar model for dots and incipient ridges. The adaptive extraction algorithm is then

revised to incorporate the improved models for extracting pores, dots, and incipient ridges. Next,

we first make a quick review on the automatic scale selection technique in subsection 3.3.1, and

then define the improved models of pores, dots, and incipient ridges in subsection 3.3.2. The

normalized additional feature matched filters and the adaptive fingerprint additional feature
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extraction algorithm are presented in subsections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 respectively. Finally, subsection

3.3.5 reports the experimental results.

3.3.1 Automatic Scale Selection

The notion of scale has been a focus in the field of computer vision for a long time because of its

utmost importance in automatically processing unknown measurement data [82]. In fact, it is well-

known that objects in the world may appear in different ways depending on the scale of observation

and they only exist as meaningful entities over certain ranges of scale [83]. This fact has inspired

researchers to construct multi-scale representations of image data, e.g. pyramids, scale-space

representation and non-linear diffusion methods, as extremely useful preprocessing steps to a large

number of early visual operations including feature detection and stereo matching [63, 82-86].

However, the traditional multi-scale representation approach by itself does not provide any explicit

information about what scales are appropriate for treating the image structures. In other words, it

has no explicit mechanisms for scale selection. This problem was firstly considered and solved by

Lindeberg in his work on blob-like image structure detection [87]. Later, a general automatic scale

selection methodology was developed by him for the scale-space representation [83]. Below, we

briefly review this automatic scale selection methodology.

Given any two-dimensional signal (e.g. the fingerprint images we consider in this2:f →

thesis), the linear scale-space representation of f can be obtained by2:L +× →

convolution with Gaussian kernels of various variance t

where the Gaussian kernel is given by2:g +× →

,( , ; ) ( , ; ) ( , )L x y t g x y t f x y= ∗ (3.14)

2 2( )/(2 )1( , ; )
2

x y tg x y t e
tπ

− += (3.15)
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and the variance of this kernel is referred to as the scale parameter. It has been shown by2t σ=

many mathematical results [82, 88-93] that within the class of linear transformations the Gaussian

kernel is the unique kernel for generating a scale-space. Thus, when one wants to construct a linear

scale space representation for an image and use the following automatic scale selection

methodology to detect meaningful features on it, some Gaussian kernel has to be designed and

applied to the image.

Based on the above scale-space representation, the features on the image at any given scale t

can be then found by locating the local maxima of its scale-space derivatives at the scale t, which

can be computed either by differentiating the scale-space directly or by convolving the original

image with Gaussian derivative kernels:

The scale-space derivatives are also referred to as Gaussian derivatives because they can be

computed by convolving the original image with Gaussian derivative operators . In( , ; )
x y

g tα β ⋅ ⋅

order to find out the scale of a feature on the image, the Gaussian derivatives at its location are

investigated over scales. If a maximum of the Gaussian derivatives can be found at some scale, the

scale is taken as the characteristic scale of the feature. Unfortunately, the amplitude of the Gaussian

derivatives defined in Eq. (3.16) in general decreases with scale, i.e. if a signal is subject to scale-

space smoothing, then the numerical values of the Gaussian derivatives computed from the

smoothed data can be expected to decrease. This is caused by the non-enhancement property of

local extremes, i.e. the value at a local maximum cannot increase, and the value at a local minimum

cannot decrease. A more practical explanation to this phenomenon is that the amplitude of the

variations in a signal will always decrease with scale.

.( , ; ) ( , ; ) ( ( , ; )) ( , )
x y x y x y

L t L t g t fα β α β α β⋅ ⋅ = ∂ ⋅ ⋅ = ∂ ⋅ ⋅ ∗ ⋅ ⋅ (3.16)
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In order to solve the above problem of decreasing amplitude of Gaussian derivative over scales,

Lindeberg introduced the –normalized derivative operator defined byγ

which corresponds to the change of variables

Here, is a free parameter to be determined for the specific application [94]. Based on theγ

–normalized derivatives, the principle for scale selection was proposed as follows: In theγ

absence of other evidence, assume that a scale level, at which some (possibly non-linear)

combination of normalized derivatives assumes a local maximum over scales, can be treated as

reflecting a characteristic length of a corresponding structure in the data. This general principle tells

us that if we can find for a suitable set of image structures any differential expression that can be

expressed as a homogeneous polynomial in terms of –normalized derivatives and assumes aγ

local maximum over scales, then we can define a scale-invariant feature detector by computing it at

the scale at which the local maximum over scales is assumed. As a very effective method for

automatic scale selection, it has been successfully applied in a variety of applications [48, 83, 95-

96]. For more mathematical details on automatic scale selection, we refer the interesting readers to

[48, 83, 87, 94].

3.3.2 Revised Models for Pores, Dots, and Incipient Ridges

From the description of the automatic scale selection technique in the last subsection, we can see

that the pore model defined by Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.7) in the subsection 3.2.1 is not appropriate for

applying the automatic scale selection technique because it is not expressed in terms of Gaussian

derivatives. Therefore, in order to apply the automatic scale selection technique, we revise the pore

,/2
, norm xtγξ γ −∂ = ∂ (3.17)

./2

x
tγ

ξ = (3.18)
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model to the following form

Here, (Cv, Cu) are the coordinates of the center of the pore, is the ridge orientation at the pore, lpθ

is the length of the pore along the ridge orientation, and wp is the width of the pore on the ridge

normal orientation. The domain of fPOR corresponds to the set of pixels on the pore, denoted by

. The above function fPOR defines a pore merely by its intensity profiles. However, some noisyPORΩ

structures on the fingerprint image might also satisfy this definition. In order to distinguish the true

pores from the false ones, we further impose the following constraints:

where | | denotes the number of elements (i.e. pixels) in , , , and are thePORΩ PORΩ P
IT P

MinAT P
MaxAT

minimum pore pixel intensity, the minimum pore area (the area of a pore is the number of pixels on

the pore), and the maximum pore area respectively. The first constraint POR-PP1 indicates that

pores should reside on ridges only. The second constraint POR-PP2 requires that the intensity of

pore pixels should not be too low. And the third constraint POR-PP3 indicates that the area of a

pore should be within a valid range.

As for dots and incipient ridges, unlike pores, they are always located on valleys, appearing as

dark blobs and dark lines (see Fig. 3.1). However, when we make an investigation on the intensity

profile across a dot or an incipient ridge along the ridge normal orientation (i.e. the orientation

,
2 2( ) / (2 )1( , ; , , , , )

2
v vv C

POR v u p p
v

f v u C C l w e σθ
πσ

− −= (3.19)

.

/ 6,

cos sin ,
sin cos ,

/ 2 / 2,

/ 2 / 2.

v p

v p v p

u p u p

l

v x y
u x y
C l v C l

C w u C w

σ

θ θ
θ θ

⎧ =
⎪

= −⎪
⎪ = +⎨
⎪ − ≤ ≤ +⎪
⎪ − ≤ ≤ +⎩

(3.20)

POR-PP1: , if (x, y) is a pore pixel,( , ) 1RDG x y = (3.21)

POR-PP2: , if (x, y) is a pore pixel,( , ) P
II x y T≥ (3.22)

POR-PP3: ,| |P P
MinA POR MaxAT T≤ Ω ≤ (3.23)
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perpendicular to the ridge orientation), we again observe a Gaussian-like shape of the profile just

like what we have observed on the pores except that the profile here is along the ridge normal

orientation and that it is a negative Gaussian because the intensity of pixels on dots and incipient

ridges is much lower than that of pixels on valleys. Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16 respectively show the

intensity profiles of some example dots and incipient ridges.

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3.15: The intensity profiles across the four dots marked on the image shown in Fig. 3.1c
along the ridge normal orientation. The upper row shows the cropped circular neighborhood of
the four dots (they are rotated such that the ridge orientation at them becomes vertical), and the
lower row plots the corresponding intensity profiles across them along the ridge normal
orientation as denoted by the arrowed line.

(d)

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3.16: The intensity profiles across the four incipient ridges marked on the image shown in
Fig. 3.1d along the ridge normal orientation. The upper row shows the cropped circular
neighborhood of the four incipient ridges (they are rotated such that the ridge orientation at
them becomes vertical), and the lower row plots the corresponding intensity profiles across
them along the ridge normal orientation as denoted by the arrowed line.

(d)
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According to the intensity profiles of dots and incipient ridges shown in Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16,

we can conclude that both dots and incipient ridges are characterized by a negative-Gaussian-like

intensity profile across them along the ridge normal orientation. Therefore, we can model dots and

incipient ridges both using the following 2D function

Here, ld and li denote the lengths of the dot and the incipient ridge along the ridge tangential

orientation, and is the ridge normal orientation at the dot or incipient ridge. However, onθ ⊥

fingerprint images, along the ridge normal orientation, a ridge with its neighboring valleys displays

a similar intensity profile as that of a dot or an incipient ridge, and so do some noisy structures.

Hence, we also use some constraints to model the differences between the true dots/incipient ridges

and the false ones. First of all, it is required that dots and incipient ridges should reside on valleys:

Secondly, the area and length of a dot or an incipient ridge should be large enough:

where and denote the sets of pixels on the dot and the incipient ridge respectively,DOTΩ INRΩ

and are the thresholds of minimum area and minimum length. The third and fourthDI
MinAT DI

MinLT

constraints are both concerned with the intensity contrast between a dot or an incipient ridge and

the valley on which it resides. Specifically, the third constraint is defined for both dots and incipient

,
2 2( ) / (2 )1( , ; , , , , )

2
u uu C

DOT INR v u
u

f f f v u C C w l e σθ
πσ

− −⊥= = = − (3.24)
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/ 2 / 2,
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u x y
C l v C l
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σ

θ θ

θ θ

⊥ ⊥
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=⎧
⎪

= −⎪
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(3.25)

DOTINR-PP1: , if (x, y) is a pixel on a dot or an incipient ridge.( , ) 1VLY x y = (3.26)

DOTINR-PP2: and| |,| | DI
DOT INR MinATΩ Ω ≥ | |,| | DI

d i MinLl l T≥ (3.27)
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ridges and requires that the intensity contrast along the ridge normal orientation should be large

enough:

where defines the minimum contrast along the ridge normal orientation. On the other hand, asDI
NCT

defined below, the fourth constraint is defined merely for dots and it considers the intensity contrast

along the ridge orientation between a dot and its residing valley.

where defines the minimum contrast along the ridge tangential orientation. Note that the lastD
TCT

constraint is not applied to incipient ridges because they could be curved and consequently the

calculation of the contrast along the ridge tangential orientation at the center of a curved incipient

ridge would be incorrect. Moreover, according to our observations, the first three constraints can

already exclude most false incipient ridges.

3.3.3 Normalized Matched Filters

Matched filters have been widely used for signal detection [95, 97-99]. In order to detect a desired

signal, the corresponding matched filter should describe its expected appearance. Therefore, for

purposes of detecting pores, dots, and incipient ridges on fingerprint images, a set of matched filters

are defined based on their appearance models introduced in the last subsection. Specifically, the

matched filters for pores are 2D filters composed of a negative Laplacian kernel (second-order

derivative of Gaussian) along the ridge tangential orientation and a Gaussian kernel along the ridge

normal orientation. We describe the intensity appearance of a pore along the ridge tangential

orientation by using a Laplacian kernel because it is more robust to noise. The Gaussian kernel on

DOTINR-PP3:
max{ ( , ) | , } ( , ),DI

v u r u r NC v uI v u v C C w u C w T I C C= − ≤ ≤ + ≥ ⋅
if (v, u) is a pixel on a dot or an incipient ridge,

(3.28)

DOT-PP4:

if (v, u) is a pixel on a dot,
median{ ( , ) | , } ( , )

,
median{ ( , ) | , } ( , )

D
u v d v TC v u

D
u v v d TC v u

I v u u C C l v C T I C C

I v u u C C v C l T I C C

⎧ = − ≤ ≤ ≥ ⋅⎪
⎨

= ≤ ≤ + ≥ ⋅⎪⎩

(3.29)
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the other orientation is used merely for smoothing noise along the ridge normal orientation. In

summary, the pore matched filters are defined as

where is Gaussian along the ridge normal orientation and constant along
2 /(2 )1

( 2 )( ; ) U

U

u t
U tg u t eπ

−=

the ridge tangential orientation, is Laplacian along the ridge
22

5
/ (2 )( )

( 2 )
( ; ) VV

V

v tv t
VV V t

g v t e
π

−+=

tangential orientation and constant along the ridge normal orientation, tV and tU are respectively the

variances along the ridge tangential orientation and the ridge normal orientation. The domain of the

above pore matched filters is defined on and .3 3V Vt v t− ≤ ≤ 3 3U Ut u t− ≤ ≤

With respect to dots and incipient ridges, the matched filters are defined by Laplacian along the

ridge normal orientation and Gaussian along the ridge tangential orientation as follows

where g(v; tV) and gUU(u; tU) are defined similarly as in Eq. (3.30). It is worth mentioning that the

variance along the ridge tangential orientation (i.e. tV) in the pore matched filters and the variance

along the ridge normal orientation (i.e. tU) in the dot and incipient ridge matched filters are used

respectively to approximate the length of a pore and the width of a dot or an incipient ridge.

When using a matched filter to detect objects on an image, the matched filter of the objects is

convolved with the image and the expected objects are supposed to be detected at the locations

where local maximal responses above a given threshold are achieved. Basically, in order to obtain a

significant local maximum at the objects’ locations, the matched filter should well match the scale

and orientation of the objects to be detected. In the context of pore, dot, and incipient ridge

detection, the matched filters should well match the lengths of pores, the widths of dots and

incipient ridges, and the local ridge orientation. However, as shown in previous subsections, the

,( , ; , , ) ( ; ) ( ; )POR V U VV V UP v u t t g v t g u tθ = − (3.30)

,( , ; , , ) ( ; ) ( ; )DOTINR V U V UU UP v u t t g v t g u tθ ⊥ = (3.31)
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lengths of pores and the widths of dots and incipient ridges can vary greatly from one to another. In

order to deal with the varying scales of pores, dots, and incipient ridges, following the automatic

scale selection approach proposed by Lindeberg [83] as described in subsection 3.3.1, we

normalize the above-defined matched filters by multiplying them with a term . Take the poretγ

matched filters as an example. The scale normalized pore matched filters are defined as

The normalization parameter has to be carefully chosen such that the pore matched filter whichγ

gives the maximum response has the same scale with the detected pore. Let us consider detecting an

ideal pore (as defined by Eqs. (3.19-3.20)) of scale located at the origin by using the scale2
0tσ =

normalized pore matched filter at scale . The response of the matched filter at the center of theVt

pore is (for the sake of simplicity, we omit unrelated parameters in the following derivation)

where ‘*’ denotes convolution. In order to find out the scale at which the matched filter response

achieves the maximum, let

which leads to

Imposing , we get . Thus, the scale normalized pore matched filters are as follows0Vt t= 3 / 4γ =

.( , ; , , ) ( ; ) ( ; )POR V U V VV V UP v u t t t g v t g u tγ γθ = − (3.32)
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.(0,0; ) 0
Vt POR VM t∂ = (3.34)

.0
2

3 2Vt tγ
γ

=
−

(3.35)

.3/4( , ; , , ) ( ; ) ( ; )POR V U V VV V UP v u t t t g v t g u tγ θ = − (3.36)
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With similar derivation, we can obtain the following scale normalized dot and incipient ridge

matched filters

Procedures:
1) Segment out the fingerprint region on the fingerprint image
2) Partition the fingerprint image into blocks
3) Estimate the ridge orientations on well-defined blocks and the ridge periods on well-defined
and ill-posed blocks
4) Calculate the ridge and valley maps
5) For each foreground block

If it is an ill-posed block
5.1) Detect pores on it using the DoG based method (or any other isotropic pore

model based method)
Else if it is a well-defined block

5.2) Detect pores on it using the multiscale pore matched filters defined in Eq. (3.36)
5.3) Detect dots and incipient ridges on it using the multiscale dot and incipient ridge

matched filters defined in Eq. (3.37)
End

6) Post-process the pore detection results according to Eqs. (3.21-3.23), the dot detection
results according to Eqs. (3.26-3.29), and the incipient ridge detection results according to Eqs.
(3.26-3.28)
7) Record and output the extracted pores, dots, and incipient ridges.

Input: Fingerprint image
Output: Pores, dots, incipient ridges on the fingerprint image

Fig. 3.17: The procedures of the proposed adaptive fingerprint additional feature extraction
algorithm.

3.3.4 The Adaptive Fingerprint Additional Feature Extraction

Algorithm

3.3.4.1 Parameter Selection

When using the above defined matched filters to detect pores, dots, and incipient ridges on a

fingerprint image, we have several parameters to initialize, i.e. orientation, and the scale parameters

.3/4( , ; , , ) ( ; ) ( ; )DOTINR V U U V UU UP v u t t t g v t g u tγ θ ⊥ = (3.37)
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along ridge tangential and normal orientations. With respect to the orientation parameter, according

to Eqs. (3.19-3.20) and Eqs. (3.24-3.25), the orientation in a pore matched filter is defined as the

local ridge tangential orientation at the pore, and the orientation in a dot and incipient ridge

matched filter is defined as the local ridge normal orientation at the dot or the incipient ridge. Thus,

the orientation parameters in both pore, and dot and incipient ridge matched filters can be

determined by the local ridge orientation. Here, we use the method as in subsection 3.2.2.1 to

calculate the ridge orientation field on fingerprint images.

In addition to the orientation parameter, two scale parameters have to be set for either pore or

dot and incipient ridge matched filters, i.e. the variances of the Gaussians along the ridge tangential

and normal orientations. Referring to Eqs. (3.19-3.20), (3.30) and (3.36), in pore matched filters,

the variance (tV) along the ridge tangential orientation is used to model the length of the pore,

whereas the variance (tU) along the ridge normal orientation is simply for noise compensation. In

order to detect all the pores of a variety of lengths, multiscale pore matched filters in terms of tV are

applied, and the range of tV is set so that it can cover all possible lengths of pores. In this paper, the

value of tV in pore matched filters is empirically set as ranging from 3 to 12 with an interval of 1

based on the minimal and maximal lengths of the pores on the fingerprint images used in our

experiments. According to Eqs. (3.24-3.25), (3.31) and (3.37), the functions of tV and tU in dot and

incipient ridge matched filters are exchanged, i.e. tU is used to model the width of the dot and

incipient ridge, whereas tV is for smoothing the noise. Considering that dots and incipient ridges are

always located on valleys, their widths are thus constrained by the valley width, i.e. wr. Therefore,

the range of tU in the dot and incipient ridge matched filters is set from 1 to wr with 1 as the interval.

As for the other scale parameter that is used for noise compensation, we empirically set tU in the
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pore matched filters as because along the ridge normal orientation (i.e. the orientation2 / 36rw

along which the noise is smoothed) the width of the pore is bounded by the ridge width, and set tV

in the dot and incipient ridge matched filters to 1. From the above discussion, we can see that the

settings of scale parameters in the pore, dot and incipient ridge matched filters depend on the

ridge/valley width. Here, we employ the method in [16] to estimate the average ridge period (which

is two times of the ridge/valley width) on a fingerprint block.

3.3.4.2 The Algorithm Procedures

The adaptive pore algorithm in subsection 3.2.2.3 can be easily extended to extracting fingerprint

additional features by utilizing the normalized matched filters in subsection 3.3.3. Fig. 3.17 shows

the primary steps. Given an input fingerprint image, the first three steps are to segment foreground

fingerprint region, partition the fingerprint image into blocks (refer to subsection 3.2.2.2), and

estimate the ridge orientation field and ridge periods on fingerprint foreground blocks, using the

methods discussed before. In the fourth step, with the obtained ridge orientation field and ridge

periods of the fingerprint image, it is first enhanced by using Gabor filter bank [16], and then

binarized to get the valley map VLY by using the block iterative thresholding method [100].

Because the valleys and ridges are complementary to each other on a fingerprint, we get the ridge

map RDG simply by calculating the complement to VLY on the fingerprint region. Note that in the

above four steps, low resolution fingerprint images can be used. Hence, to reduce the computational

time, we can down-sample the high resolution fingerprint images to low resolution images, then

conduct the above four steps on the low resolution fingerprint images, and finally up-sample the

obtained results to the original resolution.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.18: Example pore extraction results. (a) is an example fingerprint block. (b-e) are the
filtering outputs of the pore matched filters at four different scales on it; the scale increases
from (b) to (e). (f) is the maximal response among the outputs of all different scales. (g) is the
thresholded result of (f), giving the pore map of (a) on which the pixels on pores are white and
other pixels are black.

(c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

In the fifth step, the foreground blocks are processed one by one to detect the pores, dots, and

incipient ridges on them. For each foreground block, if it is an ill-posed block, we can not apply the

proposed matched filters because it does not have a dominant ridge orientation. As a compromise,

we detect the pores on it by employing a DoG-based method (or any other isotropic pore model

based method) whose scale parameter is set according to the local ridge period on the block. If it is

a well-defined block, on the other hand, we can set up the multiscale normalized matched filters for

it based on its dominant ridge orientation and average ridge period as discussed in subsections 3.3.3

and 3.3.4.1. Take the fingerprint image block shown in Fig. 3.18a as an example for pore detection.

We first construct a set of multiscale pore matched filters for it and then convolve them with the

fingerprint image block. Figs. 3.18b-e show the filtering outputs at four different scales, among

which the maximal response at each pixel is picked out to form the final filtering result as shown in

Fig. 3.18f. By thresholding the filtering result, we get the pore map of the fingerprint image block,

on which the pixels on pores are white and the other pixels are black. As can be seen from the

resulting pore map shown in Fig. 3.18g, pores, either large or small and either open or closed, are

captured in the pore map. The pore maps of all foreground blocks compose the pore map of the

whole fingerprint image.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.19: Example dot and incipient ridge extraction results. (a) is an example fingerprint
block. (b-e) are the filtering outputs of the dot and incipient ridge matched filters at four
different scales on it; the scale increases from (b) to (e). (f) is the maximal response among the
outputs of all different scales. (g) is the final filtering result after applying the constraint
DOTINR-PP1.

(c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Fig. 3.19 shows the detection of dots and incipient ridges on another example fingerprint image

block by using the proposed multiscale dot and incipient ridge matched filters. Specifically, we set

up a set of multiscale dot and incipient ridge matched filters, and calculate the filtering outputs of

them on the fingerprint image block in Fig. 3.19a. Figs. 3.19b-e give some example outputs at four

different scales. Taking the maximal responses among the outputs at all different scales, we get the

filtering result of the multiscale matched filters as shown in Fig. 3.19f. Obviously, there are many

false detections caused by ridges which are quite similar to dots and incipient ridges in their

intensity profiles along the ridge normal orientations. In order to remove these false detections, we

apply the constraint DOTINR-PP1 defined in Eq. (3.26) with the valley map of the block and

obtain the final filtering result as shown in Fig. 3.19g. It can be seen that those false detections

caused by ridges are successfully removed. The thresholded filtering results of all well-defined

blocks compose the dot and incipient ridge map of the fingerprint image.

From the pore, dot and incipient ridge maps we can obtain the pores, dots, and incipient ridges.

On the pore map, each connected component corresponds to a pore, and the coordinates of its

centroid is recorded as the pore’s location. On the dot and incipient ridge map, each connected

component represents a dot or an incipient ridge. Noting that an incipient ridge could be curved (see

Fig. 3.20 for an example), it has to be then approximated by a number of straight lines according to
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the definition by CDEFFS [38]. To this end, we thin the dot and incipient ridge map to single-pixel

lines as shown in Figs. 3.20b-c. For each connected component on the map, we use an ellipse to fit

it and its length is measured by the length of the major axis of the ellipse. If the length is below a

threshold, it is taken as a dot and its centroid’s coordinates are recorded as the dot’s location.

Optionally, its length can be also recorded. On the other hand, if its length is above the threshold, it

is recorded as an incipient ridge. Suppose its two endings are P1 and P2. By connecting P1 and P2,

we get a straight line. To check whether it can be used to represent the incipient ridge, we find out

the point on the incipient ridge (let us denote it as P3) which has the largest distance to the straight

line among all the points on the incipient ridge. If its distance to the straight line denoted as d is

below a threshold, the incipient ridge can be directly represented by the straight line P1P2.

Otherwise, the incipient ridge should be too curved to be represented by the straight line P1P2.

Thus, we divide the incipient ridge into two parts by the point P3 and repeat the above process for

each of the resulting two incipient ridges until they can be represented by straight lines. This

approximation process is illustrated in Fig. 3.20d. When the approximation process converges, we

get a set of straight lines which together completely cover the incipient ridge. As shown in Fig.

3.20e, the curved incipient ridge on the fingerprint segment in Fig. 3.20a is represented by two

straight lines. The coordinates of the two endings of each straight line are recorded to represent the

detected incipient ridges.

Among the above detected pores, dots, and incipient ridges, there could be still some false

detections. In order to remove these possible false detections, in the sixth step, we apply the

constraints POR-PP1, POR-PP2, and POR-PP3 as defined in Eqs. (3.21-3.23) to the candidate pores

on the pore map, the constraints DOTINR-PP1, DOTINR-PP2, DOTINR-PP3 as defined in Eqs.
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(3.26-3.28) to the candidate dots and incipient ridges on the dot and incipient ridge map, and the

constraint DOTINR-PP4 as defined in Eq. (3.29) to the candidate dots. After the post-processing

step, we get the final pore, dot and incipient ridge extraction results, and output them in the last step.

(e)
Fig. 3.20: The processing of curved incipient ridges. (a) is an example fingerprint segment which
has a curved incipient ridge as marked by the green arrowed line. (b) and (c) are its dot and
incipient ridge map and the corresponding thinned map. (d) is an illustration of curved incipient
ridge approximation. (e) is the final result.

(a) (b)

(d)

P1

d

P2

P3

(c)

3.3.5 Experimental Results

3.3.5.1 Data and Protocols

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed algorithm and compare it with existing methods,

we used the set of 24 fingerprint images as those in subsection 3.2.3.1 for pore extraction

experiments, and chose another set of 24 fingerprint images for dot and incipient ridge extraction

experiments.

(a) (b)
Fig. 3.21: An example fingerprint image used in the experiments. The pores (a), dots and
incipient ridges (b) on it are marked with white color.

The pores, dots, and incipient ridges on the used fingerprint images were manually marked to

provide the ground truth data for the following evaluation experiments. The pores were marked by
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their centroids. As for dots and incipient ridges, by the definition of CDEFFS [38], a dot is denoted

by its centroid and optionally by its length, whereas an incipient ridge is represented by the

coordinates of its two endings. Following this definition, we may mark the two endings along the

longest dimension of either a dot or an incipient ridge. Then the centroid and length of the dot can

be calculated from the marked two endings. However, Chen and Jain pointed out that the

appearance of an incipient ridge on the captured fingerprint image can be significantly affected by

pressure [33]. As a result, it would be often difficult to distinguish between a dot and incipient ridge.

For this sake, in their method [33], they denoted dots and incipient ridges both by their centroids. In

order for a fair comparison between their method and the proposed method, we also consider only

the centroids of dots and incipient ridges (in the proposed method, the centroid of an incipient ridge

is calculated as the middle point of its two endings). Therefore, the centroids of the dots and

incipient ridges on the experimented fingerprint images were manually marked. Fig. 3.21 shows an

example fingerprint image and the manually marked pores, dots, and incipient ridges on it.

With the manually marked ground truth pores, dots, and incipient ridges on the experimented

fingerprint images, we compared the proposed method with its counterpart methods in the literature

[31-33, 37, 78] in terms of True Detection Rate (Rt), i.e. the ratio between the number of true

detections and the number of true features, False Detection Rate (Rf), i.e. the ratio between the

number of false detections and the number of detected features, and Overall Detection Accuracy

(ODA) defined as . Next, we reported the experimental results.(1 )t fODA R R= ⋅ −

3.3.5.2 Pore Extraction Results

We first make a visual comparison between different pore extraction methods on the example

fingerprint image shown in Fig. 3.21a. The pores detected by Ray’s [78], Jain’s [31-32], DoG-based
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[37], and the proposed methods are shown in Figs. 3.22a-d. Obviously, neither Ray’s nor Jain’s

methods work consistently on different parts which have different pore sizes and different ridge

widths. As for the DoG-based method, in the experiments, we implemented it in a block-wise

approach, i.e. we divided the fingerprint image into blocks and constructed a DoG-based pore

matched filter for each block according to the local ridge period on the block. Consequently, it can

better handle the varying sizes of pores. However, like Ray’s and Jain’s methods, the DoG-based

method misses many open pores because the isotropic pore models used by them can not accurately

describe the intensity appearance of the open pores which is anisotropic (see Figs. 3.22e-g).

Compared with these three methods, the proposed method can not only well handle the varying

sizes of pores, but also accurately detect both closed and open pores as can be seen in Figs. 3.22d

and 3.22h, thanks to the more accurate pore models and the multiscale pore matched filters we have

proposed.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.22: The pore extraction results on the image shown in Fig. 3.21 by using (a) Ray’s, (b)
Jain’s, (c) DoG-based, (d) and the proposed methods. The corresponding zoom-in sub-images
of a part on the image are shown in (e-h).

(c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Over all the 24 fingerprint images, the average values of the three detection accuracy

measurements are calculated for the methods. Table 3.2 lists the results. It can be seen that the
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proposed method gets the best accuracy among the four methods. It achieves not only the highest

true detection rate, but also the lowest false detection rate. Consequently, the proposed method

makes an improvement in terms of the overall detection accuracy by 35.75%, 15.16%, and 11.1%

respectively compared with Ray’s, Jain’s, and the DoG-based methods.

Table 3.2: The average True Detection Rate (Rt), False Detection Rate (Rf), and Overall Detection

Accuracy (ODA) of pore extraction over the 24 fingerprint images

(a) (b)
Fig. 3.23: The dot and incipient ridge extractions results on an example fingerprint image (a)
by using (b) Chen & Jain’s method in [33] and (c) the proposed method.

(c)

3.3.5.3 Dot and Incipient Ridge Extraction Results

In the dot and incipient ridge extraction experiments, we compared our method with Chen and

Jain’s method in [33]. Fig. 3.23 shows the dot and incipient ridge extraction results of the two

methods on an example fingerprint image. As can be seen from the results, Chen and Jain’s method

detected many false dots and incipient ridges. This is because the phase symmetry measurement the

method uses of the true dots and incipient ridges and the false ones caused by noise and some

similar structures could be quite slight. As a result, the extraction results of the method will highly

depend on the threshold it uses to extract dots and incipient ridges and it will be very difficult for

Method Ray’s [78] Jain’s [31-32] DoG-based [37] Proposed
Rt (%) 60.6 75.9 80.8 86.6
Rf (%) 30.5 23.0 22.2 10.3

ODA (%) 64.9 76.5 79.3 88.1
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the method to get both high true detection rate and low false detection rate. The result of the

method shown in Fig. 3.23b was obtained by using the threshold which resulted in the best overall

detection accuracy. Obviously, Chen and Jain’s method has more false detections and also misses

more true dots and incipient ridges compared with the proposed method (refer to Fig. 3.23c for the

result).
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Fig. 3.24: Dot and incipient ridge detection accuracy. (a) The ROC curves of the two
methods in dot and incipient ridge extraction, and (b) their average overall detection
accuracy over all the 24 fingerprint images.
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Noting that the threshold values can greatly affect the dot and incipient ridge extraction results,

we calculated the average detection accuracy of the two methods over all the 24 fingerprint images

under different threshold values ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 at intervals of 0.1. The receiver operating
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characteristic (ROC) curves (i.e. True Detection Rate versus False Detection Rate) of the two

methods are plotted in Fig. 3.24a. It can be seen that Chen and Jain’s method can get very high true

detection rate but in the cost of lots of false detections. This proves again that the difference

between the phase symmetry of true dots and incipient ridges and that of the false ones is slight and

could be too slight to well distinguish between them. Moreover, it also illustrates the importance of

post-processing and the effectiveness of the proposed constraints for removing false dots and

incipient ridges. The average overall detection accuracy of the two methods with respect to

different threshold values is depicted in Fig. 3.24b, from which we can clearly see that the proposed

method is more stable to the selection of threshold values, and more importantly, its overall

detection accuracy overwhelms that of its counterpart under all the considered threshold values.

Table 3.3 presents the best overall detection accuracy of the two methods. It demonstrates that the

proposed method can achieve an improvement of 31.02% compared with Chen and Jain’s method

in terms of overall detection accuracy.

Table 3.3: The best Overall Detection Accuracy (ODA) of dot and incipient ridge extraction over

the 24 fingerprint images

3.4 Summary

This chapter has systematically considered the extraction of fingerprint additional features,

including pores, dots, and incipient ridges. In order to improve the accuracy of existing pore models

and the associated pore extraction algorithms, a simple dynamic anisotropic pore model and an

adaptive pore extraction algorithm based on it were first proposed. Experiments on our collected

Method Chen & Jain’s [33] Proposed
ODA (%) 51.9 68
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high resolution fingerprint image databases demonstrated that the newly proposed model and

method have higher pore detection accuracy and can consequently help to better improve the

recognition accuracy of AFRS. Afterwards, the pore model was revised to an expression of

Gaussian so that the automatic scale selection method can be applied to better handle the varying

sizes of pores. A similar model was then also established for dots and incipient ridges. Based on

these models of fingerprint additional features, normalized matched filters were designed for

extracting them from fingerprint images. Finally, an adaptive fingerprint additional feature

extraction algorithm was proposed by using the normalized matched filters. It has been evaluated

and compared with existing methods by using the ground truth data we have acquired, and the

experimental results proved that it overwhelms the other methods in dealing with varying sizes,

orientations, and appearances of the fingerprint additional features when extracting them from

fingerprint images.
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Chapter 4

Fingerprint Additional Features Matching

As the desire for highly secure fingerprint recognition systems keeps increasing and thanks to the

fast development of fingerprint imaging techniques, more and more people begin to explore non-

minutiae features on fingerprints, among which are the fingerprint additional features, e.g. pores,

dots, and incipient ridges. In order to better incorporate these features into AFRS, it is very

important to design effective methods for extracting and matching them. Some novel methods

have been proposed in the last chapter for extracting fingerprint additional features. In this chapter,

we will focus on the matching of fingerprint additional features. In the experiments of last chapter,

we implemented a simple AFRS which utilizes minutiae and pores to recognize fingerprints. It

matched pores by using an existing method in the literature. In this chapter, we will analyze its

advantages and disadvantages when reviewing existing matching methods of fingerprint additional

features in section 4.1. A novel direct pore matching method is then proposed in section 4.2 and

the evaluation experiments for the method are also reported in the section. In section 4.3, the

method is further extended to matching dots and incipient ridges and experimental results are

presented. Section 4.4 finally concludes this chapter.

4.1 Literature Review

In the earliest pore-based AFRS developed by Stosz and Alyea [30], fingerprints are first aligned

by searching for the best alignment in a discretized transformation parameter space. The

correlation between manually marked regions is used to choose the best alignment. Such
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correlation based method was later used by Kryszczuk et al. [35-36] in their study of using pores to

recognize fragmentary fingerprints. After aligning the fingerprints, the pores on them can be

matched by simply comparing their coordinates in the aligned fingerprint coordinate system. These

pore matching methods are limited in the following factors. First, their accuracy highly depends on

the way of discretizing the transformation parameters. Second, they have to search through all

possible rotations and translations, which is very computational expensive.

The state-of-the-art pore matching method was recently proposed by Jain et al. [31-32] In the

method, the fingerprint images were first aligned based on the minutia features on them by using a

string-matching algorithm. Minutiae on the fingerprints were then matched and paired. Pores lying

in a rectangular neighborhood to each pair of matched minutiae were cropped and rotated

according to the directions of the two minutiae. Afterwards, they were matched by using the

iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm which is capable to handle sets of points with different

numbers of points and can compensate for non-linear deformation between them. The average

distance between matched pores was taken as the pore match score. This score was then fused with

the minutia match score by using the weighted summation scheme. Compared with previous pore

matching methods, this method can cope with fingerprint transformation more efficiently. However,

it matches pores based on the minutia matching results. Consequently, the pore matching accuracy

is limited by the minutia matching accuracy and the match scores of minutiae and pores will be not

independent. Such dependency will impair the effectiveness of the subsequent fusion of the match

scores.

With respect to the matching of dots and incipient ridges, only one method has been so far

proposed in the literature [33]. In the method, dots and incipient ridges are simply regarded as
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ending minutiae (their orientations are defined as the local ridge orientations at their centroids) and

imported into the minutiae templates of fingerprints. They are then matched by using a minutiae-

based matcher based on the alignment transformation obtained either from the minutiae or from the

dots. If there are sufficient minutiae presented on the fingerprints, they are aligned based on

minutiae; otherwise, the dots and incipient ridges on them are used for that purpose. Although

using the above method the dots and incipient ridges can be easily incorporated into current AFRS,

it could be not the best way to match dots and incipient ridges simply as minutiae or based on the

minutiae. Later in subsection 4.3.2 we will discuss more about this when we report the

experimental results of dot and incipient ridge matching.

In order to decouple the matching processes of minutiae and pores and to make the fusion of

minutia and pore match scores more effective, this chapter proposes a novel direct approach to

matching pores on fingerprints. The proposed method incorporates the alignment into the matching

process and can handle complicated transformations. It successfully avoids the dependency of pore

matching on minutia matching. As a result, the fusion of the match scores of minutiae and pores is

expected to be more effective because they are independent. The method is also extended to

matching dots and incipient ridges on fingerprints and proved to be effective. In the following

sections, we will present the methods in detail.

4.2 Direct Pore Matching

This section will introduce the proposed direct pore matching method. In the method, the extracted

pores are recorded by their locations on the fingerprint images and described by feature vectors

defined later in this section. In order to match the pores on two fingerprint images, they are first

compared pair-wisely and initial correspondences between them are established based on their
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local features. The initial pore correspondences are then refined by using the RANSAC (RANdom

Sample Consensus) algorithm to give the final pore matching results. A pore match score is finally

calculated for the two fingerprint images based on both the initial and final pore correspondences.

Below, we introduce the proposed method step by step and report the experimental results.

4.2.1 Initial Pore Correspondence Establishment

The first step of our pore matching approach is to pair-wisely compare the pores and establish the

initial correspondences between them. In order to fulfill this purpose, we have to associate each

pore with a descriptor and present a method to compare the pores based on their descriptors. In the

literature of computer vision, lots of local descriptors have been proposed to describe point features

[101]. Most of them are based on the gradients in the local neighborhood to the points.

Unfortunately, from our experiments, we observed that the gradients in the local neighborhood to

pores on fingerprints are not very distinctive. In the context of fingerprint recognition, Jain et al.

[18] proposed to use a bank of Gabor filters to generate a feature vector from the region

surrounding the reference point to describe the fingerprint. However, this method failed to cope

well with different transformations on fingerprints.

Fig. 4.1: The flowchart of constructing the descriptor for a pore (marked by a circle on the
fingerprint).

Our descriptor in this section is directly built from the pixel values in the local neighborhood to

the pore. Specifically, we first smooth the fingerprint image with a Gaussian filter. This is to

remove noise in the fingerprint. Then we set up a circular neighborhood to each pore. The circular
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neighborhood is rotated such that the ridge orientation at the location of the pore becomes

horizontal. By using this rotated circular neighborhood, the descriptor is rotation invariant. A

feature vector is then obtained by flattening the neighborhood (i.e. concantenating the pixels in the

neighborhood row by row) and it is normalized to have zero mean and unit length. The

normalization makes the feature vector invariant to monotone contrast changes and simplifies the

subsequent computation of correlation between the feature vectors. This feature vector is defined as

the descriptor for the pore. Fig. 4.1 shows the flowchart of the construction of the descriptor.

Fig. 4.2: The flowchart of establishing initial pore correspondences.

Given the descriptors for pores on two fingerprints, we can now compare them pair-wisely and

establish initial correspondences between them. Suppose and1{ | 1,2, , }iP i M=

are the sets of pores on two fingerprints, are the descriptors of the2{ | 1,2, , }jP j N= 1 2, n
i jP P R∈

pores. We define the similarity between two pores and asiP jP

where ‘ ’ denotes the transpose. Note that this similarity is equivalent to the correlation betweenT

the two feature vectors because they have zero mean and unit length after the normalization. After

comparing all pores pair-wisely, we get a similarity matrix . We find for each pore on theM NS R ×∈

first fingerprint a pore which is the most similar one to it among all the pores on the second

fingerprint. Similarly, a pore is also found for each pore on the second fingerprint from the pores on

,T
ij i jS PP= (4.1)
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the first fingerprint. If has its most similar pore as and is also the most similar pore1 ki
P 2 kj

P 1 ki
P

of , then a correspondence is established as . Finally, we will get a number of2 kj
P 1 2( , )

k kk i jC P P=

pore correspondences. Let us assume there are pairs of corresponding pores and in the nextK

subsection, we will further refine these correspondences to remove the false ones. Fig. 4.2 shows

the flowchart of the initial pore correspondence establishment. An example result of initial pore

correspondences determined on two fingerprint images is shown in Fig. 4.3.

Fig. 4.3: The initial pore correspondences on two example fingerprint images.

4.2.2 Pore Correspondence Refinement

In the above step of initial pore correspondence establishment, we consider only the local features

and the translation and rotation on fingerprints. As a consequence, there are still lots of false pore

correspondences among the initial pore correspondences as can be seen in Fig. 4.3. In this

refinement step, we will cope with the pores in a global context and consider the non-rigid

deformation between fingerprints.

Among all the pore correspondences, we call the correct correspondences as inliers and the

false ones as outliers. These outliers can severely disturb the estimated transformation between

fingerprints, and consequently make the match results unreliable. In order to exclude the large

number of outliers, we have to use a method which is robust to outliers. The ICP algorithm

previously used for pore matching requires a good coarse alignment and is sensitive to outliers
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[102]. Therefore, we take the RANSAC algorithm proposed by Fishler and Bolles [103]. It is a

widely used robust estimator for model fitting and has now become a standard in the field of

computer vision. Based on the RANSAC algorithm, the pore correspondence refinement proceeds

as follows.

First, we choose at random a set of three pairs of corresponding pores from the initialRC

results. We choose three pairs because they are sufficient to exactly determine an affine

transformation that we assume occurring to fingerprints. Let be a pore on the first( , )x y

fingerprint image and its corresponding one on the second print after affine transformation.( , )x y

They are associated by

There are six parameters in this model and therefore at least three pairs of corresponding pores are

needed to uniquely determine the transformation. Based on the chosen three pairs of pores, we

estimate the affine transformation simply by solving a set of linear equations.

Second, we evaluate the obtained transformation. The pores on the first fingerprint are

transformed according to the obtained transformation. They are then compared with the pores on

the second fingerprint. If the distance between two pores is below a given threshold, they are then

thought to be matched. If two corresponding pores in the initial results are still matched after the

transformation, the correspondence is then a correct one under the transformation. The set ofIC

these correct correspondences with respect to the transformation is the consensus set of the chosen

correspondences and defines the inliers of .RC

Third, we check the termination conditions. We set two conditions. One is that the maximum

number of iterations has been reached and the other is that the sufficient number of iterationsmN

,11 12

21 22

x

y

ta ax x
ta ay y
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞

= + ⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

(4.2)
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has been reached. is pre-specified, and is calculated as follows. Suppose we want tosN mN sN

ensure with a probability that at least one chosen correspondence set in the iterations isp RC

free from outliers, in other words, all the correspondences and thus the transformation estimated

based on them are correct. Let be the percentage of outliers over the initial correspondence setε

with respect to the transformation obtained in the current iteration. According to [104], the

sufficient number of iterations is then given by

If either of the two conditions is met, the algorithm is stopped and the largest set of inliers, , is*
IC

output as the final result of pore correspondences. Otherwise, go back to the first step and iterate

until either of the termination conditions is met. Fig. 4.4 gives the result of refining the initial pore

correspondences shown in Fig. 4.3. Obviously, the false matches are removed successfully.

Fig. 4.4: The refined pore correspondences on the two example fingerprint images.

4.2.3 Match Score Computation

In subsections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, we show our approach to matching pores. In the process, we get the

initial and refined correspondences between the pores on two fingerprints. Based on these results,

we can define a similarity between the two fingerprints, i.e. the pore match score of the two

fingerprints. In this chapter, we define it as

,3log(1 ) / log(1 (1 ) )sN p ε= − − − (4.3)
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where and are the set of initial pore correspondences and the set of refined poreC *C

correspondences respectively, ‘ ’ denotes the number of elements in the set , and andC C M N

are the numbers of pores on the two fingerprints.

4.2.4 Experimental Results

In order to objectively assess the performance of the proposed method, we used the test set of the

partial fingerprint image database DBI (refer to section 1.4), which has 1,480 fingerprint images in

all. These images were taken under 1200dpi and have a spatial size of 320 by 240 pixels. They thus

capture a fingerprint area of about 6.5mm by 4.9mm. Therefore, they are very small partial

fingerprints and it is very challenge to recognize such fingerprints. According to [35-36], the

fingerprint recognition benefits more from the pores when the used fingerprint images cover small

fingerprint areas. In order to emphasize the contribution of pores, we thus conducted our

experiments in this paper with the above mentioned fingerprint images.

We compared our direct pore matching method (denoted as DP) with the state-of-the-art

minutia-based pore matching method (denoted as MICPP) proposed in [31]. In the implementation,

the minutiae on two fingerprints are first extracted and matched by using the algorithm in [28].

After matching the minutiae, the pores lying in the neighborhoods of each pair of matched minutiae

are matched by using the ICP algorithm, resulting in N match scores (N is the number of pairs of

matched minutiae), which are defined as the summation of two terms: the mean distance between

all matched pores and the percentage of unmatched pores. The pore match score between the two

fingerprints is finally defined as the average of the first three smallest match scores.

,
*

2 min{ , }pore

C C
MS

M N

+
=

×
(4.4)
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Fig. 4.5: The EER of MINU-DP and MINU-MICPP when different weights are used.

Fig. 4.6: The FMR1000 of MINU-DP and MINU-MICPP when different weights are used.

We consider the recognition accuracy in five cases: using only minutia match scores (denoted

as MINU), using only pore match scores of DP, using only pore match scores of MICPP, using
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fused scores of MINU and DP (MINU-DP), and using fused scores of MINU and MICPP (MINU-

MICPP). The fused score is calculated by using the weighted summation scheme defined asMS

where is the pore match score, is the minutia match score, and is theporeMS minuMS [0,1]ω∈

weight for . Before fusion, both the match scores of pores and minutiae are normalized toporeMS

the range between 0 and 1 by using the maximum-minimum normalization.

In the fingerprint recognition experiments, the following matches were carried out: 1) Genuine

matches: Each of the fingerprint images in the second session was matched with all the fingerprint

images in the first session, leading to 3,700 genuine matches, and 2) Imposter matches: the first

fingerprint image of each finger in the second session was matched with the first fingerprint image

of all the other fingers in the first session, resulting in 21,756 imposter matches. Based on these

match scores, we calculated the equal error rates (EER) and FMR1000 [65] of the methods MINU-

MICPP and MINU-DP when different weights were used. The results are presented in Figs. 4.5

and 4.6. As shown in Fig. 4.5, the EER of using only minutiae is 17.67%, and the EER of the

proposed DP and its counterpart MICPP are respectively 20.49% and 30.45%. By fusing the

minutia and pore match scores, our proposed method MINU-DP gets the lowest EER of 12.4%

when , which improves the EER of using only minutiae by 29.82%. In contrast, the MINU-0.2ω =

MICPP method fails to make any improvement at all. As for the FMR1000, according to the curves

shown in Fig. 4.6, using only minutiae, the obtained FMR1000 is 59.24%, whereas using only pores

are 48.11% and 78.95% by DP and MICPP respectively. After fusing the minutia and pore match

scores, the FMR1000 can be improved to 37.05% and 49.68% respectively by MINU-DP and

MINU-MICPP. The best accuracy of each case is listed in Table 4.1.

,(1 )pore minuMS MS MSω ω= + −i i (4.5)
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Table 4.1: The best EER and FMR1000 of the five cases

From these experimental results, we can see that when only using the pore match scores, the

EER is worse than that of minutia match scores, but the FMR1000 could be better. This

demonstrates that pores, if advanced pore matching methods are used, are good choices for

applications where a very low false acceptance rate is required (or the cost of false acceptance is

much higher than that of false rejection). When using only pores, our proposed method obtains

much better recognition accuracy (32.71% improvement on EER and 39.06% improvement on

FMR1000) compared with the MICPP method. When fusing the match scores of minutiae and

pores, the accuracy can be further improved by our method. When the MICPP method is used for

pore matching, compared with the results of using only minutiae, no improvement is observed on

EER and 16.14% improvement on FMR1000. But when using our proposed method, the fusion can

achieve 29.82% and 37.46% improvement respectively upon the EER and FMR1000 of using only

minutia match scores. We believe that this improvement owes to the following factors. First, our

proposed direct pore matching method incorporates the alignment into the matching process and

can better cope with complicated transformations between fingerprints. Second and more

important, it enables the independency between minutia and pore matching processes and thus

makes the fusion between the minutia and pore match scores more effective.

4.3 A Coarse-to-FineApproach for Dot and Incipient Ridge

Matching

In the last section, an algorithm has been proposed for fingerprint pore matching. It is essentially a

Method MINU DP MICPP MINU-DP MINU-MICPP
EER 17.67% 20.49% 30.45% 12.4% 21.66%

FMR1000 59.24% 48.11% 78.95% 37.05% 49.68%
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coarse-to-fine approach. In the coarse step, initial correspondences between the pores on two

fingerprints are established based on their local descriptors. The initial correspondences are then

refined in the fine step to remove the false correspondences among them. The obtained pore

correspondences finally determine the similarity between the two fingerprints. In this section, we

will extend the above algorithm to dot and incipient ridge matching.

Fig. 4.7: The appearance of incipient ridges can be greatly affected by pressure as shown in (a)
and the images in our own database (b). ((a) is adopted from
http://home.tiscali.nl/vingerafdrukken.nl/fingerprints/incipien.htm)

(a)

(b)

4.3.1 The ProposedAlgorithm

According to the definitions by CDEFFS [38] (refer to subsection 3.1.1), a dot is represented by

the location of its center and an incipient ridge by the locations of its two endings along its longest
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dimension. However, it has been observed by some researchers [33, 105] that the appearance of

incipient ridges can be significantly changed by the pressure. As shown in Fig. 4.7a, an incipient

ridge can sometimes appear as a series of dots and incipient ridges due to pressure change. In our

own database, we have also noted such phenomenon (see Fig. 4.7b). Therefore, it is problematic to

match dots and incipient ridges separately because they are exchangeable in some cases or to

represent the incipient ridges by their endings because they are not very stable on fingerprint

images. In order for better matching dots and incipient ridges, we here denote a dot still by its center,

but represent an incipient ridge also by using its center, i.e. the mid-point of its two endings. For

the details of the corresponding feature extraction method, please refer to subsection 3.3.4.2.

Once we represent dots and incipient ridges by using points on them, it is very naturally for us

to extend the direct pore matching method to matching them. Specifically, we also take a coarse-to-

fine approach to matching dots and incipient ridges without distinguishing between them. In the

coarse step, the dots and incipient ridges are compared by using the same method as in matching

pores, which results in the initial correspondences between them. In the fine step, the false

correspondences among the initial results are removed by using some method. The RANSAC

algorithm used in pore matching can be a choice here. However, it should be noted that the number

of dots and incipient ridges available on a fingerprint image is usually much smaller than the

number of pores. In fact, it has been reported that incipient ridges occur in about 45% of the

people and 13.5% of the fingers [105]. Taking into consideration the limited number of dots and

incipient ridges on fingerprints, we do not apply the complicated RANSAC algorithm, but simply

find out and discard the false correspondences in a brute-force means. Specifically, every two of

the initial correspondences is examined by counting the number of all the other initial
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correspondences which are consistent with the transformation estimated from the two initial

correspondences. The transformation corresponding to the one which assumes the maximum

number of consistent correspondences is taken as the alignment transformation between the two

fingerprint images, and the correspondences among the initial ones that are inconsistent with the

obtained alignment transformation are then discarded as false correspondences. Note that a rigid

deformation (i.e. translation and rotation) is assumed to a fingerprint pair because it requires only

two pairs of corresponding feature points (here, dots and incipient ridges) to retrieve the three

parameters (i.e. rotation angle, displacements along the X- and Y- axes) involved in the rigid

deformation (refer to section 2.3).

As for the match score (or similarity) between two fingerprints, we take the number of pairs of

final corresponding dots and incipient ridges between the two fingerprints. Fig. 4.8 shows example

dot and incipient ridge matching results, in which eleven pairs of corresponding dots and incipient

ridges are finally found on the two example fingerprint images. From the figure we can see that

although the two fingerprint images have very small overlap, we can still match them by using the

proposed dot and incipient ridge matching method.
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Fig. 4.8: Example dot and incipient ridge matching results. (a) and (b) are two example
fingerprint images from a same finger with the extracted dots and incipient ridges marked on
them. (c) shows the initial correspondences between the extracted dots and incipient ridges on
them, and (d) shows the final correspondences after refinement.
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4.3.2 Experimental Results

We have conducted experiments on the test set of partial fingerprint images in DBI to compare our

proposed method with the other two minutiae-based methods that are implemented according to the
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idea in [33]. One of the two minutiae-based methods simply takes the dots and incipient ridges as

ending minutiae and then matches them by using a minutiae matcher; and the other one first

matches the minutiae on the fingerprints and then matches the dots and incipient ridges on them

still by using the minutiae matcher and based on the alignment transformation obtained in minutiae

matching. Next, we report the experimental results.

Fig. 4.9: The ROC curves of the three methods of dot and incipient ridge matching.
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As in the pore matching experiments, 3,700 genuine scores and 21,756 imposter scores were

generated by each method. Fig. 4.9 depicts the ROC curves of the three methods. The EERs of the

proposed method, the first minutiae-based method, and the second minutiae-based method are

respectively 40.71%, 42.72%, and 44.05%. These results demonstrate the advantages of the

proposed method compared with the minutiae-based methods. For one thing, the number of

minutiae on a partial fingerprint image could be very limited which will make the minutiae matcher

tend to generate inaccurate or wrong alignment and consequently the dot and incipient ridge

matching based on it will be also incorrect. For another, the minutiae matcher simply considers the

geometric structures among the dots and incipient ridges. However, unlike minutiae, dots and
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incipient ridges are more likely to cluster. As a result, the geometric structures between those dots

and incipient ridges which are spatially very close become less discriminative.

4.4 Summary

The matching of fingerprint additional features (including pores, dots, and incipient ridges) was

considered in this chapter and some novel methods have been proposed for the task. The state-of-

the-art matching methods of these additional features are based on the minutiae matching. This not

only makes them not very suitable for partial fingerprint recognition due to the limited number of

minutiae available on the small fingerprint fragments, but also degrades the performance of fusing

the minutiae match scores and the match scores of the additional features. Our experimental results

demonstrated the disadvantages of these methods. Different from the previous methods, the

proposed methods in this chapter match the fingerprint additional features without dependency on

minutiae or other features. They first pair the additional features on two fingerprint images based

on the similarity between their local descriptors, and then further refine the correspondences by

using some methods like RANSAC. The effectiveness of the proposed methods has been proved in

our experiments of partial fingerprint recognition. One drawback of the proposed methods is

regarding its efficiency. They are a little bit computationally expensive because of the pair-wise

correlation between the features involved in the coarse matching step. This becomes more serious

when the number of features increases. For example, the number of pores on a large fingerprint

image would be too large to apply the methods. Hence, the proposed methods are more proper for

partial fingerprint recognition. And it deserves more effort to study how to match the fingerprint

additional features both effectively and efficiently such that they can be better exploited for

fingerprint recognition with large-size fingerprint images.
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Chapter 5

Fingerprint Features Fusion

The last two chapters considered the extraction and matching of fingerprint additional features and

have proposed several novel methods to cope with these features. In the experiments there, we

most of the time analyzed the fingerprint additional features separately, and when analyzing them

together with minutiae, we simply employed the weighted sum rule to combine the match scores

of different features. In this chapter, we will more deeply analyze the fingerprint recognition

performance based on the fingerprint additional features and the fusion of them and minutiae.

Section 5.1 first briefly reviews the fusion techniques in the literature. Section 5.2 analyzes the

fingerprint recognition performance of each individual fingerprint additional feature. Sections 5.3

and 5.4 then respectively study the fingerprint recognition performance under some representative

parallel fusion schemes and different hierarchical fusion schemes. Section 5.5 finally summarizes

this chapter.

5.1 Review on Fusion Techniques

Information fusion has been extensively studied in various fields and been proved to be quite

effective in improving the system accuracy [106]. Ho [107] from the pattern recognition field

pointed out that “Instead of looking for the best set of features and the best classifier, now we look

for the best set of classifiers and then the best combination method.” As in the biometrics context,

information fusion has also been utilized to enhance the recognition accuracy of biometric systems

by exploiting multiple sources of biometric evidence [108-119, 125]. For example, faces and
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fingerprints were combined for personal identification in [108], while palmprint and hand

geometry were integrated in [111]. Different representations or features of a same biometric

modality were also combined for the purpose of obtaining higher recognition accuracy [113-114,

118-119], e.g. multiple palmprint representations, level-2 and level-3 fingerprint features. In [120-

121], Ross et al. have conducted a thorough study on multibiometrics and information fusion in

biometrics. Below, we briefly review the fusion techniques widely used in biometric systems.

Generally, the fusion in a biometric system can be fulfilled at four different levels, i.e. sensor

level fusion, feature level fusion, score level fusion, and decision level fusion. Sensor level fusion

and feature level fusion are both accomplished prior to matching, one directly combining the raw

data and the other combining different feature sets extracted from multiple biometric sources. On

the other hand, score level fusion and decision level fusion are applied after matching. While

decision level fusion draws the final decision based on the decisions independently made by

individual biometric systems, score level fusion first combines the scores generated by different

matchers and then makes a decision according to the consolidated score. Compared with the other

fusion levels, the score level is the most widely used level at which information is fused in

multibiometric systems. This is because next to the feature vectors, the match scores contain the

richest information about the input pattern, and the scores generated by different matchers are also

relatively easy to be accessed and combined [121]. In this chapter, we will focus only on the score

level fusion techniques.

In the context of statistical pattern recognition, Kittler et al. [122] have theoretically studied

the combination of evidence generated by multiple classifiers, and five general fusion strategies

were listed and analyzed by them based on the statistical independence assumption between the
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features fed to different classifiers. These fusion strategies include product rule, sum rule, max rule,

min rule, and median rule, among which the sum rule has been demonstrated to be robust to errors

in the estimation of the posteriori probabilities [122]. Thus, the sum rule usually works very well in

practice and is commonly used in multibiometric systems [121].

In order to consolidate the scores obtained from multiple matchers, many different techniques

have been proposed in the literature, which can be roughly divided into three categories: density

based score fusion, classifier based score fusion, and transformation based score fusion. The

density based score fusion requires an accurate estimation of the joint conditional densities of

match scores with respect to different classes (in verification applications, it can be considered that

there are two classes, genuine and imposter). However, this could be very difficult or even

impossible due to the limited number of available training data. In classifier based score fusion, the

relationship between the vector of match scores and the posteriori probabilities of different classes

is implicitly learned by using certain classifier, e.g. k-nearest neighbor classifier and support

vector machine. In the learning process, decision boundaries between different classes will be

learned on the match score space, and in the later recognition, these boundaries will be used to

classify an input vector of match scores to a class. This approach is also limited by the used

training data.

Different from the other two score fusion approaches, transformation based score fusion first

transforms the match scores of different matchers into a common domain such that the scores

become compatible, and then combines the transformed scores by using various rules. The applied

transformation is also known as score normalization, and in the transformed domain, the sum, max

and min rule can be directly used to fuse the normalized scores. Because the transformed scores
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generally do not have any probabilistic interpretation, the product rule is not applicable and the

sum, max and min rules are referred to as sum of scores, max score and min score fusion rules,

respectively [121]. The combined match score can also be computed as a weighted sum of the

match scores of individual matchers [120], which is known as the weighted sum of scores rule (or

weighted sum rule). Correspondingly, the original sum of scores rule is called simple sum rule. Let

be the match score generated by the matcher, (R is the number of matchers).js thj 1,2, ,j R=

The max, min, simple sum, and weighted sum rules can be then formulated as follows

where is the weight for the matcher and . In the experiments of this0jw ≥ thj
1

1R
jj

w
=

=∑

chapter, the above four fusion rules will be considered.

Score normalization [123] is an important step in transformation based score fusion. It refers to

changing the location and scale parameters of the match score distributions at the outputs of the

individual matchers, so that the match scores of different matchers are transformed into a common

domain [121]. Many different score normalization methods have been proposed in the literature.

The simplest normalization technique is the min-max normalization. Let be the matchi
js thi

score generated by the matcher, and (N is the number of availablethj 1,2, ,i N= 1,2, ,j R=

match scores). The min-max normalized score, , for the score is then given byt
jns t

js

,1 2max{ , , , }MAX Rfs s s s= (5.1)

,1 2min{ , , , }MIN Rfs s s s= (5.2)

,1 2SSUM Rfs s s s= + + + (5.3)

,1 1 2 2WSUM R Rfs w s w s w s= + + + (5.4)
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Another score normalization technique, namely the z-score normalization, is the most commonly

used approach. It uses the arithmetic mean and standard deviation of the training data to normalize

the match scores as follows

where and are respectively the arithmetic mean and the standard deviation. Some otherjμ jσ

normalization techniques can be also found in the literature, e.g. decimal scaling, median and

median absolute deviation, double sigmoid [124-125], and tanh-estimator. In this chapter, we will

employ the max-min and z-score normalization techniques in the experiments.

All the above score fusion techniques generate a single score from a number of scores obtained

by different matchers, and the input sample will be then recognized based on the resulting

integrated score. When applying these techniques, different matchers can work in parallel and their

output match scores are fed to the fusion module to generate the integrated scores for subsequent

classification. Thus, we refer to them as parallel fusion approaches. In contrast, the fusion can be

also accomplished in a hierarchical way. By using hierarchical fusion approaches, the matchers are

launched one by one. The recognition process can stop at any matcher if the matcher can already

make a decision with high confidence; otherwise, it will proceed to the matcher at the next layer

until a decision can be made. Some major problems involved in hierarchical fusion include 1) in

which order should the matchers be applied and 2) in what manner should the features be used? For

example, one kind of features can be used in a positive manner, i.e. if its match score is above a

given threshold, then the input is directly accepted as a genuine user; or in a negative manner, i.e. if

.1

1 1
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max min
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its match score is not above the given threshold, then the input is directly rejected as an imposter

user. In the experiments of this chapter, we will also investigate different hierarchical fusion

approaches.

5.2 Recognition Performance of Individual Features

Before studying the recognition performance of fusing various fingerprint features, we first

analyzed the performance of individual features which can serve as a baseline for subsequent

evaluation. Specifically, we considered the following fingerprint features: minutiae (MINU), pores

(PORE), dots and incipient ridges (DOTINR) and used the algorithms proposed in previous

chapters to extract and match the fingerprint additional features (including pores, dots, and

incipient ridges). The two high resolution fingerprint image databases, DBI and DBII (refer to the

section 1.4), were used in the experiments (as for DBI, the test set was used). For each of the two

databases, we generated 3,700 genuine scores and 21,756 imposter scores (refer to the subsection

2.4.5) from every individual feature considered in this study. The minutia match score between two

fingerprints is defined as the percentage of the matched minutiae among the complete set of

minutiae on the two fingerprints. The pore match score between two fingerprints is defined as the

number of finally matched pores (i.e. inliers) on them. Note that the definition of pore match score

here is different from that used in subsection 4.2.3. This is because we later observed that by using

the number of inliers better recognition accuracy can be achieved. As for dots and incipient ridges,

they are matched together as discussed in section 4.3, and the match score of dots and incipient

ridges on two fingerprints is also defined as the number of inliers. Based on the obtained match

scores, we analyzed the recognition performance of the individual features from the following

aspects:
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Match Score Statistics, including the minimum (Min), maximum (Max), mean (Mean),

and standard deviation (STD) of genuine and imposter match scores.

Match Score Distribution, i.e. the frequency of every possible match score, which can be

calculated by dividing the number of a specific match score with the total number of

match scores.

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curves and Equal Error Rates (EER) [6].

In the remaining part of this section, we report and analyze the obtained results.

Table 5.1: The (genuine, imposter) match score statistics of individual features on DBI

5.2.1 Results on DBI

Table 5.1 lists the match score statistics of MINU, PORE, and DOTINR. And Fig. 5.1 shows the

genuine and imposter match score distributions of them. From these results, we can see that none

of the individual features can well separate genuine and imposter fingerprints. This is partially due

to the limited quantity of features available on the small fingerprint fragments in DBI. Whereas the

minimum match scores of genuine and imposter fingerprints are equal for all individual features,

the genuine scores of them can all achieve much larger values than the imposter scores of them can.

Among these individual features, the pores are the most abundant features. As for the minutiae, the

too limited number of them available on such small fingerprint fragments seriously impairs their

discriminative power. And the dots and incipient ridges are the least stable features.

Feature Min Max Mean Standard Deviation
MINU (0, 0) (1, 0.6) (0.36, 0.01) (0.28, 0.06)
PORE (0, 0) (115, 7) (21, 5) (19, 0.3)

DOTINR (0, 0) (21, 5) (1.3, 0.4) (2.33, 0.79)
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Fig. 5.1: The genuine and imposter match score distributions of (a) minutiae, (b) pores, (c)
dots and incipient ridges on DBI.
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Fig. 5.2: The ROC curves and EER of the individual features on DBI.
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The ROC curves of the individual features are plotted in Fig. 5.2 with their EER indicated.

These curves clearly demonstrate that the pores can even overwhelm the minutiae in small partial

fingerprint recognition. On the other hand, the dots and incipient ridges perform worst, which is

due to that they are very limited on fingerprints (some fingerprints could have no dots or incipient

ridges at all) and to that they have poor stability (refer to section 4.3).

Table 5.2: The (genuine, imposter) match score statistics of individual features on DBII

5.2.2 Results on DBII

The match score statistics of the individual features on DBII are given in Table 5.2 and the

corresponding match score distributions are shown in Fig. 5.3. These results tell similar things

about dots and incipient ridges as those observed on DBI. But the results of minutiae become much

better. As for the pores, the performance has also been improved when using the large

Feature Min Max Mean Standard Deviation
MINU (0, 0) (0.99, 0.23) (0.61, 0.02) (0.179, 0.036)
PORE (5, 0) (396, 9) (68, 6) (63.5, 0.6)

DOTINR (0, 0) (65, 14) (5.9, 2.6) (6.96, 1.63)
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Fig. 5.3: The genuine and imposter match score distributions of (a) minutiae, (b) pores, (c)
dots and incipient ridges on DBII.
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fingerprint images in DBII. The EER of these individual features is presented in Fig. 5.4 together

with their ROC curves. It is demonstrated that on DBII the minutiae obtain the best recognition

accuracy and the dots and incipient ridges still give the worst performance.

Fig. 5.4: The ROC curves and EER of the individual features on DBII.
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By comparing the results on DBI and DBII, we can see that the fingertip area covered by the

fingerprint images can significantly affect the recognition performance of minutiae. In contrast,

although the pore-based fingerprint recognition accuracy is improved when larger fingerprint

images are used, the contribution of pores becomes more prominent as the fingerprint image size

decreases. The performance of dots and incipient ridges is very poor no matter large or small

fingerprint images are used. On the other hand, the genuine and imposter match score distributions

of dots and incipient ridges show that only the genuine fingerprint pairs can reach the upper part of

the range of match scores (i.e. larger match scores). This tells that dots and incipient ridges could

serve as strong positive evidences of genuine fingerprints, which will be exploited in our later

experiments on hierarchical fusion of fingerprint features.
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5.3 Recognition Performance of Parallel Fusion

As discussed in section 5.1, there are different methods to normalize and fuse match scores. In this

section, we will study the parallel fusion of fingerprint features by using the min (MIN), max

(MAX), simple sum (SSUM), and weighted sum (WSUM) rules and the min-max (MMN) and z-

score normalization methods. When applying the z-score normalization method, two parameters,

arithmetic mean and standard deviation, have to be determined. In the experiments here, we

determine them in two ways: one is to use the mean and standard deviation of the genuine match

scores (ZNG) and the other is to use the mean and standard deviation of the imposter match scores

(ZNI). As for the weighted sum rule, we simply consider the fusion of two features (i.e. minutiae

and pores, minutiae and dots/incipient ridges, and pores and dots/incipient ridges) and try the

weight for one of the two features from 0.1 to 0.9 with an interval of 0.1 to find the best recognition

accuracy. Next, we report the recognition performance of these parallel fusion methods on

fingerprint features.

Table 5.3 presents the EERs of different fusion methods on DBI. As can be seen from the table,

the MIN fusion rule gives the worst accuracy on all possible combinations of fingerprint features,

no matter which normalization method is used. On the other hand, in most cases, the accuracy

achieved by the MAX fusion rule is as good as, or at least comparable to, that obtained by the SUM

fusion rules (either SSUM or WSUM). The failure of the MIN fusion rule has also been observed

on the level-3 fingerprint features by the researchers from IBG in [40]. In the report, they argued

that this may be because different level-3 features (e.g. pores and edgeoscopic features) are closely

related on a physiological level to the extent that one kind of level-3 features is no more likely to

contain identifying information than another. However, this seems not to explain what we have
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seen here, because the MIN fusion rule also fails on combining minutiae (level-2 features) and

pores (level-3 features). We think that the reason for this phenomenon is more likely to be that none

of the fingerprint features on fingerprint images is ensured to produce high match scores for

genuine fingerprint pairs, but most of them can generate for most of the time a relatively low match

score for an imposter fingerprint pair. This can be more clearly seen from the genuine and imposter

match score distributions depicted in the last section.

Table 5.3: The equal error rates on DBI of different parallel fusion methods

To better investigate the fusion between different fingerprint features, we draw in Fig. 5.5 the

ROC curves corresponding to the best EERs of the four combinations listed in Table 5.3 (shown in

bold). Recall from the last section that the EERs of MINU, PORE, and DOTINR on DBI are

respectively 17.67%, 15.42%, and 40.71%. When the dots and incipient ridges are fused with

minutiae or pores, the recognition accuracy becomes even worse than that obtained by minutiae or

EER on DBI MIN MAX SSUM WSUM

M
IN

U
+

PO
R

E

MMN 17.68% 10.01% 10.01% 10.01%

ZNG 37.73% 16.8% 10.01% 10.01%

ZNI 17.79% 10.01% 10% 10%
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+
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O
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N

R MMN 37.72% 20.56% 20.56% 20.56%

ZNG 40.3% 23.49% 20.66% 20.56%

ZNI 37.72% 20.56% 20.66% 20.56%
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R MMN 40.73% 19% 19.13% 18.93%

ZNG 44.08% 28.05% 19.13% 18.93%

ZNI 40.65% 19% 18.94% 18.93%

M
IN
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+P
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R

E
+D

O
TI

N
R MMN 37.74% 16.94% 17.68% --

ZNG 46.38% 19.47% 18.11% --

ZNI 37.81% 16.17% 9.98% --
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pores individually. This means that if improperly used, some fingerprint additional features like

dots and incipient ridges may even degrade the performance of the automatic fingerprint

recognition system. Moreover, although the combination of minutiae, pores, and dots and incipient

ridges generates an EER that is very slightly better than that of the combination of minutiae and

pores, it can be seen from the ROC curves in Fig. 5.5 that the introducing of dots and incipient

ridges in fact leads to higher false acceptance rate as the false rejection rate decreases. This again

demonstrates the importance of carefully using fingerprint additional features.

Fig. 5.5: The ROC curves corresponding to the best EERs of different parallel fusions on DBI.
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The parallel fusion results on DBII are shown in Table 5.4 and Fig. 5.6. Similar conclusions can

be drawn from the results for the fusion techniques except that on the database of large fingerprint

images the dots and incipient ridges do improve the fingerprint recognition accuracy when

combined with minutiae or pores, though the improvement is slight and compared with the fusion

of minutiae and pores, the further introducing of dots and incipient ridges however decreases the

accuracy. Besides, for all the possible combinations, the best accuracy is all achieved by using the

SUM fusion rule (though different weights could be used). These results might be an evidence of
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that the fingerprint additional features and the minutiae could complement each other given

sufficiently large area of fingerprints to ensure reliable matching of individual features and when a

proper fusion scheme is adopted.

Table 5.4: The equal error rates on DBII of different parallel fusion methods

Fig. 5.6: The ROC curves corresponding to the best EERs of different parallel fusions on DBII.
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5.4 Recognition Performance of Hierarchical Fusion

In this section, we will investigate the hierarchical fusion of fingerprint features. As discussed in

section 5.1, two basic problems are involved in designing hierarchical fusion algorithms: 1) The

order of fusing the features, and 2) the manner of using the features (positive or negative) and the

associated thresholds. Regarding the first problem, we consider two different orders: from minutiae

to pores to dots and incipient ridges (denoted as MPD), and from dots and incipient ridges to pores

to minutiae (denoted as DPM). In each order, we consider using the features in both positive

(denoted as P) and negative (denoted as N) manners. Thus, four different hierarchical fusion

methods are studied here: MPD_P, MPD_N, DPM_P, and DPM_N. Fig. 5.7 shows the flowcharts

of MPD_N and DPM_P as examples.
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Reject Match Pores
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(b)(a)
Fig. 5.7: The flowcharts of two hierarchical fusion methods, (a) MPD_N and (b) DPM_P.
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With respect to the thresholds associated with features, we determine them according to the

manner in which the features are used in the fusion hierarchy. Specifically, if a feature is used in a

positive manner on prior layers of the fusion hierarchy, we select the threshold tP for it as the

minimum of the thresholds which produce the minimum false acceptance rate (FAR). This is

because this threshold can give the lowest false rejection rate (FRR) among all the thresholds

producing the minimum FAR. Fig. 5.8 illustrates this principle. Similarly, for a feature negatively

used, we select its threshold tN as the maximum of the thresholds which produce the minimum FRR.

The obtained thresholds for the three individual features considered in this chapter, i.e. MINU,

PORE, and DOTINR, are listed in Table 5.5 for both DBI and DBII (the corresponding FAR and

FRR are also shown for reference).

Fig. 5.8: Illustration of the selection principle of thresholds for positively and negatively used
features in hierarchical fusion.

FAR/FRR

t

FAR
FRR

tN tP

Minimum FRR

Minimum FAR

Table 5.5: The thresholds and corresponding FAR/FRR for the three individual features on DBI and
DBII when positively and negatively used in hierarchical fusion

Threshold
(FAR/FRR)

DBI DBII
Positive Negative Positive Negative

MINU 0.6 (FAR=0%) 0.113 (FRR=30%) 0.229 (FAR=0%) 0.058 (FRR=0.24%)
PORE 8 (FAR=0%) 4 (FRR=0.027%) 10 (FAR=0%) 5 (FRR=0%)

DOTINR 6 (FAR=0%) 1 (FRR=63.84%) 15 (FAR=0%) 1 (FRR=12.51%)
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Fig. 5.9: The ROC curves of individual features and hierarchically fused features on DBI.
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Fig. 5.10: The ROC curves of individual features and hierarchically fused features on DBII.
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The ROC curves of the four hierarchical fusion methods are depicted in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10

for DBI and DBII respectively. For comparison purpose, the ROC curves of individual features on

the two databases are also shown in the figures. From these results, we can see that the positive

manner overwhelms the negative one in all cases. When the features are used in a negative manner,

the performance after fusion is even worse than that achieved by the features individually. We
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believe that this can be well explained by using the match score distributions of these features and

their statistics as shown before. According to Figs. 5.1 and 5.3 and Tables 5.1 and 5.2, the genuine

and imposter match scores of almost all of the features have overlap in the lower part of the range

of match scores. This means that some pairs of genuine fingerprints would also fall into the cluster

obtaining low match scores (refer to the minimum FRR given in Table 5.5, most of them are not

zero). Then if we directly reject a query fingerprint just because its match score of certain feature is

small as we have conducted on the prior layers of hierarchical fusion in negative manners, it will be

very possible for us to commit a false rejection. On the other hand, because there is no overlapping

between genuine and imposter match scores on the higher part of the range of scores, we can accept

with high confidence a fingerprint which gains a high match score.

When the positive manner is taken, the fusion from DOTINR to PORE to MINU outperforms

the fusion using an inverse order on both of the two databases. This finding is interesting

considering that in previous studies [32, 40], the fingerprint features were all utilized from level-1

to level-2 and to level-3. According to the results obtained here, however, it seems that using the

fingerprint additional features in a positive manner on the prior layers of the hierarchical fusion

system can benefit more the overall accuracy of the whole system. Further investigation is still

necessary to find out the root reason for this phenomenon, for example, is there any intrinsic

relationship between the fusion order and manner and the accuracy of the individual features and

the relevance between the features under consideration?

Another conclusion of previous studies is that the hierarchical fusion is better than the parallel

fusion [32, 40]. But the results we have obtained in this chapter seem not support their conclusion.

Recall the best accuracy on the two databases reported in the last section: 9.98% on DBI obtained
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by fusing MINU, PORE, and DOTINR with the simple sum fusion rule, and 0.51% on DBII

obtained by fusing MINU and PORE with the weighted sum fusion rule. The best accuracy

obtained by hierarchical fusion on DBI and DBII are respectively 11.08% and 0.508%. It can be

seen that the parallel fusion achieves a lower EER on DBI than the hierarchical fusion. In order for

better understanding of these two kinds of fusion approaches, more tests with more fusion methods

have to be done, especially for the hierarchical fusion approach, which is still not well studied in the

literature.

5.5 Summary

Fusion has been proven to be an effective means to enhance the accuracy of a pattern recognition or

classification system. A variety of fusion techniques are now employed by biometric systems to

combine different biometric features for purpose of achieving better recognition performance.

Based on the algorithms developed in previous chapters and the databases we have established, this

chapter has conducted an extensive study on the fusion of fingerprint additional features and

minutiae. Some representative parallel fusion methods, score normalization methods and new

hierarchical fusion methods have been considered and compared. From the obtained results, some

interesting conclusions have been reached, for example, the MIN fusion rule seems not a good rule

for fusing fingerprint features, using the fingerprint features in a positive manner seems to be a

better choice in hierarchical fusion, and using the fingerprint additional features prior to minutiae in

hierarchical fusion can get better recognition accuracy. These findings enrich the current limited

studies on fusing fingerprint additional features, and meanwhile highlight the necessity and

significance of doing more and deeper studies on this topic of fingerprint features fusion.
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Chapter 6

High Resolution Fingerprint Recognition
System

As one of the most widely used biometric traits, fingerprints have occupied about half of the

market shares of biometrics for a very long time. This is owing to the effectiveness, efficiency, and

convenience (user-friendliness) of the fingerprints in personal authentication. So far, almost all of

the commercial automatic fingerprint recognition systems have been built upon low resolution

(~500dpi) fingerprint images. This is due to a variety of reasons, e.g. low cost, high efficiency and

acceptable recognition accuracy. However, as discussed in previous chapters, recent development

in the fingerprint recognition literature has seen an increasing interest on high resolution

fingerprint images. By using high resolution fingerprint images, not only can the fingerprint

images’ quality be improved, but also can better recognition accuracy be achieved even on small

fingerprint fragments thanks to the new non-minutiae features that are available on high resolution

fingerprint images. In our study, we have developed a prototype high resolution fingerprint

recognition system based on the algorithms we have developed for fingerprint additional features.

In this chapter, we will introduce the system we have developed. Section 6.1 first introduces the

fingerprint image acquisition device of the system, and section 6.2 then introduces its human-

system interface. The chapter is finally summarized in section 6.3.

6.1 Fingerprint Image Acquisition Device

Fingerprint image acquisition is a significant part of an automatic fingerprint recognition system.
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High quality fingerprint images with sufficient reliable features are of great benefit to enhancing

the accuracy of the fingerprint recognition system. Thus, it is very important to design a both

effective and user-friendly fingerprint image acquisition device. Next, we first introduce various

fingerprint imaging techniques in subsection 6.1.1, then discuss the issue of touch-less and contact-

based fingerprint acquisition and the issue of resolution, field-of-view, and depth-of-field in

subsections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3, respectively, and finally show our developed device in subsection

6.1.4.

6.1.1 Fingerprint Imaging Techniques

Off-line fingerprint image acquisition was commonly used to collect fingerprint images before the

live-scan fingerprint sensors were invented. Latent fingerprints are a special kind of fingerprints in

forensics, which are lifted by using some chemical reagents from the surfaces or the objects where

they were left. These latent fingerprints usually have very poor quality and cover very small parts

of the finger-tip skins. The ink-technique is another widely used off-line fingerprint image

acquisition approach, in which the finger skin is first spread with black ink and then pressed

against a paper card; the impression on the card is then converted into digital form by means of a

paper-scanner or by using a high-quality CCD camera. Although the ink-technique can get

fingerprint images of much better quality than latent fingerprints, it can still have some regions on

the fingerprints missed due to excessive inkiness or due to ink deficiency, and it is very

inconvenient for users.

The emergency of live-scan fingerprint sensors greatly facilitates the fingerprint image

acquisition. By using the live-scan fingerprint sensors, on-line fingerprint image acquisition and

recognition become possible, and the applications of fingerprint recognition are widely expanded
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thanks to the effectiveness, efficiency, and user-friendliness of live-scan fingerprint sensors and the

fast development of associated fingerprint image processing algorithms. After several decades’

development, a variety of live-scan fingerprint sensors are now available on the market, which can

be classified into three categories according to their methodology of fingerprint imaging: optical,

solid-state, and ultrasound [6, 127]. Among all the sensors, solid-state sensors (e.g. capacitive and

temperature) are considered to be low cost and small volume, but it is expensive to maintain them

and it is still not practical to make high resolution solid-state sensors [128-129]. On the other hand,

ultrasound sensors can achieve a resolution of as high as 1,000dpi and are hard to be cheated, but

they are very bulky and quite expensive to implement [130-131]. Compared with the other two

types of fingerprint sensors, optical sensors are considered to have a high degree of stability and

reliability, and are relatively cheap and easy to implement [132]. Therefore, we equipped our

developed high resolution fingerprint recognition system with an optical fingerprint sensor.

Fig. 6.1: Illustration of the frustrated total internal reflection based fingerprint sensing.
(Adopted from [6])

There are several different approaches to implement optical fingerprint sensors, among which

frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) is the oldest and most used live-scan acquisition

technique today [6, 133-136]. As shown in Fig. 6.1, an FTIR-based fingerprint sensor comprises a
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light source, a glass prism, a lens, and a CCD or CMOS camera. When capturing fingerprint

images from a finger, the finger is pressed against the top side of the prism. While most part of the

ridges (except the part containing fine features, e.g. pores, or contaminated, e.g. by sweat) are in

contact with the prism surface, the valleys still keep certain distances from it. The left side of the

prism is illuminated by a diffused light source, e.g. a bank of light-emitting diodes (LED). The

light entering the prism is totally reflected at the locations where the prism is not contacted with the

finger skin, but randomly scattered at the locations where the prism is contacted with the finger skin.

The light rays exiting from the right side of the prism are finally focused through a lens onto a

CCD or CMOS camera. As a result, on the obtained fingerprint image, ridges appear dark because

the light is absorbed, whereas valleys and the fine details on ridges appear bright because the light is

reflected at them. We can thus easily distinguish them on the fingerprint image.

6.1.2 Touch-less vs. Contact-based

The above-mentioned FTIR-based optical fingerprint sensors are contact-based. One of its

limitations is that it introduces geometrical distortions because the fingerprint plane is not parallel

to the CCD plane and consequently different rays (e.g. the rays A and B shown in Fig. 6.1) have

different lengths and a stretching or compression of the image regions is caused which is a function

of their distances from the optical axis [6]. In addition, the varying pressure emitted by the user

against the prism surface also leads to various deformation of the fingerprint. On the other hand,

some researchers proposed to capture the fingerprint images in a touch-less way, which is also

known as direct reading [6]. A direct reading device uses a high-quality camera to directly focus the

fingertip and take images of it. In our study, we have also tried collecting high resolution

fingerprint images by using such a touch-less approach. Fig. 6.2 shows some example fingerprint
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Fig. 6.2: Example fingerprint images captured in touch-less way at different resolutions. (a)
1000dpi, (b) 2000dpi, (c) 3000dpi, (d) 4000dpi, (e) 5000dpi, and (f) 6000dpi.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

images acquired in a touch-less way at different resolutions. From these images, we can see that

even when the resolution is up to 2,000dpi, the fine details on the ridges are still very vague, for

instance, the pores (i.e. the concave regions) on the ridges. On the contrary, when using a contact-

based approach, the fine ridge details can be clearly seen at a resolution about 1,000dpi (see
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example images in previous chapters, e.g. Fig. 1.6). Just as said in [6], “a direct reading device may

overcome some problems such as periodically cleaning the sensor surface and may be perceived to

be more hygienic, but obtaining well-focused and high contrast images is very difficult.” Therefore,

we take the contact-based approach in this thesis for fingerprint image acquisition.

6.1.3 Resolution, Field-Of-View, and Depth-Of-Field

The resolution, field-of-view, and depth-of-field are three important concepts related to an imaging

system. The resolution can be measured in two different ways for different contexts: DPI (dots per

inch) and pixels. When using DPI, it refers to how many dots (or pixels) are used to depict every

inch of the scene being photographed, whereas the pixels are often used to measure the spatial size

of the resulting images, i.e. how many pixels are contained in the images. In the following text, we

refer to the first one still by resolution (in terms of DPI), but the latter one as spatial size (in terms

of pixels). The field-of-view is the angular extent of the observable world that can be captured by

the imaging system. Let r be the resolution, h and w the height and width of the image, then H and

W, the height and width of the region that can be captured on the image can be calculated in unit of

millimeters as follows

However, given an imaging system (i.e. the film plane and the lens are fixed), not at any locations

can the object lying in its field-of-view be clearly imaged. Instead, there is a range of distance from

the object to the film plane within which the object can be imaged with acceptable sharpness. This

range is referred to as depth-of-field [137]. The objects outside the depth-of-field will appear

blurred on the images.

, .25.4 /H h r= × 25.4 /W w r= × (6.1)
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In the context of fingerprint imaging, if we want to capture the full fingerprint (i.e. a large

field-of-view) at a higher resolution, more pixels will be required, i.e. the spatial size of the

resulting image will be larger. This will highly increase the time and storage required to process the

fingerprint images. Besides, the depth-of-field will decrease as the resolution increases, and

consequently some part of the fingerprint images would appear unclear due to the limited depth-of-

field (see Fig. 6.3) and the operation of the imaging device will also become difficult. On the other

hand, as can be seen in Fig. 6.3, when a fixed field-of-view (or image spatial size) is used, the area

of the fingertip region that is captured by the image will decrease as the resolution increases. A

reduced fingerprint area means that fewer minutiae are presented and higher resolution means that

more fine features are available on ridges. Thus, in order to get the best performance, we have to

take into consideration all the three factors, resolution, field-of-view, and depth-of-field.

Fig. 6.3: Two example fingerprint images taken at (a) ~1500dpi and (b) ~2500dpi by using the
same image spatial size. Some part on them is blurred because of limited depth-of-field.

(a) (b)

6.1.4 Our Developed Device

As discussed before, we implemented an optical fingerprint sensor based on the FTIR technique. In

order to be able to take high resolution fingerprint images, we adopted a high quality CCD camera,

namely Lumenera Camera LU135M. Due to the limited depth-of-field, we set two kinds of image
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spatial size: one is a little bit larger, i.e. 640 pixels in width and 480 pixels in height, and the other

one is relatively smaller, i.e. 320 pixels in width and 240 pixels in height. Using such small

fingerprint images, if the resolution is too high, the images will cover too small fingertip regions

with quite limited number of fingerprint features presented on them. For this sake, according to the

minimum resolution required for imaging level-3 fingerprint features and the configuration of our

device, we set the resolution of our fingerprint acquisition device to approx. 1200dpi such that 1)

level-3 features like pores can be reliably extracted, 2) as many minutiae as possible are available,

and 3) all part of the fingerprint images is well focused and clearly captured. Following (7.1) we

can easily derive that the fingerprint images of 640 by 480 pixels cover an area of approx. 13.5mm

by 10.2mm on the fingertip, and the fingerprint images of 320 by 240 pixels cover an area of

approx. 6.8mm by 5.1mm on the fingertip. Fig. 6.4 shows our developed fingerprint image

acquisition device.

Fig. 6.4: Our developed fingerprint image acquisition device. (a) shows an example working
scenario, and (b) its inner structure.

(a) (b)

Before using the device to collect fingerprint images in real-world applications, it has to be

calibrated such that the fingerprint can be well focused and clear fingerprint images can be

obtained. Towards the end, we adjusted the aperture and the distance between the lens and the film
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plane and evaluated the resulting images taken at different settings by using the Top Sharpening

Index (TSI) [138]. TSI evaluates how well a fingerprint is focused based on the measurement of

the steepness of the ridge/valley transitions on the fingerprint impression. Some example

fingerprint images and their TSI values are given in Fig. 6.5. From Figs. 6.5a-c, it can be seen that

the TSI values effectively measure the vagueness of the fingerprint images (the larger the TSI value

of a fingerprint image, the clearer it is). Meanwhile, it is clearly demonstrated in Figs. 6.5d-f that

the TSI values are independent of the ridge frequency and brightness of the fingerprint images. For

the detailed algorithm of the TSI calculation, please refer to [138].

Fig. 6.5: Some example fingerprint images with their TSI values as (a) 0.0828, (b) 0.0446, (c)
0.0221, (d) 0.0895, (e) 0.0865, and (f) 0.0876.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

6.2 Human-System Interface

With the fingerprint image acquisition device established in the last section, we further

implemented a human-system interface for the high resolution fingerprint recognition system, and
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the system was designed to work in verification mode. As in general fingerprint recognition

systems (refer to subsection 1.2.1), there are two modules, enrollment and authentication, in our

developed high resolution fingerprint recognition system. These two modules can be switched

between each other on the human-system interface as shown in Figs. 6.6-6.8.

Fig. 6.6: The human-system interface of the developed high resolution fingerprint recognition
system – Enrollment.

In the enrollment module, a new user can register himself/herself in the system by adding

his/her personal information and fingerprint features into the database of the system, and the

existing users can also update their information and fingerprint features. Usually, during the

enrollment, three to five fingerprint images are taken from the same finger, and the fingerprint

features on them are then extracted by using algorithms discussed in previous chapters. The

extracted features together with the user’s personal information (e.g. user ID and name) are stored
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in the database for the user for later authentication purpose.

When a person wants to access the system, the verification module is launched. The person

inputs his/her user ID and meanwhile provides the system with one image of his/her registered

finger. The features on the fingerprint image are then extracted and compared with the stored

features corresponding to the claimed user ID by using the algorithms discussed in previous

chapters. Based on the obtained match scores, the user is either accepted as a genuine user or

rejected as an imposter user according to pre-specified thresholds.

Fig. 6.7: The human-system interface of the developed high resolution fingerprint recognition
system – Verification as Genuine.
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Fig. 6.8: The human-system interface of the developed high resolution fingerprint recognition
system – Verification as Imposter.

6.3 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced our developed high resolution fingerprint recognition system which

is based on the algorithms we discussed in previous chapters. Several problems regarding the

implementation of the high resolution fingerprint recognition system have been discussed. The first

problem is about the fingerprint imaging technique. Considering the cost, convenience to use, and

the mature level of different fingerprint imaging techniques, the fingerprint image acquisition

device of the system uses an optical sensor and is implemented according to the FTIR technique.

The second problem is about the way to capture fingerprint images. The touch-less and contact-

based approaches have been considered and compared. The obtained experimental results show the

difficultness of capturing level-3 fingerprint features by using the touch-less approach. Thus, the
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contacted-based approach is adopted in the system. The third problem is regarding the resolution,

field-of-view, and depth-of-field in designing the fingerprint image acquisition device. The depth-

of-field limits the image area (or the field-of-view) that can be clearly captured, and the reversed

relationship between the resolution and the area of captured fingertip region given an image size

requires us to carefully choose the resolution and the image size for the device. In order to better

capture the level-3 fingerprint features and to obtain as more fingerprint features as possible, we set

the resolution to approx. 1200dpi and took two kinds of image size (640 by 480 pixels and 320 by

240 pixels) according to the configuration of the camera used in the device. The fourth problem

concerns the calibration of the device which is to make the fingerprint images well focused by the

camera. In the implementation, we used the Top Sharpening Index (TSI) to fulfill the calibration

purpose for our device.

The system still has some aspects to improve, for example, the following two. First, the image

quality checking function needs to be implemented and incorporated into the system so that the

system can more reliably and accurately recognize fingerprints. Second, the system will become

more reliable if some liveness detection (or anti-spoofing) technique is integrated into it.
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Chapter 7

Diffusion-based Fingerprint Image
Enhancement

Fingerprints, as typical oriented patterns, consist of smoothly varying flow-like patterns, together

with important singular points (i.e. cores and deltas) where the orientation changes abruptly.

Gabor filters and anisotropic diffusion methods have been widely used to enhance oriented

patterns. However, none of them can well cope with regions of varying curvatures or regions

surrounding singular points. By incorporating the ridge curvatures and the singularities into the

diffusion model, this chapter proposes a new diffusion method to better exploit the global

characteristics of fingerprints. Specifically, we first locate the singular points, and regularize the

estimated orientation field by using a singularity driven nonlinear diffusion process. We then

enhance the fingerprints by applying an oriented diffusion process which is driven by the curvature

and singularity. Experiments on synthetic data and real fingerprint images validated that the

proposed method is capable of consistently enhancing fingerprints while well preserving the ridge

structures in singular regions.

Fig. 7.1: Fingerprint, a typical example of oriented patterns.

Core

Delta

Crease
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7.1 Introduction

Oriented patterns, also known as oriented or flow-like textures, have been attracting much

research attention in applications of computer vision [49-50] and pattern recognition such as

fingerprint recognition [6] for a long time. Referring to Fig. 7.1, fingerprint is a typical example of

oriented patterns consisting of smoothly varying flow-like patterns (namely ridge structures),

together with important singularities (namely cores and deltas) [51]. Oriented patterns are locally

anisotropic with their ridge orientation field being well defined except at singular points [49].

Singular points, viewed as important global features of oriented patterns, are the points of

discontinuity of the orientation field [6, 49, 51]. Two kinds of singularities are widely used in

literature as shown in Fig. 7.1: the core is the end point of the innermost curving ridge, and the

delta is the confluence point of three different flow directions [6, 51]. The singular regions

surrounding singular points have the highest ridge curvatures across the oriented patterns, and the

orientation around the singular points changes abruptly.

For real images of oriented patterns, the image quality can be degraded significantly by a

number of factors, including the corrupted noise in the image acquisition process, the creases and

other interference that would break the ridges (referring to Fig. 7.1). The enhancement of oriented

patterns is thus to reduce the noise and interference to make the pattern structures easier for

recognition. It is well known that traditional linear and isotropic smoothing methods such as

Gaussian smoothing will blur or destroy ridge structures [56]. Therefore, some nonlinear and

anisotropic smoothing methods were developed later [16-17, 47, 54, 57-58].

A popular approach to oriented pattern enhancement is to use contextual filters that are tuned

to proper orientations and frequencies [16-17, 54]. For instance, in [16], Hong et al. proposed to
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use a bank of Gabor filters to enhance the oriented patterns on fingerprint images. They calculated

the dominant ridge orientation and the average ridge frequency at each pixel based on a

neighborhood to the pixel. A Gabor filter was then applied, which is tuned to the local ridge

orientation and frequency at the pixel. This method, if the Gabor filters are tuned to correct

orientations and frequencies, can successfully suppress the noise on the ridges and remove the

creases. However, such contextual filter based methods have the following shortcomings. First,

there is often block effect on the enhanced oriented pattern images because the ridge frequency is

usually estimated block by block. Second, when there are singular points on the ridge patterns, it

will be very difficult to accurately estimate the orientation and frequency around the singular

points. As a result, the contextual filters can not accurately enhance the ridge patterns, but instead

often destroy the ridge structures in these regions. Third, when the images are of very poor quality,

it will be hard to calculate the ridge frequency. Consequently, the contextual filters will fail to

effectively enhance the oriented patterns.

As a kind of partial differential equation (PDE) based methods, various diffusion techniques

[47, 57-58] have been proposed in the community of computer vision and image processing in the

past decades. They are proven to be very useful for image de-noising, restoration, enhancement,

and feature extraction [47, 57-59]. Some nonlinear and anisotropic diffusion methods have been

recently applied to oriented pattern processing, including ridge orientation estimation [58, 60] and

ridge pattern enhancement [52-53, 55-56, 61-62]. In general, these methods first estimate the ridge

orientation field on the oriented pattern images and then steer intensity diffusion processes

primarily along the ridge orientation. Advantages of the nonlinear and anisotropic diffusion-based

methods include that they are free from frequency estimation and that they can better preserve
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ridge edges.

However, most existing nonlinear and anisotropic diffusion methods consider neither the local

ridge curvatures nor the global singular points of the oriented patterns when determining the

diffusivity. Consequently, they have the following drawbacks. First, they use similar diffusivity at

locations where the ridges could have different curvatures. In fact, when the ridges have small

curvatures, we can apply a large amount of diffusion on the ridges. On the contrary, when the

ridges bend sharply, the diffusion should be reduced. By taking into consideration the local ridge

curvatures, we can make the diffusion more consistently. Second, the existing nonlinear and

anisotropic diffusion methods ignore the singular points by simply applying the same diffusion

process in both singular regions and non-singular regions. This may destroy the ridge structures in

the singular regions due to the rapid change of ridge orientation around singular points.

The goal of this chapter is to explicitly incorporate the local ridge curvatures and the global

singular point features into the diffusion model such that it can not only consistently enhance the

oriented patterns in non-singular regions, but also well preserve the ridge structures in singular

regions. To this end, we first estimate an initial ridge orientation field and locate the singular points

on the oriented pattern, and then regularize the ridge orientation field by using a nonlinear

diffusion process which is driven by the singularity of oriented patterns. Consequently, a curvature

and singularity driven diffusion process is applied to enhance the ridge pattern.

7.2 The Curvature and Singularity Driven Diffusion Model

The basic idea of diffusion is to exchange quantities between adjacent objects, and as the diffusion

goes the whole system will evolve to a smoother and smoother status [63]. In the context of image

processing, the exchanged quantities are the intensities of pixels in the image. Mathematically, the
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diffusion process in an image I(x,y) can be formulated as the following PDE

with initial condition

Here, ∇u=(ux, uy)T is the gradient vector (‘T’ denotes the transpose) and D is the diffusivity term,

which can be either a scalar or a 2×2 matrix.

When D is a constant scalar, the diffusion equation (7.1) defines a linear isotropic diffusion,

which will blur the edges on the image. To better preserve the edges, Perona and Malik (the P-M

diffusion model) [58] proposed to define the diffusivity as a decrease function of the local gradient

magnitudes. They proposed a diffusivity function as follows

where k is a parameter. By using this diffusivity, the diffusion will be reduced at those locations

which have a larger likelihood to be edges. Although the P-M diffusion model can adapt the

diffusivity to the local features, at each pixel it still diffuses identically in all directions. Therefore,

it does not have the ability of orientation selectivity.

Later, Weickert [63] proposed to use a diffusion tensor to tune the diffusion directions

according to the dominant orientation at each image pixel. The diffusion tensor is defined as

where λ1 and λ2 are the diffusivities along the two orthogonal diffusion directions p1 and p2

respectively. In Weickert’s diffusion model, p1 and p2 are defined by the two eigenvectors of the

local structure tensor (suppose p1 corresponds to the larger eigenvalue) that is defined as

( )tu div D u∂ = ⋅∇ (7.1)
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where G ρ is a Gaussian kernel with standard variance ρ, ‘*’ denotes convolution, and the

diffusivities along these two directions are determined by the two eigenvalues of Sρ. Basically, we

can steer the diffusion process along any orientation with any diffusivity by adjusting the four

components in the diffusion tensor.

Our diffusion model for oriented pattern enhancement originates from Weickert’s model. For

oriented patterns, the ridge orientation can be approximately estimated before the diffusion.

Therefore, it is not necessary to do the structure tensor analysis at each step of the diffusion, which

is quite time-consuming. In addition, the oriented patterns consist of locally parallel dense patterns

[50]. Thus, to enhance the oriented patterns, we should diffuse along the ridge orientation but

never the perpendicular orientation. Let θ be the ridge orientation at a pixel. The diffusion

orientation p1 at the pixel is then defined as

The diffusivity along this orientation is positive (λ1>0), while the diffusivity along its perpendicular

orientation is set to zero (λ2=0). Therefore, the diffusion is along p1 only, i.e. the ridge orientation at

the pixel.

As discussed in the introduction, the oriented patterns are globally characterized by singular

points and the ridge curvatures change greatly between singular regions and non-singular regions.

It is important to take these characteristics into consideration when enhancing the oriented patterns.

Bearing this in mind, we define the diffusivities in the diffusion model as

( )TS G u uρ ρ= ∗ ∇ ∇ (7.5)
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Here, k1 and k2 are two parameters to control the diffusion velocities, c is the ridge curvature at the

pixel, and dS is the distance from the pixel to the closest singular point (if there is no singular point,

dS is infinity). By substituting Eq. (7.4) and Eqs. (7.6-7.8) into Eq. (7.1), we obtain the curvature

and singularity driven oriented diffusion model as follows

where .2 2cos sin 2 cos sinxx yy xyu u u uθθ θ θ θ θ= + +

In the above proposed diffusion model, the diffusion is exactly along the ridge orientation. It

diffuses fast in small curvature regions and non-singular regions and will slow down while it

approaches to high curvature regions or singular points. Such adaptivity is desired in order to

consistently enhance the oriented patterns in regions of different curvatures and preserve the ridge

structures in regions surrounding singular points.

7.3 The Enhancement Algorithm

In this section, we will develop a new algorithm for oriented pattern enhancement based on the

proposed nonlinear and anisotropic diffusion model in Eq. (7.9). We first introduce the method for

singular point detection and orientation field regularization and then present the enhancement

scheme.

7.3.1 Singular Point Detection and Orientation Field Regularization

In order to use the curvature and singularity driven oriented diffusion model to enhance oriented

patterns, we need to estimate the ridge orientation field and detect the singular points in the

oriented patterns. Meanwhile, in order to suppress noise in the orientation field, we need to

.2 0λ = (7.8)

,
2

2 2 2
1 2
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regularize the orientation field. However, regularization such as smoothing will lead to the shifting

of singular points. Therefore, some tradeoff has to be made between regularizing the orientation

field and preserving the singular points. In this section, we propose to regularize the orientation

field by explicitly considering the singular points.

Fig. 7.2: Singular point detection and orientation field regularization. (a) shows the initial
orientation field, and (b) shows the singular points detected on it; (c) is the orientation field
after linear diffusion of 50 iterations; (d) shows the singular points detected on the diffused
orientation field in (c); (e) shows the final singular point detection results; and (f) is the final
orientation field regularized by using the singularity driven nonlinear diffusion.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

According to Perona’s observation [60], the singular points of oriented patterns have the causal

property: singular points may disappear, but not appear, when diffusing in the orientation field.
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Inspired by this finding, we propose to detect the singular points in the process of orientation

diffusion. We start from an initial estimation of the ridge orientation field which is obtained by

analyzing the local structure tensor as defined in Eq. (7.5) [64]. Because a large scale smoothing of

the structure tensor will lead to large displacements of singular points, we use a small scale in the

structure tensor analysis. Once we have the initial ridge orientation field (referring to Fig. 7.2a), we

locate the singular points on it by using the Poincare index [6]. At this moment, we may find many

singular points, some of which might be false ones (referring to Fig. 7.2b).

We then apply a linear diffusion process as defined in Eq. (7.1) by settingD as a constant in the

orientation field. Because the value of orientation is within the range of 0 to π, which is

intrinsically discontinuous [60], we map the orientation θ to a continuous complex plane as

where and are the real and imaginary parts. The diffusion is thencos(2 )R θ= sin(2 )I θ=

conducted on these two parts simultaneously. After diffusion by N iterations (in our experiments,

N=10), we can retrieve a smoother orientation field from the diffused real and imaginary parts

according to . We then detect the singular points on the obtained smoother1
2 arctan( / )I Rθ =

orientation field. If the number of singular points keep unchanged for a sufficient number of

iterations, or a specific number of iterations has been reached, the diffusion in the ridge orientation

field stops. Otherwise, diffuse forN more iterations. Fig. 7.2c shows the smoothed orientation field

after 50 iterations of diffusion.

When the diffusion stops, the false singular points will be eliminated but the survived singular

points may shift from their original locations due to the smoothing effect of diffusion as can be

seen in Fig. 7.2d. For more accurate localization of these singular points, we go back to the

,cos(2 ) sin(2 )U i R iIθ θ= + = + (7.10)
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detection results in the initial ridge orientation field. The singular points in the initial ridge

orientation field which are the closest ones to those survived singular points are taken as the final

singular point detection results. By using such a feedback scheme, we can not only remove false

singular points, but also make the singular point localization more accurate (referring to Fig. 7.2e).

Based on the detected singular points, we can now regularize the initial orientation field. Here,

we adopt a nonlinear diffusion process to reduce the diffusion around singular points such that the

orientation field close to the singular points can be better preserved. To this end, we define the

diffusivity at a pixel (i, j) based on its distance to the closest singular points as follows

where k is a constant, and

with ds being the distance between the pixel and the sth singular point, and n is the total number of

singular points. With the above defined singularity driven nonlinear diffusion on the orientation

field, most noisy orientation can be corrected while preserving the orientation around singular

points. Fig. 7.2f shows an example of the final orientation field regularized by the singularity

driven nonlinear diffusion. Compared with the regularized orientation field in Fig. 7.2c, the

proposed method successfully avoids over smoothing the orientation field around singular points

while correctly regularizing the orientation at the crease and other interference.

7.3.2 Fingerprint Image Enhancement

Once the ridge orientation field and the singular points have been obtained, we can now apply the

curvature and singularity driven oriented diffusion model to enhance the oriented patterns.

,2 2

1( , ) exp{ }
( , )S

D i j
k d i j

= − (7.11)

,( , ) min{ ( , ) | 1,2, , }S sd i j d i j s n= = (7.12)
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Different from conventional diffusion applications, for oriented pattern enhancement, we calculate

only once the diffusivity at each pixel before the diffusion, and then use this diffusivity throughout

the whole diffusion process. This makes our algorithm more efficient. Referring to the definition of

the diffusion model in Eq. (7.9), the diffusion orientation θ is just the ridge orientation at the pixel,

and the diffusivity will be determined by the local ridge curvature and its distance to the closest

singular point. The distance at the pixel is calculated according to Eq. (7.12). As for the curvature,

we refer to the orientation difference proposed by Perona [60]. Specifically, we calculate the

curvature at the pixel (i, j) as follows

where N(i, j) denotes the neighborhood to the pixel (i, j). In our experiments, we use the 4-

connected neighborhood. Finally, the diffused intensity at the pixel (i, j) in the (t+1)th iteration can

be calculated by

As the above diffusion proceeds, noise as well as other distractions like creases on ridges and

valleys will be gradually removed. On the resulting enhanced oriented patterns, broken ridges and

valleys are connected and the ridges and valleys are becoming more separable. More importantly,

the ridge structures in the singular regions are also well preserved. The parameters involved in the

diffusion model and the number of iterations can be determined by experience for specific oriented

pattern data according to their quality and to the application requirement.
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Fig. 7.3: Enhancement results of the image in Fig. 7.1 by using (a) the proposed method and
(b) the Gabor filters. The proposed method enhances much better the ridge structures in
singular regions than the Gabor filters.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7.3 shows an example of the enhancement results in comparison with the Gabor filter

based enhancement method [16]. While the Gabor filter based method has obvious block effect

especially in the singular regions, we see that the proposed method enhances much better the ridge

structures in singular regions than the Gabor filters.

7.4 Experimental Results

7.4.1 Vision Comparison on a Toy Example

We first use a synthetic toy example to illustrate the effectiveness of including the ridge curvature

in the diffusion. As shown in Fig. 7.4a, in the synthetic oriented pattern image, there are some

straight lines and some curves which have different curvatures. They are broken by a straight line,

resulting in a break point on each line and each curve. We use the proposed curvature driven

oriented diffusion method as well as the other two representative oriented diffusion methods [53,

56] to repair the breaks.
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Fig. 7.4: Toy example for curvature driven oriented diffusion. (a) is the original oriented
pattern image. (b-d) are the enhancement results by the proposed method, Cheng’s method
[53], and Hastings’ method [56], after 10 iterations, and (e-g) after 20 iterations. The proposed
diffusion scheme can enhance the ridge structures in regions of different curvatures more
consistently and more accurately.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

The oriented diffusion in [53] sets the diffusivity using a method similar to that of Weickert’s

model [47], which is based on local structure tensor analysis. In [56], the diffusivity is set to be a

constant. The results of the three methods after 10 iterations and 20 iterations are shown in Figs.

7.4b-d and Figs. 7.4e-g respectively. As can be seen from the results, the proposed curvature driven

oriented diffusion enhances regions of different curvatures more consistently, whereas the

diffusion driven by local structure tensor analysis [53] performs quite differently in flat and curved

regions. Besides, compared with the oriented diffusion methods [53, 56], the curvature driven

oriented diffusion method can repair the curves more smoothly (note the intensity along the lines

and curves). This is because neither the local structure tensor analysis [53] nor the constant
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diffusivity method [56] can capture the curved characteristics of oriented patterns (note that the

structure tensor uses the first order derivatives whereas the curvature is a second order derivative

feature).

7.4.2 Vision Comparison on Real Fingerprint Images

In order to assess the effect of singularity on enhancing oriented patterns, we use a variety of real

fingerprint images for experiments. These images are taken from the FVC2002 fingerprint image

databases [65]. In our experiments, we first used the histogram equalization to pre-process the

fingerprint images such that the contrast between ridges and valleys is improved. We compare the

proposed method with the representative Gabor filter based method [16] and the state-of-the-art

oriented diffusion based methods [53, 56].

We evaluate these methods by their performance in enhancing various patterns with singular

points. In the literature of fingerprint classification, according to the singular points on the

fingerprints, there are generally six classes of oriented patterns, i.e. arch, tented arch, whorl, twin

loop, left loop, and right loop [6]. Referring to this classification method, we consider four cases in

our experiments: one core point, one core point and one delta point, two core points on a whorl

pattern, two core points on a twin loop pattern. Fig. 7.5 shows four typical example images used in

the experiments.
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Fig. 7.5: Four typical fingerprints with different singular points: (a) one core point; (b) one
core point and one delta point; (c) two core points on a whorl pattern; and (d) two core points
on a twin loop pattern.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

We enhance these images by the Gabor filter based method [16], Cheng’s method [53],

Hastings’ method [56], and the proposed method (all the three diffusion based methods conduct 30

iterations of diffusion). The enhancement results are presented in Figs. 7.6-7.9. In the results of

Gabor filter based method, obvious block effect can be observed (especially in regions close to

singular points) and the ridge edges are displaced. The diffusion based methods do not have these

problems. However, as can be seen from the marked regions on the results, when there are singular

points, the Gabor filter based method and the other two diffusion based methods fail to accurately

enhance the ridge structures in the singular regions. On the contrary, the proposed method

successfully preserves the ridge structures in the singular regions by well controlling the diffusion
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in these regions. For example, referring to Fig. 7.8, on the whorl pattern which has two core points,

all the counterpart methods destroy the ridge structures in the singular regions, i.e. the innermost

ridge is broken by them. But the proposed method preserves it very well. For another example, see

Fig. 7.7. On the image, there is a crease lying in the region between the core and the delta as

marked by the ellipse. The proposed method recovers the ridge structures more accurately than

both the Gabor filter based method and the other two diffusion based methods. Overall, the

proposed method not only enhances very well the ridge structures in non-singular regions, but also

accurately preserves the ridge structures in singular regions.

Fig. 7.6: The enhancement results on Fig. 7.5a. (a) is a part of the initial image, and (b-e) are
corresponding results of the Gabor filter based method, Cheng’s method, Hastings’ method, and
the proposed method.

(a)

(b) (c) (d) (e)
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Fig. 7.7: The enhancement results on Fig. 7.5b. (a) is a part of the initial image, and (b-e) are
corresponding results of the Gabor filter based method, Cheng’s method, Hastings’ method, and
the proposed method.

(a)

(b) (c) (d) (e)
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Fig. 7.8: The enhancement results on Fig. 7.5c. (a) is a part of the initial image, and (b-e) are
corresponding results of the Gabor filter based method, Cheng’s method, Hastings’ method, and
the proposed method.

(a)

(b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 7.9: The enhancement results on Fig. 7.5d. (a) is a part of the initial image, and (b-e) are
corresponding results of the Gabor filter based method, Cheng’s method, Hastings’ method, and
the proposed method.

(a)

(b) (c) (d) (e)

When high resolution fingerprint images are used, as in the previous chapters, the images can

be first down-sampled to low resolution before applying the enhancement methods (either the

proposed or existing other methods). This is because the enhancement is to improve the clarity of

ridges and valleys, for which low resolution is sufficient. Moreover, working on low resolution
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images is more efficient. The enhancement results are finally up-sampled to the original resolution

to get the enhanced high resolution fingerprint images. Fig. 7.10 shows the results on an example

high resolution fingerprint image by using the down-sampling and up-sampling approach. For

comparison, the results of both the proposed method and the Gabor filter based method are shown.

From these results, we can see that the sampling approach works very well when applying the

enhancement methods to high resolution fingerprint images. Again, the advantages of the proposed

method in enhancing high curvature and singular regions can be observed from the results shown in

Fig. 7.10.

7.4.3 Evaluation by Minutiae Extraction Accuracy

In fingerprint recognition, the enhancement is finally to facilitate the extraction of fingerprint

features, especially the extraction of minutiae features (i.e. endings and bifurcations of ridges).

Therefore, we also evaluated the proposed method based on the accuracy of minutiae extraction

and compared it with the Gabor filter based method. Given the enhancement result on a fingerprint

image of any enhancement method, the minutiae extraction method we implemented extracts

minutiae by applying the following steps to the enhanced fingerprint image: binarization, thinning,

ridge tracing for detecting initial minutiae, and post-processing the detected minutiae [28]. Fig.

(b) (c)

Fig. 7.10: The enhancement results on a high resolution fingerprint image. (a) is the original image.
(b) and (c) are the results of the proposed method and the Gabor filter based method by using down-
sampling and up-sampling approach.

(a)
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7.11 shows the results on an example high resolution fingerprint image. It can be seen that on the

Gabor filter enhanced fingerprint image, some spurious minutiae are detected in singular region,

while none is detected on the enhancement result of the proposed method. Comparing the

enhancement results of the two methods on the fingerprint image shown in Figs. 7.11c-d, we can

clearly seen that this owes to the better performance of the proposed method in enhancing high

curvature and singular regions.

Fig. 7.11: Example minutiae extraction results. (a) and (b) show the detected minutiae based on
the enhancement results of the proposed method and the Gabor filter based method in (c) and
(d), respectively.

We randomly chosen 24 fingerprint images from DBI and manually marked the minutiae on

them. Based on these fingerprint images with ground truth minutiae, we calculated the average true

detection and false detection rates on the enhancement results of the proposed method and the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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Gabor filter based method. A minutia is said to be correctly detected or a true detection if the

distance from it to the ground truth one is not larger than 5 pixels and the difference between their

directions is not larger than 15 degrees (note that here we did not consider the minutiae type

because many minutiae matchers do not use this information when matching minutiae). The true

detection rate on a fingerprint image is then defined as the percentage of correctly detected

minutiae among all the ground truth minutiae on the fingerprint image, and the false detection rate

is defined as the percentage of falsely detected minutiae among all the detected minutiae. Table 7.1

lists the average accuracy of the two methods on the 24 fingerprint images. The results show that

the proposed enhancement method successfully reduces the number of spurious minutiae (i.e. false

detections). As shown in Fig. 7.11 and Fig. 7.12, the shortcoming of Gabor filter based method in

processing high curvature and singular regions and greatly varying ridge frequencies leads to many

of the false detections. Note that the ridge frequencies change greatly from the left to the right parts

on the fingerprint image in Fig. 7.12. Yet, the proposed diffusion-based method can still handle it

very well because it is free from frequency tuning.

Table 7.1:Average minutiae detection accuracy of the proposed method and the Gabor filter based
method on 24 fingerprint images in DBI

The proposed method The Gabor filter based method
True detection rate (%) 84.57% 11.06%
False detection rate (%) 77.59% 25.64%
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7.5 Summary

Fingerprint image enhancement is among the major problems involved in automatic fingerprint

recognition. It can help better detecting some features, e.g. minutiae and ridge paths, on

fingerprints by suppressing noise and clearing ridge structures. In this chapter, we deal with the

problem of fingerprint image enhancement with the aim of coming over the drawback of existing

Gabor filter based and diffusion based methods, i.e. they can not consistently enhance the ridge

structures in regions of varying curvatures or well preserve the ridge structures in regions

surrounding singular points. Toward the end, a novel oriented diffusion based approach is

presented. It inherits the merits from diffusion based enhancement methods, such as frequency

estimation free and good edge preservation. Moreover, the proposed oriented diffusion model

determines the diffusivity based on ridge curvatures and singular points. The experiments on both

synthetic data and real fingerprint images demonstrate that the proposed method can not only

enhance the ridge structures in different regions more consistently, but also enhance the ridge

structures in singular regions more accurately. Such improvement on fingerprint image

Fig. 7.12: Example minutia extraction results based on (a) the proposed method and (b) the
Gabor filter based method on a fingerprint image on which ridge frequencies change greatly.

(a)
(b)
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enhancement is expected to benefit the following feature extraction and pattern recognition

processes, which has been proved by the minutiae extraction experiments.

It is worth mentioning before closing this chapter that the proposed fingerprint image

enhancement method as other enhancement methods is to enhance the ridge structures on

fingerprints. In other words, it takes the fine features on ridges, e.g. pores, as noise and will

consequently suppress them (see Fig. 7.10 and Fig. 7.11). Therefore, in order to detect ridge

dimensional features like pores on fingerprints, the detection algorithms can not be applied to the

images enhanced by such fingerprint image enhancement methods. On the other hand, the

fingerprint image enhancement methods can be used to improve the accuracy of fingerprint ridge

path extraction, which is also very useful in fingerprint additional feature extraction.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Research Contributions

Fingerprints as typical oriented patterns on fingertips have attracted considerable attention from

researchers in the fields of forensics, biometrics, image processing, pattern recognition, and

computer vision. Although great effort has been devoted to devising algorithms for automatic

fingerprint image processing and the fast development of automatic fingerprint recognition

techniques in the past decades has paved the way for widespread deployment of automatic

fingerprint recognition systems, there are still many challenging problems involved in automatic

fingerprint recognition.

In this thesis we have considered the problems of poor fingerprint image quality and limited

recognition accuracy on small partial fingerprints or large-scale datasets by using a diffusion-

based image enhancement approach and high resolution fingerprint imaging techniques. Especially

in the context of high resolution fingerprint recognition, we have extensively analyzed the

fingerprint additional features. We first proposed a diffusion-based fingerprint image enhancement

method that utilized the ridge curvatures and singularities on fingerprints to drive an oriented

diffusion model. Compared with the traditional Gabor-based fingerprint image enhancement

methods, the proposed method gets rid of block effect and ridge frequency estimation which can

be quite difficult or inaccurate in highly curved regions and singular regions around singular

points. Compared with other diffusion-based methods, the proposed method can more consistently

enhance regions of varying curvatures and more accurately preserve the ridge structures in
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singular regions.

High resolution fingerprint imaging techniques were then employed to capture fingerprint

images of better quality and conveying more fingerprint features in addition to minutiae. The pores

as kind of level-3 fingerprint features were first exploited for partial fingerprint alignment. In the

proposed method, pores on the high resolution partial fingerprint images were extracted and

described by using their locations and orientations, and the ridge orientation fields and valley

structures around them. The correspondences between the pores on two fingerprint images were

then firstly established based on the pores’ local features, and further refined based on their global

geometrical relationship. The alignment transformation between the two fingerprint images was

finally estimated according to the obtained corresponding pores on them, if any. Thanks to the

abundant quantity of pores on high resolution partial fingerprint images, the proposed pore-based

alignment method outperformed both minutia-based and orientation field-based methods.

We then systematically studied the extraction of fingerprint additional features, including

pores, dots, and incipient ridges. We started by analyzing the intensity appearance of these features

on fingerprint images and established some novel models for them which were more accurate than

existing ones. Based on the new models, adaptive algorithms were proposed for extracting the

fingerprint additional features from fingerprint images. The consideration of scales and

orientations made the proposed algorithms more competent in accurately and robustly extracting

the fingerprint additional features. Furthermore, the automatic scale selection technique was

employed to better cope with the varying sizes of fingerprint additional features, and the detection

accuracy has been thus successfully improved.

Some novel algorithms have been proposed for matching fingerprint additional features.
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Compared with existing methods, the proposed ones directly established correspondences between

fingerprint additional features on fingerprint images by using coarse-to-fine approaches. In the

coarse step, initial correspondences between the features were calculated based on the correlation

between their local descriptors, and in the subsequent fine step, the initial correspondences were

further refined to remove false ones based on the relative locations of these features. The proposed

matching methods successfully avoided the dependency of fingerprint additional features

matching on the matching of other features like minutiae, and thus made the fusion between these

different features more effectively.

To make better use of fingerprint additional features with other features, we have conducted an

extensive study on the fusion of fingerprint additional features and minutiae. We analyzed the

match score distributions and statistics of these individual features, compared different parallel

fusions among them with different score normalization methods, and also investigated different

hierarchical fusion methods which fused the features in different order and used the features in

different manners. From the obtained results, some useful and enlightening findings have been

concluded which enriched existing studies on fingerprint additional features.

Finally, based on our developed algorithms, we implemented a high resolution fingerprint

recognition system. In the system, we built a contact-based optical fingerprint sensor which can

acquire high resolution fingerprint images. With the custom-built high resolution fingerprint sensor,

we have constructed two high resolution fingerprint image databases. A human-system interface

has been developed for the system such that it can be used for personal verification. The system

has already been installed in our lab for demo.

8.2 Future Work
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The work done in this thesis confirms the usefulness of fingerprint additional features for

automatic fingerprint recognition. It not only enriches the existing literature, but also raises some

more problems which deserve more effort. We conclude this thesis by suggesting possible ways in

which the presented research may be further extended for more accurate fingerprint recognition

systems.

1. Fingerprint image enhancement is significant to the extraction and matching of both

traditional features such as minutiae and fingerprint additional features such as pores. The

diffusion-based method proposed in this thesis enhances fingerprint images in an iterative

way. However, currently, it is not a trivial job to determine the stop criteria for the method.

If over-diffused, the ridge structures will be surely destroyed. In order to apply the method

in an automatic fingerprint recognition system, an adaptive way should be needed to

determine when to stop the diffusion. Besides, because the diffusion is guided by the ridge

orientation, it is vital to get an accurate estimate of the ridge orientation. A study on the

sensitiveness of the diffusion-based method to the ridge orientation estimation error would

be also very helpful for the practical application of the method.

2. The pore-based fingerprint alignment method and the direct pore matching method share

some common idea, i.e. first using certain local descriptors to describe the pores and

establish the pore correspondences based on their descriptors’ similarities and then using

some methods to refine the correspondences based on the geometrical relationship

between them. This idea has been proven to be effective for pores and other additional

features matching. However, as discussed in the corresponding chapters, the methods take

a little bit long time to compare a pair of fingerprint images, especially when the
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fingerprint image size is large. Hence, in order for applications to large-sized fingerprint

images and real-time automatic fingerprint recognition, it deserves to explore more

efficient and more distinctive local descriptors for pores and other fingerprint additional

features.

3. The proposed adaptive fingerprint additional features extraction methods divide the

fingerprint images into blocks and use one orientation to represent the ridge orientation

field of each block. In this thesis, we divided a fingerprint image into square blocks and

started the partition process by using a relatively large block size first and reduced the

block size if the variance of orientation on the block was too large. However, this method

would incur problems when dealing with regions containing highly curved ridges, e.g. the

singular regions, because of the relatively large inaccuracy caused by using a single value

of orientation to represent such a block. A possible solution is to accomplish the partition

following the intrinsic topology of the fingerprint ridge orientation field. Moreover, an

analysis of the effect of ridge orientation disparity on the detection accuracy of the

proposed methods will be also very helpful.

4. In the study of fusing fingerprint additional features and minutiae, some phenomena have

been observed on our databases. With respect to the dots and incipient ridges, our results

showed that their contributions to the overall recognition accuracy of the fusion system

seem to be very minor on both small-sized and large-sized fingerprint images. This is not

very consistent with existing studies [33]. It may be because of the extraction and

matching algorithms of dots and incipient ridges used in the experiments. Therefore, more

investigations with more elaborated algorithms are necessary for better understanding the
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effectiveness of dots and incipient ridges.

5. Our experimental results on hierarchical fusion have shown that the fusion in the order of

dots and incipient ridges to pores to minutiae can generate better accuracy than the inverse

order. But the root reason for this phenomenon still needs further explanation. More

generally, a study on the relationship between the hierarchical fusion order and the

accuracy of individual features will help to further develop the theory of hierarchical

fusion. Furthermore, in the literature of multi-biometric and multi-classifier systems, a

probabilistic framework has been established for parallel fusion on the score level. An

extension of such probabilistic framework to the hierarchical fusion will be very

interesting and meaningful.

6. The positive or negative manner of using fingerprint features in hierarchical fusion has

received very little attention before. According to our experimental results, the manner can

however greatly affect the accuracy of the whole fingerprint recognition system. More

investigation into this issue is still necessary. For example, in a hierarchical fusion system,

some features would better be used in a positive manner and others in a negative manner. A

theoretical analysis on this issue is also expected to provide good guidance on the choosing

of the manner for a specific feature.

7. When using fingerprint additional features to calculate the similarities between fingerprints,

the methods in this thesis did not consider the reliability of the extracted features.

However, due to the varying conditions in collecting fingerprint images, some features

would become vague and distracted by noise. Such features should be then taken as

unreliable features and be given smaller weights in the calculation of fingerprint
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similarities. How to assess the quality of fingerprint additional features and how to

consolidate it into the matching process are still open problems, but do deserve effort for a

more accurate fingerprint recognition system. From the perspective of the high resolution

fingerprint recognition system, the quality checking on a fingerprint image and on the

features on it prior to registering its template into the system database will surely help to

enhance the accuracy of the system.

8. The algorithms of fingerprint additional features proposed in this thesis were all evaluated

by using live-scan fingerprint images and for optical sensor-based automatic high

resolution fingerprint recognition systems. However, these fingerprint additional features

are more widely used for latent fingerprint comparison in forensic applications. The latent

fingerprint images are well-known for their poor quality and small area. An evaluation of

the proposed algorithms on latent fingerprint images should be challenging, but the

applications of them to latent fingerprint images are of necessity and will be very

beneficial for more accurate and advanced automatic fingerprint identification systems.
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